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is directed at white educators who are

The uniqueness of

the

focus exists

implicates

each of us as white people

suffering.

It also challenges us to

our whiteness

in

in that

it

in the causes of racial
learn new truths about

and about our responsibility and opportunity for

generating constructive change
white controlled

ing

Carroll College

investigate a new focus on the racial crisis

country.

not guilt,
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Kent State University

Directed by:

This dissertation

B.

for White Educators

institutions.

with resulting

in ourselves,

others,

The objective

and

in

is awareness--

new behavior among white people work¬

on our white problem.
Our white problem is

components
seeing,"
ing of

in Chapter

I.

explored through three
The first

which protects us

others

chological

as well as

costs of

ciated with the
conditioning

has

is white blindness or

from any implication in the

from the personal,

racism in white America.

blindness

is

as

economic,

if white

is

not

suffer¬
and psy¬

Closely asso¬

a distortion of reality.

thoroughly trained us to

often unknowingly,

interrelated

Our

believe and behave,

the right way to be.

This
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distortion of reality is compounded and supported by a system
of myths that are perpetrated and maintained by our whitecontrolled institutions.

Thirdly,

white Americans suffer from

and contribute to racism by our inappropriate behavior.

Blatant

bigots are less the problem than are the well-meaning white
liberals who continue to see the problem as Black,
low,

or Red.

Brown,

Yel¬

Such behavior is no less damaging when it comes

from the silent masses who,

by their silence,

condone the

flourishing of white racist institutions.
The consequences of white racism are documented in Chap¬
ter II.

Data is discussed that not only reveals the myth of

progress but also shows signs of regression.

Much of the

style of racial degradation has changed but the results of
today's sophisticated oppression are alarmingly similar to
earlier decades.
Chapter III allows the author to cite numerous personal
experiences in a discussion of the five levels of white con¬
sciousness.

Level I represents the white person who clearly

believes that there is not a racial problem in this country.
Level II

includes the acceptance of a serious racial problem

but this white person is totally disassociated from it because
its perceived cause lies in the inferiority of people of color.
One of the most dangerous levels of white consciousness in¬
cludes the Level III white liberal who still sees racial suf¬
fering as the product of inferiority but compounds the dilemma
by genuinely helping "those"

people with "their"

problem.

Vll

This white liberal sees no personal implication in a white
problem or responsibility to challenge the white ghettos of
suburbia.

Level IV includes the painful realization and

internalization of our white problem.

This white person

faces and accepts the impossibility of growing up white in
America and not having a distorted perception of whiteness,
color,

or justice.

The Level IV white sees his or her unavoid¬

able implication in white institutions as part of the problem
and begins sensing potential for being anti-racist while
simultaneously being racist in this society.

Level V in¬

cludes white action that follows from an internalization of
our implication in the white problem.

The activism occurs at

many levels but is universal in its focus on white Americans-a chance to respond to causes,

not symptoms.

Chapter IV also includes personal experiences as it dis¬
cusses the struggles and joys of constructively working with
white people.

Five phases of confrontation are the catalyst

from this sharing.

They are:

Implementation;

Resistance and Defensiveness;

(3)

(1)

Contact and Diagnosis;

Choice Point--Acceptance or Denial;

and

(5)

(4)

(2)

The

The New Confronter.

Chapter V includes seventy-five action strategies for
educators that allow the reader to begin acting at three levels.
They are

(1)

with self,

(2)

with another individual,

with a collective of white people or institutions.

or

(3)

Information

is identified that will facilitate choosing action strategies
as well as assist in the critical planning of outreach efforts.
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CHAPTER

I

OUR WHITE PROBLEM

A most poignant rsalization about myself and my race
has occurred in recent years.

Simply stated,

I have come to

see that the racial crisis in this country is a white prob¬
lem.
I,

Only within the last few years have I begun to see how

as a white man,

and my white race are deeply implicated

in the cause and maintenance of extensive racial oppression.
This painful realization is compounded by the discovery that
so few other white Americans are cognizant of our white
affliction.

I have also discovered that a growing number of

white people are becoming aware of our white problem but
still too few to become a critical mass.

Too many white

people remain blind to the facts that support a new perspec¬
tive on the realities of race.

There is still too much dis¬

tortion of reality as perceived by most white Americans and
there is far too much inappropriate behavior
behavior)

(or lack of

that supports and maintains the distortion at both

personal and collective levels.
serious problem in our blindness,
of reality and

We white people have a
our distorted perception

in our inappropriate behavior.

As white

peopl© we face the responsibility and opportunity for erad
icating racism that white people have created and maintained.
The place to begin is with ourselves.
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Blindness
The majority of white Americans are unable or unwilling
to see clearly the psychological or physical sufferings that
permeate the lives of most Third World* people and how it is
maintained,
ple.

intentionally and unintentionally,

by white peo¬

By our psychologically sophisticated blindness—by

"not seeing”

the starvation,

unemployment,

lonliness,

slums,

disease,

and self-hate—it is easy to believe we are

not implicated.

When a problem is not seen,

certainly there

is justification for not acting on its resolution.
A brief sampling of contemporary facts about the con¬
sequences of white racism exemplify what many white people
refuse to see.
- Black families'

median income in recent years was

more than $4000 lower than that of white families.
- The unemployment rate for Native Americans in 1972
was

45%,

about 40% higher than the rate for the total

United States.

* The term "Third World" will be used repeatedly through¬
out this document to refer to people of color.
The rationale
is four-fold.
First, the term "minority" often has an inac¬
curate connotation of inferiority.
Secondly, "minority" is
a falsehood when referring to people of color who make up
two thirds of the world population.
Thirdly, the term has
important historical significance.
The First World refers
to the United States, western Europe, and associated eco¬
nomic satellites while the Second World refers to the Soviet
Union and its political and economic allies.
The Third
World refers to the rest of the people of the world who have
been victimized by colonialism and imperialism of First
World countries.
Fourthly, the term "non-white
is a racist
term implying that whiteness is the acceptable norm.
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Black women are four times as likely to die in child¬
birth than are white women.
The Native American has a life expectancy of

47 years

and male Chicanes's average life expectancy is 58
years.
Prior to the invasion of white people there was a
zero suicide rate among Native Americans but that
rate is now approaching 100 per 100,000 yearly.
Our major cities like New York and Chicago are sites
of

lead poisoning on an epidemic level from the inges¬

tion of illegal paint peeling in substandard, unre¬
paired apartments.

Eighty to eighty-five percent of

these lead poisoning deaths occur among Third World
people.
As of February,

1973,

there are only three Black peo¬

ple on state real estate commissions.
Twenty-three percent of New York City's public school
pupils are Puerto Rican but only one-tenth of one
percent of the teachers are Puerto Rican.
Nine out of

10 Native American college students

dropped out of school in 1972.
Ninety-six percent of our nation's Black people have
television sets and depend on the medium for infor¬
mation and entertainment but Black people own none of
the commercial or non-commercial television stations
in this country.

Of

693 commercial television stations
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one has a Black manager.

All 222 non-commercial pub¬

lic television stations have white managers.
Of the more than 500,000 elected officials nationwide,
only four tenths of one percent are Black.
- Police on a national average have used "fatal force"
on seven times as many Blacks as whites.
- In October,

1972,

Black people comprised 42% of the

prisoner population while only 11% of the national
population was Black.
- Less than 2% of the judges in this nation are Black
while one of every 8 Americans is Black.
- There are no Black federal judges presiding over the
million Black people in 11 southern states and there
is only one Chicano lawyer for every 9,482 Mexican
Americans.

Compare this with a ratio of one lawyer

for every 530 Anglos.*
These are horrible and ugly representations of a per¬
vasively racist and unjust society that is supported by
white Americans today whose inactions allow racism to flour¬
ish by our silence.
create suffering.

In our blindness we often actively
Some consequences of my own blindness were

revealed to me when Norman,

a Black student entered my

* Although these facts are obtainable from numerous
sources, they all can be found in a pamphlet entitled Fact
Sheets on Institutional Racism, compiled, published, and
distributed by Foundation for Change, Inc., New York, 1973.
This pamphlet and many others are available for use in
teaching or training programs for a nominal cost.
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counseling office in serious pain.

He shared a common real¬

ity for many Third World students at a large state university.
He talked of

lonliness,

of the constant battle of not knowing

who to trust in a white university.

He blasted my liberalism

with the realization that he had to talk to a white counselor
about the Black experience on a predominately white campus.
He talked not of the traditional hurdles to succeeding as an
undergraduate but of the additional struggles that faced a
Black man in a white environment.

I was previously blind to

the reality that the curriculum consisted mostly of white
literature,

white history,

white sociology,

white art,

psychology,

and was tempered with white social events.

white

Norman quickly passed over his home situation which greatly
compounded his depression and hurt.

He did mention the fact

that his brother was hospitalized in Washington,

D.C.

for

injuries received from two white policemen for no justifi¬
able reason.

He talked of the false hopes that are painted

for many Black Americans if they can "just get an education."
His father has a B.S.
of Washington.

degree and works as a laborer outside

He helped me see the rules and policies at

the university that get enforced at the discretion of white
deans,

administrators,

and faculty.

Norman responded to my question about his Thanksgiving
vacation plans by showing me the hypocracy of an oppressed
Black man celebrating the invasion of these shores by white
men who left death and destruction in their path toward
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westward expansion.

I listened to numerous incidents des¬

cribed by Norman that helped me comprehend the anger of
Third World people toward a white society that perpetrates
racial hate and suffering.

l

saw how unchanged the racial

scene is today even after volumes of rhetoric and paterna¬
listic programming.

l had extreme difficulty understanding

why many oppressed people,
and futility,

after centuries of degradation

are still attempting to change society and work

through the "system."
When Norman left my office to initiate the process for
dropping out of school,

I

sat alone and realized that I was

part of the hell that battered Norman.

I had remained blind

to his suffering and thus psychologically safe by doing
absolutely nothing about the white society that victimized
him.

I had said nothing about a racist curriculum.

I had

not confronted the hiring of still more white counselors and
teachers.

I had not disagreed with a sterile white social

calendar or with financial aid cut-backs.

I could remember

many racial jokes that I had laughed at without realizing
how these "innocent"

jokes maintain racist attitudes.

I had

not demanded effective training for student affairs staff to
help us deal with our white blindness or with Third World
pain.

The cause and responsibility for racial suffering

resides in white America.

As a white man enjoying the ine¬

quitable benefits of whiteness,

I am responsible in part for

the agony of oppressed Americans.

This realization was
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especially awkward and difficult to
burned a cross on anyone's
aggressive,

allow,
I

lawn or participated

overt racist acts.

allowed me to

face because I

had never

in other

My blindness had effectively

feel apart from the

institutions that encourage,

or perpetrate degradation and oppression even though

have benefitted
Another

from these very

institutions.

situation that helped clarify my

implication

occurred at a university-sponsored workshop where I
know Sandy.
science

Sandy was
at

like a

for wanting

ber awkwardly
many of

clerks

thrill did

in the

in a

few

She hated herself

skin so people would

"racist"

as

the

"expert"

simply

How clearly I

and

of

She

remem¬

spoke

for

stores

stealing the

follow her around as
store clean or

sister

Why,
if

she asked,

she were on

in some cases,

stockroom when she needed assistance?

"separatist"

go
What

students get from driving

racial obscentities at her?
a

all Black people or

"harmless racial comments."

the carload of white

yelling

no one

show.

starting at Third World people.

lunch or the

Black

lighter

side

for a minute or two."

those

the verge of

a

to graduate

and angry at being watched and

freak in a

in classes

the butt of

and

intelligent student of

the Black participants when she expressed anger at

being used

to

tired of

to have

"leave me alone

did

an exceptionally

at the university who was

months.
stared

She was

came to

by

Sandy was called a

because of wanting to

in one of the dormitory complexes.

live with
Why did

label the white people on her floor as racist

for
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their rooming with other white people,
ments,
ment

notes on the bulletin board,

in the hallways?

she could

or bitterly cold treat¬

Sandy was called the racist because

of desperately wanting to
one

for their snide com¬

live with a younger sister,

trust.

There was almost no way for a Black person
temporary,

some-

liberal university to

in this con¬

let their guard down.

There was no chance to respond openly to another because of
the

loaded racial overtones.

had

been difficult but her experience at a contemporary

white

institution of

She had developed a
the cues

from whites

life in the ghetto

higher education was day to day hell.
survival

strategy that helped her read

that we ourselves are unaware of
learn to

send¬

ing.

She has

tones

in a white comment or to perceive non-verbal communi¬

cation that

had to

Her whole

listen for certain words or

telegraphs white attitudes and

they are explicitly expressed.
after

Sandy was

son.

before

skinned

still allowing

to be vulnerable to relationships with a white per¬

Her willingness to relate to white Americans was

dent by her attendance at the workshop.
long

tougher

four years at the university but was

herself

thoughts

I

enced

would

by Sandy.

society that
Then I

"keep trying"

tutional

after only half

I wished that

she would

so blatently violates

realized

that Sandy did

power to

lash out,

I

BUT

not

evi¬

questioned how
the pain experi¬

lash out at this

civil and human rights.
have the

I DID!

support or

insti¬

^ was the one to be
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lashing out.

The white problem was crystalizing more and

more as I continued to learn.
White people are implicated in the pain of others by
remaining blind to our maliciousness.

Our nation is now at

a low ebb in anti-racist activism but the horror of racism
for millions of oppressed people of color is not at a low
ebb.

Distortion of Reality
Besides not seeing our implication in Third World suf¬
fering ,

most white people have a distorted view of what they

do see.

Here are some examples of common distorted percep¬

tions of reality.

All of these statements were made by

"healthy" white people commenting on some aspect of racism.
- The race problem exists only where Third World
people live.
- It's a Black problem.
- If they wanted to,

the Blacks could get jobs and

live anyway they choose.
- Things have improved so drastically in recent
years that it is an advantage to be Black today.
- White people don't make the problems for down¬
trodden people of color.
- If I truly believe in justice and equality,
can't be part of the race problem.

I
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- It is legitimate to be involved in other
"causes" and not be involved in racial issues.
- There is plenty of time.
~ Black racism is just as serious.
They choose to live in the ghetto or on reserva¬
tions .
~ This country stands for non-violence.
- Racism has to be intentional.
— Just because I'm white doesn't mean I am
implicated.
- My childhood was different.

I never learned

anything negative about them.
- There are more Black people than white people
on welfare.
- Racism is natural.

There is always going to be

an inferior race.
- It's too big a problem.

I can't do anything by

myself.
- There isn't anything a white person can do.
- I don't need to learn about racism.
- My whiteness hasn't helped me at all.

I've

earned everything I've gotten.
We have all said or heard similar myths that are whole¬
heartedly believed by many Americans.

These myths have the

common function of white self-protection.

They hide the

unpleasant and ugly truths of our implication from our
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recognition.

An example of an often stated remark that

represents a distorted perception of reality among white
Americans is;

"They choose to live in the ghetto," when

referring to Third World people.

The mythical and untrue

basis of this belief serves us in the white community by
condoning the existence and maintenance of ghetto conditions
because "That's where they want to be."

"I

(white liberal)

don't want to force them out of the ghetto."
If on another level,

I firmly believe that a friend

enjoys driving to work I might be "justifying" my refusal to
offer to drive once in a while.

Another example would be a

husband believing the myth that all women desire to be man¬
acled to housework along with the resultant non-implication
of men in maintaining that myth.

Few husbands will experi¬

ence guilt by not helping with the dishes if they protect
themselves by the myths of traditional female and male roles.
Another common white myth is "Black racism is equally
as

serious as white racism."

Few can argue that "racism"

is

serious but the realities in this country are distorted when
white people believe that Third World people have access to
institutional power that could systematize Black prejudice
(which obviously does exist as a reaction to white oppres¬
sion)

into a form of racism.

White denial of our power in

an institutional sense allows us to protect ourselves from
the RESPONSIBILITY of changing a complex racist system of
institutions.

The dilemma is compounded by the fact that
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these institutions are the source of our security and suc¬
cess.

Our racial projections and myths also assist us in

seeing people of color as inferior or less human than our¬
selves.

We often do not consciously realize that these feel¬

ings exist or that deception in occurring.

Few white Ameri¬

cans have escaped hearing "rational" people discuss the gene¬
tic inferiority of people of color,
hold liquor"

such as "Indians can't

or "Chicanos are sneaky or lazy" or Blacks don't

have endurance."

These myths facilitate our denial of com¬

plicity in the racial crisis and support non-involvement in
acting to combat the white causes of racism by negating the
worth of the victim of our racism.

Our reality is distorted

to the point that we legitimize placing the onus of respon¬
sibility on the victims of the ghetto rather than the white
people controlling health programs,
authorities,
the media.

police,

government,

school boards,

zoning,

housing

real estate,

and

Most of us have said or heard white people dis¬

cuss how "slovenly"

Black people live.

"They are really

allergic to soap," was said to me as a child in Chicago.
It is not hard to recall how these myths were learned
after the existence of the myths have been clarified.

I was

surprised at how clear was my recollection of my fourth
grade teacher,
Maria,

Mrs.

Warren and her treatment of Tommy and

the only Third World children in class.

They were

seated in the last seats of row eight and otherwise ignored.
They were never asked to help with any special jobs nor were
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they ever called on to recite or read.

Stories that we read

focused only on white surburbia except a few "Tarzan-like"
treatments of the "Dark Continent."

This teacher's behavior

taught me myths about Third World people far more effectively
than her yearly spasm of "love" during brotherhood week.
Similar indoctrination accompanied me through high
school and college.

I clearly remember history and sociology

classes that either ignored Third World contributions or
Black,
America.

Chicano,

and Native Americans as problems to

Numerous Ph.D.'s taught me only about the "abnormal"

disorganized" personality that was a product of alcohol,
drugs,

immoral behaviors,

the ghetto.

broken homes,

and unemployment in

None of the Ph.D.'s mentioned a word about how

institutional racism created and maintained these ghettos.
I was

left to interpret "them"

as a smear on our great demo¬

cratic nation that gives jobs to "them that wants work."
As numerous instances come to mind,
"white is right"

I realize the same

socialization occurs today and that I had

done little more than a Mrs.Warren or my college professors
had done to combat it.
petuation of humor,

I was clearly supporting a sick per¬

teachings,

my obhorrence of them.

and behavior by not stating

White people were not any less blind

about Third World suffering or any clearer about white racist
myths by having contact with me.

Here was another way I was

implicated as a racist, maintaining by inaction the social
status quo while enjoying a self-righteous liberal image.
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The resulting

issue of

inappropriate behavior

the absence of appropriate behavior)

(which includes

is a third component of

the white problem in America.

Inappropriate Behavior
Inappropriate behavior results
tortion of reality.
crises and
wanted

to

turning

Americans are very capable at meeting
back tragedy—when they

salvage the Skylab space

tion because of

technical problems

the multimillion dollar
ten million dollars
muscular dystrophy
fought disease,
and

raised

the

so we did

year?
about
of
ing

in September,

1973 .

fighting
We

have

scientific understanding of American school
by Russia's

to the racial

launch of Sputnik.

so tardy and

ineffective

suffering that has

as Skylab circles

in

continued

the earth for

for

less than a

We knew what the problem was with Skylab and went
fixing

race.

suffering

have,

We wanted to raise over

designed and developed technical miracles

centuries

hours

Upward

We

and we effectively repaired

in a Jerry Lewis Telethon for

Why then have we been

several

so desire.

station that faced destruc¬

experiment.

children when threatened

responding

from blindness and dis¬

it by choice.

and dollars
We

have

responding

battled

for centuries.

Bound,

and

through our

However,

we have

to the wrong

some of

the

problem regard¬

symptoms of

Tutoring programs.

Urban Renewal are

spent millions

racial

Head Start,

some examples,

but we

blindness and distorted perception of
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reality,

chosen not to respond to the causes of that suffer¬

ing that reside in white America.
behavior is either

"no behavior," which heartily supports the

cancerous status quo,
the

or white liberal efforts at attacking

Third World problem,"

Third World people.
the victimizer.

Our grossly inappropriate

as if the whole problem were IN

They are the victims,

white society is

We need to change white society,

beginning

with our well learned blindness and distortion of reality.
One of my own most inappropriate behaviors occurred
during my employment at a summer Upward Bound Program.

In

this program we attempted to mold a few Third World adoles¬
cents so they would "make it"

successfully in college.

What

we really did was deny their culture,

their values and force

white middle class behaviors on them.

In some respects this

was valuable because they practiced how to survive racist,
sterile courses and to manipulate racist paternalistic pro¬
fessors prior to actually beginning their freshman year.
The dollars and massive amounts of time that were used for
that summer program never effected the causes of the prob¬
lems that these students face.

We did nothing to attempt to

change our own behavior or the behavior of white slumlords
or the educators who relied on standardized
class)

(to white middle

tests for determining intelligence or potential.

We

never confronted the white man in surburbia who charged 20%
more for a loaf of bread in his inner-city store than in his
surburban store.

We failed to see how a few dollars spent on
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Third World posters would enhance classrooms lined with
Washington,
ing,

Lincoln,

and other white faces.

We were respond-

very genuinely to what we believed to be shortcomings in

these students,

not to what caused disinterest in school or

resistance to "table manners."
to Black,

Chicano,

unknowingly,

and Puerto Rican students that they

should try and be like us,
class staff.

We were saying,

a predominately white middle

During that entire summer,

really helping with the Black problem,

I thought I was

the Chicano problem,

and the Puerto Rican problem when I was blindly contributing
to Third World suffering.

My very warm relationship with

the majority of the students was reinforcing my mythical
belief that it is good for white people to concentrate on
helping Third World people rather than combatting racism
among white people first.

I never attempted to organize a

group to look critically at our own racial problem or our
potential as whites to effect change—to alter the causes of
racial oppression.
We whites seem to have settled into a "make no waves"
strategy in government,

education,

and media.

The white

people who control these institutions are failing to under¬
take earnest efforts at making life for oppressed people
less degrading and violent or to present an accurate reality
to other Americans.

The continued failure of the educational

systems to fight racism instead of supporting racism is a
case in point.

Here is a typical event.

A Black man and
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his wife and two children arrived from another state in the
summer.

He was to begin full-time professional work with a

university and his children were to attend local schools
nearby.

His youngest son,

at Hillcrest School,

Dave,

was to enter fourth grade

but most of his records had not yet

been forwarded from his previous school.

Dave was reading

at eighth grade level and often amused his father by reading
the whole New York Times.

The teacher at Hillcrest did not

retest him or wait for his reading scores,

but immediately

placed Dave in the slowest reading group.

This teacher not

only insulted and embarrassed a new student but taught this
young man how some white authorities view Black children.
She also taught the white children in that class,
unknowingly,
iority.

probably

a myth about Black children and white super¬

Dave was no less hurt because the teacher did not

consciously intend a racist result.

Similar scenarios are

repeated hundreds of times a day in our schools and colleges.
It continues or distorts the self-image of all American
children.

I find it very easy to be angry at a white con¬

trolled society that knows of such occurrences and allow
them to continue.

I am saddened by the callousness that

makes it easy for us in white America to say "it isn't my
problem"

or "things are so much better now,"

and I am

frightened by the magnitude of human and material waste for
every American.
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th© role of the silent majority,
doing a great deal.

we are

Change will not occur if those in charge

of our institutions are not challenged.

Silence by millions

of Americans is support of the status quo.
ing after a child's racial slur,

By saying noth¬

the teacher or parent con¬

dones the derogatory interpretation inherent in the child's
comment.

Similarly we support racist textbooks,

administrators,

oppressive

or distorted reality when we offer no other

healthier alternatives.
The white problem is a very complex issue that takes
courage and energy to face squarely.
urgent,

This confrontation is

as is illustrated by the daily painful costs des¬

cribed in Chapter II and the intense need to overcome white
blindness or distortion of reality.

Our challenge is to

create in every white home and school a new awareness of our
white problem and aggressive action to bring about changes.
The development of new white attitudes and behaviors entails
some pain and frustration as we embark on a real look at
ourselves and our society.

The typical progression of whites

to a stance of new white anti-racism is described in Chapter
III.

We have too much to accomplish to wallow in self-

pitying,

deluded white liberalism.

tion in the racial crisis clearly,
many ways.

When we see our implica¬
we can act decisely in

A number of these alternatives are described in

Chapters IV and V.
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My purpose in writing this book for my fellow white
Americans is to challenge,

beg,

or convince you that ^ have

a monumental task if we are to effect our white problem and
stop Third World pain while improving human life for all.
My hope is that this effort will support and further encour¬
age white people to begin this change in our personal lives,
our social and professional lives,
institutions.

and in our powerful white

Third World people like Norman and Sandy were

critically important in my growth as a white American.

Much

of that growth has revealed that Third World people have
other concerns to attend to and that we in white America can
and must be about helping each other deal with our white
problem,

responsibility,

and opportunity.
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CHAPTER

II

A LOOK AT WHITE AMERICA - HOW MUCH CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE

As a young nation,

America has made great strides in

many areas and has experienced extensive international suc¬
cess.

We have responded to natural disasters,

technological needs of numerous countries.

famine,

and

Internally,

we

have improved the overall standard of living many fold for
millions of people.

The times have truly changed since the

early decades of this country.

There is little opposition to

the assumption that this country has grown and improved tech¬
nologically and materially since the early days of
Wars"

"Indian

and slavery but we must look closer and more accurately

at how much change has occurred in the degree of racism and
oppression.

We naturally like to focus on the successes and

accomplishments and need not deny a proud ethnocentrism about
our country.

On the other hand,

ized American traditions)

(in one of the most verbal¬

we should continue to be objective

about our failings so that we can more effectively approach
the ultimate goals of the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution.
The illusion of less racism believed by most white
Americans is created by the fact that the style and tech¬
nique of racism have changed a great deal,
racism have diminished only slightly.

but the effects of

The objective of the

following pages is to describe the oppression of the 70's and
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assess the myth of "racial progress"

that has made it easier

for white America to remain unconcerned and unresponsive to
the continuing,

sick,

social reality of our racist nation.

The focus will be on five institutions that have the great¬
est impact on American lives:

education;

and health care;

and housing;

income,

jobs,

mass media;

health

and government.

As we in white America begin to perceive the causes and
results of racism more accurately,

we will have laid the

ground work for a more constructive white response to racial
injustice and pain.

Education
In the 1600 s the New England colonists used educa¬
tion to create a false sense of white self-worth and supe¬
riority while Third World people were denied or given
demeaning and worthless "education."

Teaching the myth of

white superiority was a strategic move in this educational
philosophy.

As a result,

white self-deception flourished.

For example,

the seal of the Massachusetts Bay Colony bore a

figure of a Native American saying "come over and help us"
(Gossett,

1971).

White people were intensely affected by

their education which glorified the white invasion of this
land as

"settling on the frontier"

and portrayed the justi¬

fied resistence of Native Americans as "savage rebellion."
Blatant aggressive discrimination was reinforced and
maintained in the 17th and 18th centuries by laws and mores
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that kept Third World people out of white schools.
schools were available,

If any

their quality was grossly inferior.

Many states in this country even had laws that forbade Black
people to learn to read and write

(Elkins,

1971).

in North

Carolina it was a crime to distribute any book or pamphlet,
including the Bible,

to any slave.

The greatest strides in recent years have been made in
education'

is an often stated contemporary belief.

statements about the success of integration,

Recent

improved facili¬

ties and new teaching methods lend support to the myth that
in education there is great progress in combatting racial
prejudice and discrimination.

Much truth exists in such

statements about new facilities and improvements in contem¬
porary education.

We have the most spacious,

well equipped

learning centers and make use of extensive electronic,

audio

visual,

How¬

ever,

and technical devices in many school systems.

we might as well still have some of the laws that

existed in early days because the same results are still
occurring today through new dodges and avoidance of the laws.
The racism is not legalized on the law books but the com¬
pliance with the laws has not succeeded in obtaining justice
in education.

In many instances the sophisticated use of

budget allocations,
curricula omissions,

teacher training,

hiring,

the tracking systems,

World children into inferior jobs,
biased and irrelevant tests,

and firing,

counseling Third

and use of racially

shut Third World students out of
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further education and teach a poor self-concept through education instead of by denying education.
We spend millions of dollars yearly in inner-city and
rural school systems supposedly responding to unjust prac¬
tices of the past

(Knowles and Prewitt,

1969) .

The hypoc¬

risy is that in many cases the white government and educa¬
tional administrators are operating with more money to
instill the same paternalistic and condescending attitudes
and educational philosophy among white children that helps
and maintain the problem.

More expensive and effec¬

tive educational technology continues to distort,
sify

or

omit,

fal¬

actually teach the legitimacy of oppression.

Racist indoctrination in 1973 is often subtle to the
point that we truly do not realize how or when we are trans¬
ferring myths and lies to our children.
examples from Racism Rating
analyzes the book,
States of America
distortions.

(Foundation for Change),

^ The People;
(Bidna,

Here are a few

et al.,

which

A History of the United
1971),

for omissions and

"The immigrants came from many different coun¬

tries of Europe"

is a subtle but clearly racist omission of

the fact that there were over 10,000 Chinese in California
by 1880,

and Asian immigration was an important aspect of

this country's growth.

Later on in the text,

"Unemployment

and lack of education were often the cause of urban poverty."
This is grossly demeaning to Third World people because it
teaches that Third World people are the sole cause of their
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own poverty rather than real racist barriers.

There is no

discussion of why employment and decent education were not
available to Third World people—a fact that kept them under
the thumb of white controlled employers and boards of educa¬
tion.

In a similar manner,

our textbooks and the lectures

of many of our teachers are subtly demeaning or selfrighteous or blatantly racist in ways that must be halted
through a new awareness of history and of ourselves as per¬
petrators of that history.
The official history of America is racist in two addi¬
tional ways.

First,

that only whites

by commission,

(usually males)

we teach our children

have been superior in their

achievements and that many of their racist behaviors are
acceptable if not honored along with their other "accomplish¬
ments."

Our human need for models to emmulate is satisfied

in schools by the glorification of explorers,
presidents,
trialists,

legislators,

authors,

and religious leaders,

one thing in common—whiteness.

artists,

inventors,

educators,

indus¬

the majority of whom have
The idolization of these

white Americans whom we honor on holidays and in history
books is clearly teaching us lies about our country.
enjoy holidays celebrating Washington,
Lincoln,
people

We

a slave owner,

a believer in the innate inferiority of Black

(Lindenmeyer,

wrong continent,

1970)

and Columbus,

who bumped into the

"discovered" a land by mistake that was

already inhabited by people he mistakenly called "Indians."
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Even today,
India,

although everyone knows

that

Indians

live

in

we have cannonized Columbus's error by continuing

call Native Americans,

"Indians.”

times does not make this absurd
presidents

Repeating

to

it millions of

falsehood true.

We honor

like Andrew Jackson who caused the eviction of

125,000 Native Americans from their homeland east of the
Mississippi

in

1830,

while violating many of the

he achieved by fraud and bribery
Viewpoint,
author of

No.

6) .

Everyone

the Declaration of

who enslaved

what

ideology and

they truly were;

deal,

and

change

treaties

(Foundation for Change,

is taught to respect the
Independence,

Thomas Jefferson,

106 Black people while writing about the

^i^hts of man."
ingly racist

94

Our heritage

includes a depress—

its heroes must be understood for

human beings who accomplished a great

left major tasks undone,

who

influenced people to

in many ways and also perpetrated a racist evil that

thoroughly permeates our

society today.

heroes were presented as more human,

Perhaps

if our

they would be emulated

in the right ways.
Another way
omission.
movies of

There

in which history
is

a near void

the numerous

is viciously racist

in traditional history and

contributions of Third World people to

the growth and progress of this nation.

*

is by

Also omitted are the

.

Extensive discussion of these and many other oppressive
acts of white America against Native Americans is found in
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee authored by Dee Brown (1972).
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numerous events of courage and honor where Native Americans,
Chicanes,

Puerto Ricans,

in defense of

and Black people risked their

this country.

For example,

lives

how often do we

read of white Thomas Alva Edison and white Paul Revere while
not

learning about the contributions of Black people

Daniel Hale Williams
Beckworth
300

(discoverer);

slaves);

Matzeliger

James

(freer of more than

(inventor of the gas mask and

stop lights at

DuBois

(educator,

intersections);

author and

Charles Clinton Spaulding

neur) ;

Mary McLeod Bethune

rights

advocate);

Dr.

human rights

(outstanding

Eugenio Maria de Hostos

and

educator);

doctor,

and

freedom worker);

entrepre¬

Ramon E.

(great patriot,

Betances

and Cesar Chavez

leader and hiiman rights advocate).

(humanitarian,
(United Farm
There are hun¬

dreds more Third World people and contributions
made

it

into our

history books.

than foster a poor
facilitates

a

to be proud of

self-image

sick,

in white children

society.

sad and

that never

Such exclusion does more

in Third World children;

false

sense of white

it

superiority

and robs all children of the opportunity

a major

Schools are one
imbuing

Jan Ernst

(college president and civil

waiter,

Workers'

surgeon);

(developer of the machine which mass produces

W.E.B.

leader);

Harriet Tubman

Garrett Morgan

what today are our

shoes);

(first open heart

like

of

segment of our
the most

influential

in children the values and
They are the direct

heritage.
systems

for

important codes of their

source of

a great deal of
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learning about language,
tions regarding color.
was far more direct,
oriented terms.

word meanings,

and social connota¬

In the pre-Civil War period,

there

oppressive utilization of racist,

color-

Today there is often a little subtlety in

training children about racist connotations,
correcting a racist term,

often by not

or by the teacher's use of words

and phrases that pollute our children's minds about color.
"We shape our language and then our language shapes us"
(Williams and Stabler,

1973).

The English language has a

massive number of racist idioms,
Young minds,

definitions,

and phrases.

as described in Mary Ellen Goodman's study of

Race Awareness in Young Children

(1970),

pick up the often

unintended learnings that accompany concepts like "white
angel food cake"

versus "black devils food cake" or terms

like "blackballed",

"blacklist",

"Yellow Peril",

ace",

Ossie Davis,

the Black actor,

"Black lie."

"Red Men¬
revealed

that our language augments the negative meanings of "black¬
ness" with sixty derogatory synonyms in Roget's Thesaurus
while "whiteness"
tive meanings.
exclaiming,

has only ten negative meanings and 44 posi¬

Ossie Davis was certainly justified in

"The English language is my enemy.

It teaches

the Black child sixty ways to hate himself and the white
child sixty ways to aid and abet him in the crime
tion for Change,

Viewpoint,

No.

6).

(Founda¬

Research bears out the

importance of color connotations in our systematic develop¬
ment of racist socialization
Goodman,

1970).

(Williams and Stabler,

1973;
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We know empirically that children are adversely
affected by the color prejudice that permeates our language
(Goodman,

1970)

but there is practically no systematic

effort to train educators to change their language or deal
^ith the resulting problems,

"Well,

that's not racist—

they are just too busy with other problems,"
heard rationalization for this inaction.

is the often

In contrast, when

we had empirical data from massive testing during World
War II

showing that many people in this country could not

read, write,

add,

or subtract,

this country rapidly mobil¬

ized its academic institutions to respond to this problem.
Why do we systematically ignore the documented racist edu¬
cational practices that are hurting all children in this
country?

Why do schools of education fail to include

racism awareness training as part of the criteria for cer¬
tification?
Other educational policies and practices drive Third
World children to assimilate,
suffer the consequences.

to be as white as possible or

The curriculum glorifying white¬

ness negates the appreciation of differences and subtly
coerces children to admire only the distorted white main¬
stream,

Children are tracked in part on the basis of social-

economic status
tage) ,

Parsons

(thus perpetrating the economic disadvan¬
(1959) .

Children who behave "differently"

are placed in "special classes."

We test the children with

a battery of instruments developed by upper class white
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people that emphasize the language and vocabulary used in
the suburbs but less meaningful to someone from a different
environment.

These test results then are used as "proof,"

not of differences in culture,
child's inferiority.

but of the Third World

In this way we "blame the victim" of

our culturally biased tests.

This then,

justifies further

attempts to assimilate the child by the counselor, the
nurse,

or the principal who tell the child "how to succeed"

(in being white)

or face being put in a "lower"

track.

Here the child receives "slower" materials and "remedial"
teachers to complete the psychological punishment for being
different.
At all levels of the educational establishment there
is an inequitable distribution of power.
cation Association in 1972,

The National Edu¬

revealed that 91.7% of the

school principals were white as well as 88.3% of the teach¬
ers.

The ratio of Black teachers to Black students in New

York City was

1:86.9 whereas white students enjoyed a 1:10

ratio to white teachers.

Puerto Rican teachers consist of

0.1% of New York City's teachers while 23% of the city s
public school children are Puerto Rican.

In 1969,

Chicago

had a ratio of one Black principal to 9,341 Black students
There were

Spanish-surnamed principals.

Our other larg¬

est cities from coast to coast boast similar statistics.

* Unless otherwise cited, statistics
.^°‘'^®'"chanae
in this chapter are obtainable from Foundation for Change,
Facf
institutional Racism, New York, 1973.
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Our nation compounds the struggle for Third World
citizens who hold to their native tongue as an important
part of their culture.

The white leaders of our institu¬

tions have an unwritten law that makes white Anglo-Saxon
English the "acceptable"

and proper language.

In the

Southwest alone there are over 4,000,000 persons who iden¬
tify Spanish as their mother tongue but only 25% of the
elementary and 11% of the secondary schools use Spanish as
well as English to communicate with parents.

Teachers and

administrators have been reported to slap, degrade,
beat children for speaking Spanish in their schools.

and
This

situation is worse for Native American students and as a
result,

it is not surprising that Native Americans lead the

nation in "push-out"

rate with the average completion level

being the fifth grade.

Ninety percent of Native American

college students are "pushed out"
Racism continues before,
experience"

of school.

during and after "the college

for Third World students.

The absolute number

of Third World students entering college increased during
the sixties.

Many schools publicized the extent to which

they were admitting Third World freshmen, but failed to
cite the enormous increase in white freshmen that,
ity,

in real¬

reduced the overall percentage of incoming Third World

students.

Once at a college or university,

it is rare for

Third World students to find an atmosphere of acceptance
without paternalism.

Such students must contend with the
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numerous

stresses of college plus the psychological duress

of existing

in white residence halls with white

administrators.

They

attend classes with a white focus,

white-oriented social events,

and when disciplined,

seled or engaged by administrators,
white person's
walls.
often
away

staff and

coun¬

they usually sit

in a

office with pictures of white culture on the

Pressure

about the necessity of a college degree

conflicts harshly with the natural response
to a place where one is more

to get

comfortable and trusting.

If Third World students

survive the college experience,

are

school or employment.

faced with graduate

cation,

and Welfare

graduate

statistics

reveal that only

students were Third World in

enrollment

in medical

reveal that only

schools

for the

1971.

and 7.1%

7.3%

Edu¬

of the

First year

1972-73

1.7% were Asian—American,

0.3% Native American,

Health,

they

academic year

1.0%

Black Americans

Chicano,
(based on

data from the Association of American Medical Colleges,
1973) .

For the graduates who desire to teach,

faced with

facts

similar to the

Education Association survey
teaching

jobs

crimination since

sively
its

summary,
racist

"A National

found that more than 30,000

for Blacks had been eliminated

Southern and border

In

following:

states

they are

in seventeen

through desegregation and dis¬

1954.”
our educational

in the

system continues to be mas

content of what

operating practices

and policies.

is taught as well as
The opportunity
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exists for us to respond to the challenge of halting white¬
washing, rais-eduoation and to begin healthy,

accurate

education.

Mass Media
Our nation owns more television sets per family than
any other country in the world.
addicted to its programming,
shows,

movies,

that 86% of the nation,
newscasts

(T.V.

news broadcasts,

and talk shows,

studies and national polls.

Guide,

time up 12% over 1972,

Americans are intensely
children's

as evidenced by continued

A recent Nielsen Study reveals

56 million homes,
July 7,

1973).

see the nightly

With total viewing

we are by far the best informed and

entertained nation in the world.

Or are we?

The Kerner Report concludes that our media writes and
reports from the standpoint of a white man's world and the
readers and listeners of this media continually receive the
attitudes and values prevalent in white America today.
1973,

I have heard news commentators

the word

"colored"

(in the North)

when referring to a Black man.

also common to use "negro"

In

using
It is

when referring to any situation

involving Black people but omit the word "Caucasian" when
referring to white people.

Not only do we insult Afro-

Americans by acting as if only they need a special label,
but that label is not even the one the vast majority
chooses.

In a study by Ebony Magazine where 2000 readers
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were asked what they wanted to be called,
ferred to be called "Negro"
American"
Viewpoint,

but 60% desired "African or Afro-

and 23.3% voted for "Black"
No.

1).

only 8,1% pre¬

(Foundation for Change,

Another common pejorative reference

occurs when first names are often used when referring to
Black people while last names are often used for whites as
exemplified in the following UPI report in February,
(Foundation for Change,

Viewpoint, No.

1969

1) .

Willie had to settle for a tie with Tom Von Ruden
as the meet's outstanding athlete.
Von Ruden, who
managed only a ninth-place finish in the Olympic
1500 meters, set a record in winning the 1000 yard
run. (p. 2)
The Kerner Commission report
ing:

(1967)

responds to such report¬

"The press acts and talks about Negroes as if Negroes

do not read the newspaper or watch television,
die,

give birth,

and go to P.T.A. meetings."
The white orientation of the news media is accounted

for in part by the fact that news media are still owned and
operated mainly by white people who control reporting,
ing,

employment, management,

mass white media,

and advertising.

edit¬

Given this

it is easy to understand the initial

reporting of the rebellion at Attica State Prison in New
York.

Forty-one people were killed and the news media

promptly reported that inmates
done the killing.
used.

(85% were Third World)

Often the word

After medical examinations,

"alleged"

had

was not even

it was determined that

police officers had done the slaughtering but there was
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minimal effort at retracting false news statements.

In

these ways news programs are tremendously powerful in fos¬
tering a racist perspective on current events that whitewash
our minds and distort reality.
Entertainment on television also contains racist subtle¬
ties.

A children's cartoon show,

cited by Robert Moore in

his slide presentation on white racism

features Captain

Black as the villain and Colonel white as the hero.
show is called "Captain Scarlett"

The

and permeates children's

minds on Saturday mornings with the concept of "white is
good,

black is bad."

Few of us have witnessed Supeimian save

Third World children from the fate of a desperate criminal
but we have all seen Mickey Mouse with a white mask.

Adult

entertainment continues the indoctrination through soap
operas,

movies,

and talk shows.

A New York survey revealed

that day-time soap operas had no minority writers,
associate directors,

directors,

or stage managers but often attempt to

deal with the now chic interracial scene in this country.
Humor is another destructively racist form of enter¬
tainment when it belittles or pokes supposedly "harmless
fun"

at oppressed people.

Countless monologues and guests'

comments on nationally syndicated talk shows include such
humor repeatedly with an addendum of "I

suppose I'll get

Robert B. Moore, The Cultural Perpetuation of the
Rightness of Whiteness (slide presentation), School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1973.
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letters about this" which leaves the angry or offended
viewers feeling like they are at fault for being irritated.
Old movies,

as well as current ones,

daily that are demeaning,

stereotyped,

portrayal of Africans beating drums.

Chicanos as wetbacks

Asian Americans,

of the inscrutable Charlie Chan
scores of films).

and racist in their

Native Americans on the

war path as if they were the invaders,
sneaking across the borders,

are being viewed

as associates

(Played by a white man in

Cowboys are slaying "sneaky savages"

Blacks are still seen as butlers and maids.

and

Chinese people

are stereotyped in the laundry and Africans are risking
their lives to protect the great white hunter.

Currently,

the Readers Digest is advertising a Tom Sawyer film that
degradingly portrays "Injun Joe"
see.

for millions of people to

Contemporary films about Blacks are often considered

Black exploitation in that they feature Black stars but pre¬
sent an unfavorable,

unrealistic,

and oppressive picture of

the Black community to a receptive white community.
As with all American institutions, mass media is con¬
trolled and directed by the white majority.

This control is

exemplified in the following data from Fact Sheets on Insti
tutional Racism;

The Federal Communications Commission that

controls broadcasting and program monitoring has one Black

* Foundation for Change now has a useful lesson plan
available to assist parents and teachers in explaining racism
in this film.
It is free except for postage.
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member.

Of the 1500 employees in the FCC there are no

Blacks in top-grade positions
grade 15.

(grades 16-18)

and only 2 in

Ninety-six percent of the Black people have tele¬

vision sets and depend on the medium for information and
entertainment but Black people own none of the commercial or
non-commercial television stations in this country.
commercial television stations,

Of 693

one has a Black manager.

All

222 non-commercial public television stations have white
managers.

Out of 7200 radio stations in this country,

are only 20 that are owned by Black people.

there

Black people

own only 1% of the 1,748 daily and 7,610 weekly newspapers
in this country and only 18 out of 6000 book publishers are
Third World.
Ralph Ellison

Of the 100 National Book Awards since 1950,
(Invisible Man)

has been the only Black recip¬

ient.
These facts are distressing.

Again,

it is critical to

note that often the intention is not malicious or racist but
the results are no less profound and tragic.

Naivete,

igno¬

rance, or good intentions can no longer be used by white
America as

justification of misguided racist behavior.

Chil¬

dren taught to hate themselves do so with no less intensity
when the author of a racist comment intended no harm.
there has been "racial progress"
to be noticed.

If

in the media it is too small

Our national media system has effectively

perpetuated and maintained a distressingly racist culture
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must
reflection

look at as wo would

look in the mirror—our

is what we see.

Health and Health Care
"America has better health care available to her citi¬
zens

than anywhere else in the world."

Wrong!

Some of

the

citizens of America have extremely fine health care avail¬
able to them.

Third World people in this country are

receiving better medical care than in earlier decades but
health care
Blacks
itage

statistics comparing treatments of whites and

strongly

suggests

systematic genocide.

The her¬

for genocide began as Black Africans were

stacked on top of

each other as cargo to make the trip from

their

home

died,

suffocated,

white

slave traders concerned white financial

slaves.

literally

shore to the

"land of opportunity."

or committed

suicide,

the only remorse of

Black people were usually housed as

possible and health care was

Thousands

seldom "wasted"

losses.

As

inexpensively as
on those

"savages."
The days of
the most part

such overt white bestiality are over for

in this country but

Statistics

reveal

and

rates higher than for white people

death

for Change,

that Third World

severe problems remain.

ten.

infant mortality

Alcoholism,

tuberculosis,

lower

(Foundation

Fact Sheets on Institutional Racism).

northern urban ghettos
out of

life expectancy is

In

some

is as high as one
and other diseases
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are the highest on the many reservations imprisoning Native
Americans.

Serious malnutrition occurs ten times more often

among children of migrant workers,
not white or middle class.

the majority of whom are

in Manhattan,

New York, mental

illness strikes Black and Spanish speaking persons twice as
often as it strikes whites.
Harlem

need

Nine out of ten children in

dental care according to the American Journal of

Public Health in October of 1972.

Third World people are

lynched and murdered less often these days.

Instead they are

literally killed by neglect.
In a paper delivered November 3,

1969,

to the Senate

Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs,
Comely of Howard University and Dr.

Dr.

Paul

Lester Breslow,

Presi¬

dent of the American Public Health Association summarized the
situation with the following observations:
... I thought we knew pretty well the nature and
extent of those conditions.
But frankly, Mr. Chair¬
man, we were shocked and we are still reeling.
Cir¬
cumstances that can only be called health brutality
pervade the lives of millions of American people
who live in communities that seem designed to break
the human spirit.
The national and State programs which purport
to deal with these conditions, when viewed closely,
appear to...simply skirt disaster and do little to
alleviate underlying problems.
...The infant mortality rate of the United
States in 1950 was higher than that of 14 other
countries.
Today it is higher than that of 13
other countries.
...Poor families have three times more dis¬
abling heart disease, seven times more visual
impairment and five times more mental illness than
the more fortunate of us.
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...We recall with pain:
The approximately 50,000 persons who
reside in the Kenwood-Oakland area of Chicago,
in rodent- and insect-infested housing, with
burst plumbing and broken stairs and windows,
for which the residents pay one-third to twothirds of their incomes as rent; 50,000 per¬
sons who are served by a total of five phy¬
sicians in their community—a physician-topopulation ratio less than one-tenth that of
the country as a whole—with the county hos¬
pital and clinics 8 miles away.
The 53-year old American Indian in Great
Falls, Montana, veteran of the South Pacific
in World War II, raising a family of six
children (and one grandchild, whose father is
now in Vietnam) on a pension and what he can
scrounge by salvage in a junkyard, so poor
that he cannot buy food stamps and cannot
return to the hospital for postcancer treat¬
ment—closure of his bowel, which now opens
on his abdomen—because his family would not
have food while he is gone.
The farmworker in Tulare County, Cali¬
fornia, who said that exposure to pesticides
from airplane spraying of fields, contrary
to regulations and often leading to illness,
was frequently not reported because "What's
the use?
We lose wages going to the doctor,
get better in a week usually, and get no
compensation, and they don't stop spraying."
...The young women in Houston, whose welfare
check for a family of eight had been cut from $123

to

$24

per month...
Everywhere we encountered the lamentable excuses
offered by local health and welfare officials, who
seemed as trapped by "the rules" as the people they
were

supposed to serve.
...The fact still remains that a large propor¬
tion of the 22 million blacks, the 5 million Mexican
Americans, the 500,000 American Indians and millions
of others live day in and day out in conditions we
would not let our animals endure; and the "system"
of care for people with diseases associated with such
conditions seems designed to obstruct their receiv¬
ing

the

care that

is needed.

(pp*

236-8)

The actual treatment of Black people
occurred as

recently as

like animals

1970 with little governmental.

has
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medical,

or social restraints.

Four hundred Black men were

used as guinea pigs in a syphilis experiment by the U.S.
lic Health Service.

Pub¬

Even after the discovery of penicillin,

these men were left untreated with resulting deaths reaching
well over a hundred.

Not until the 1970's was a systematic

to find and treat the survivors.
until very recently,

sickle-cell anemia,

occurs in 50,000 Black Americans,
national scale

(Powledge,

Similarly,

a disease that

was almost ignored on a

1973).

The control of medical facilities by white people inhib¬
its progress in this country for adequately responding to
extreme medical and health care needs among Third World peo¬
ple.

In 1971 only 6000 out of 300,000 doctors in the United

States were Black.

That 2% of all doctors is representative

of the power and control Third World physicians enjoy in this
country.

The 24 member Board of Trustees of the American

Hospital Association had a single Black member as of Spring,
1971.

The 6 Black members of the American Psychoanalytic

Association are well out-numbered by the 1200 white member¬
ship.

In January,

1973,

Jet magazine reported that only 8

Blacks and 2 Spanish-Americans,
persons,

out of a total staff of 149

are employed by the division of Narcotic Addiction

and Drug Abuse of the National Institute of Mental Health,
Four of the Black people,
people,

but none of the Spanish-American

have positions at policy-making levels.
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Therman Eugene Evans in The Choice

(Yette,

1971)

sums up

the hideous realities of racism and health care in this
country:
When we consider the health statistics of this
country:
infant mortality, maternal mortality,
infectious diseases, heart disease, mental ill¬
ness, and others, we are constantly reminded of
black genocide in ways that are not as blatant
as a shot in the back or a lynching, but just
as deadly as both.
(p. 247)

Economics:

Income,

Jobs,

and Housing

"...America is noted for its financial strength and for
free enterprise system that allows anyone who really sets
his or her mind on financial success and stability to suc¬
ceed."

This myth conflicts strikingly with the economic

realities that exist for Third World people in America.
Income and employment statistics paint a clear picture
that a nation of "equal opportunity employer's"
achieving equitable results.

is not

Third World people earn more

than they did ten years ago on the average,

but the gap in

dollars between Third World and non-Third World people has
increased.

Over 24.7% of the Black workers earn over

$10,000 per year compared with 49.8% for whites.

In 1971,

33% of the Third World men and 44% of Third World women were
in service,

private household,

and laborer occupations com¬

pared with 14% white men in those fields and 20% white
women.

In 1971,

one-third of all Blacks were in a low-

income category compared to one-tenth of all white people.
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Also in 1971,

the poverty threshold was $4,137 for a non¬

farm family of four.

Yet 65% of all rural Deep South Black

families existed on less than $2400 per year according to the
—in October 28,

1971.

Unemployment for Blacks

is higher than the white rate in every major occupational
category.

Thirty-one and 2 tenths percent unemployment is a

depression era rate but in East Los Angeles,
day reality.

it is a day-to-

In San Antonio and San Diego the Chicano unem¬

ployment rates are 35.7% and 37.2% respectively.

A Puerto

Rican barrio in New York City has an unemployment rate of
43.9%!

A 1972 estimate cites unemployment for the Native

American at 45% compared with 5.8% for the total country.
As we begin to realize the importance of employment and
income for survival,

we can understand the desperation,

anger,

and futility that reside in so many Third World fami¬

lies.

Time magazine

(July 9,

1973)

talks about the results

of President Nixon's implementation of the phrase "Black
Capitalism"
mise."

in the article entitled,

"Mostly an Empty Pro¬

Although some slight progress has been made:

Racial minorities which comprise 17% of the U.S.
population, still control only about 4% of the
nation's businesses, and these firms have less
than 1% of business receipts.
(p. 58)
Economic power clearly rests in white hands and the mythical
progress that we have been told about is not yet changing the
lives of millions of economically oppressed people in the
1970's.
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Another myth about progress is extinguished when we
learn the truth about union control.

In large unions the

professional officials and office managers who set policy
were 89.1% white in 1970.
1971!

That percentage rose to 89.3% in

Black people comprised 7.6% of this management group,

but dropped to 7.5%

in 1973.

Spanish-surnamed people went

from 2.8% to 2.6% and similarly the Native American dropped
from 2.0% in 1970 to 1.5%

in 1971.

This deteriorization can

only be seen as progress by the KKK.
Banks represent an equally racist picture.

In 1970

there were still no Third World people on the Board of
Directors or as senior officers of the leading banks in any
of our large cities.
that in 1971,

We might hear a white liberal state

there were 26 Black banks.

ress compared to 10 years ago,

This may be prog¬

but ignores the fact that the

total assets of these 26 banks amounted to less than half of
1% of the total assets of all insured commercial banks in
this country.
Black-owned businesses constituted 2% of the total
8,000,000 business enterprises in 1969.

Ninety-one percent

of Black-owned businesses represented only 0.3% of gross
national business receipts.
the national total.

Other minorities had 0.4% of

Still we are continually hearing how

much better things are today.
Few of us

in white America know of the desperation

created by low credit ratings because of ghetto loan sharks
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and exploitive merchants that charge much higher prices in
the ghetto than in the suburbs.

Paul Rand Dixon,

Chairman

of the F.T.C.,has testified that an item selling wholesale
at $100 would retail on the average for $165 in a general
merchandise store and for $250 in a low-income specialty
store.

Thus,

the customers of these outlets were paying an

average price premium of about 52%
Civil Disorders,

(Kerner Commission on

1968).

The housing issue is one of the most critical for Third
World people,

not in 1873,

but today,

1973 .

The Kerner Com¬

mission stated that "non-whites were paying a definite
color tax*

of apparently well over 10 percent of housing"

(Kerner,

1968) .

In spite of paying 10% more for the same

housing,

there is a far higher percentage of people of color

who suffer rat bites and from exposure in winter because of
indecent housing that drains their meager income while mak¬
ing the white suburban-based slum lord richer.
governmental housing agencies,

Realtors,

and financial institutions

have together managed to create and maintain almost total
residential separation of the races.
conscious design:
stated:

This appears to be by

the Federal Housing Administration manual

"If a neighborhood is to retain stability,

it is

necessary that properties shall continue to be occupied by
the same society and race groups"

(Knowles and Prewit,

1969).

Open housing legislation and extensive rhetoric have
changed very little of the defacto racism that is deeply
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rooted in both our values and our economic system.
sad fact was that three civil-rights bills,

"For the

a declaration of

war on poverty and all the bounteous good works of the Great
Society had not substantially altered the condition of life
in the ghetto"

(Goodman,

1971) .

Government
"...with liberty and justice for all."

Along with

these continuing American ideals there is continued govern¬
ment lawlessness and racism.
dozens of them.

"There are atrocity stories,

I guess the mutilation of Cheyenne and

Arapaho women and children at Sand Creek was the worst,

if

only because the victims were friendly toward their murder¬
ers and were bayoneted, many of them, where they stood hud¬
dled beneath an American flag"

(Brown,

1972).

Our heritage

is blood-spattered and we continue today, with little more
sophistication.

In spite of all this,

Samuel F.

Yette

(1971)

cites the optimism of a Black college president, Martin D.
Jenkins,

who made a statement of

loyalty

about American

ideals:
...only a few days after six black men, all shot in
the back by police firearms, were found dead in
Augusta, Georgia.
He made the statement in the im¬
mediate aftermath of a grand jury finding that
Chicago police, on the pretext of making an arrest,
had wantonly fired nearly 100 rifle shots into a
Black Panther hangout, killing a Black Panther
national leader.
He made the statement on the heels
of the tragedy in Jackson, Mississippi, where two
college students were killed and nine more were
wounded because state highway police poured a fusil¬
lade of shots into a dormitory.
And he made the
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statement immediately after talking to a President
whose Department of Justice had announced support
Qo
for private schools set up in the
the civil rights laws and the
upreme Court s school desegregation decision.
(p.

300)

If we are to be constructively optimistic about making pro¬
gress toward liberty and justice for all,

we must understand

clearly what needs to be done in virtually every aspect of
government.
The federal,

state,

and local governments and their

related agencies are controlled and directed by whites while
Third World people hold the menial,
positions.
Blacks,

non-management level

We have never had a Third World president.

Orientals,

and Spanish-speaking people hold only

2.7% of top-level jobs

(top-level refers to GS 16 to GS 18).

Of government employees earning less than $5000 at the fed¬
eral level,

25.4%

are Black.

Among those employees who

earn a minimum of $30,000 a year,
97.5% are white.

only 1.6% are Black but

Third World representation in top-level

categories in government agencies paint a similarly dismal
picture.

One Third World person out of 42 is in a top-level

position in the State Department;
Department of the Interior,
Indian Affairs,

6 out of
cation,

235;

0 out of 33;

Labor,

11 out of 101;

Justice Department,

and Welfare,

8 out of 947;

which includes the Bureau of

6 out of 185;

and Urban Development,

Defense,

6 out of 347;

10 out of 109;

Housing

Veterans Administration,

9 out of 318;

Health,

Edu¬

Federal Trade Commission,

United States Information Agency,

0 out of 25;
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Civil Service Commission,

1 out of 57;

and the National

Labor Relations Board with 137 top positions has 3 of them
filled by Third World professionals.
State and city statistics are not very different.
Alabama where 25% of the population is Black,

In

less than 3%

of white-collar employees of federal agencies are Black.
There are no Black FBI agents in Alabama and only 2 rural
mail carriers out of 901 jobs are held by Black people.

The

city of Chicago, with a Black population of 33% has only 3
Blacks in cabinet level positions;
a Black population of 18%,
mayor.

Los Angeles has none with

although they now have a Black

With over 200,000 potential Black voters in Queens

(New York City)

there is just one elected official who is

Black.

firemen,

Police,

employees,

judges,

postal employees,

attorneys,

and military officers are white

by a disproportionate majority.
officials in this country,

civil service

With over 500,000 elected

we have only 0.4% Black officials

—an excellent summary statement of white control in our
institution of government.

The reader may tire of reading

such statistics but must understand the realities that de¬
bunk the myth of great racial progress in this nation.
The enforcement arm of the law,
all

levels,

the police force,

at

is engaged in the systematic oppression with

help from the courts,

criminal prosecutors and prison.

Less

than 1% of the FBI agents are Black and 0.5% are Spanishsurnamed.

New York City’s Puerto Rican and Black police
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make up only 8.74% of the 30,000 member force.
the captains and above are Third World.
reveal even more distorted data.
York Tin^

Only 1.4% of

State police forces

From a 1972 article in the

(Foundation for Change,

Fact Sheets on Insti-

:^tional Racism),it was revealed that Louisiana,
vania,

New York,

North Carolina,

Florida,

Pennsyl¬

and Massachusetts

all have less than 1% of Black people on the force.
fornia has 1.5% and Illinois,

Cali¬

1.64%.

Such white control relates to the justice dealt out—
40% of all those arrested in 1970 were Black,
national population percent of 11%.

compared to a

Fatal force is used

seven times more often on Blacks as whites.

Over half of

convicted rapists were white,

but of the 455 men executed

for rape,

only 48 were white,

four hundred and five were

Black and 2 were other races.

Whites receive less harsh

sentencing than Blacks.

In 1970,

the average sentence for

whites was 42.9 months compared with 57.5 months for Blacks.
Seventy to 80% of the prisoners in large city jails are
Black.
a year.

Of these,

over

50% are awaiting trial,

Three-fourths of the prisoners in New York are

Third World but 98% of the corrections'
(1971).

some for over

officials are white

There does not exist a single Black or Puerto

Rican Chaplan serving 15 penal institutions in New York
State.

George Jackson sums up the environment in most pris¬

ons as he states,

"Overt racism exists unchecked"

to his mother describing Soledad Prison

(1970).

in a letter
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The courts,

our system for guaranteeing justice,

sents a similar picture.
Black.

pre¬

Less than 2% of the judges are

In 1970 all 93 federal attorneys appointed to their

position had white skin.

Less than 2% of the country's

lawyers are Black and the Legal Aid Society has no Spanish¬
speaking lawyers.
Prisons are called "zoos"

by the inmates and President

Nixon called them "universities of crime."

Their ineffect¬

iveness in treating the criminal is portrayed by the fact
that 80% of all serious offenses are committed by former con¬
victs.

It is easy to understand how hate is fed the Third

World prisoner by white guards who,
called their clubs "nigger sticks"
Viewpoint,

No.

5) .

at Attica Prison openly
(Foundation for Change,

The use of solitary confinement is an¬

other example of our society's racist inhumanity—especially
in California where 63% of those placed in solitary confine¬
ment areBlack or Chicano
No.

6) .

The Bill of Rights is a fairy tale for many Third

World people pursued,

arrested,

white system of justice.
ing,

(Foundation for Change, Viewpoint,

tried,

or imprisoned by our

Dostoevsky was accurate in stat¬

"The degree of civilization in a society can be judged

by entering its prisons."
The military is another segment of our government
guilty of internal and external defacto racism.
ternal"

By "Ex¬

I mean the oppression that the military forces use.
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or

threaten to use,

(1971)

in

discusses the

international

situations.

Dr.

Yette

similarities between racism and war:

War and racism have common roots and objectives.
Both begin in hate, fear, and suspicion, and both
have as their objective a permanent advantage and
domination of one's group of ideology over the
other.
The victor writes the history of the war
and makes what he hopes will be the rules for all
future endeavors.
(p. 85)
W.E.B.

DuBois contended that war between the races

is

the

dominant theme of the twentieth century and the facts appear
to

support him.

This nation dropped the atomic bomb on the

Japanese

twice but never used it on German or

shores.

Also,

were

forced

Japanese-Amerleans who were U.S.

into

concentration camps,

Italian-American citizens.
tive warfare
fore.

Our

At home

cities have arsenals of

local personnel

have gone

ignorance

"psychic

the

and North Vietnamese have been
"gooks."

"coon",

or

dehumanizing purpose.
is

necessary

nation's

in destruc¬

"riot equipment"

in the

and mil¬

state,

streets.

(Yette,

Germans,

and

As with

intent and/or

1971)

that de¬

Japanese,

labeled as

Italians,

"rats","snakes" ,

Few white Americans are unfamiliar with
"jungle-bunny"
Finally,

for Americans to

involvement

federal,

supported by

conditioning"

humanizes the projected victim.

it

the ultimate

to combat uprisings

this government has

"nigger",

not German-American or

into training

foreign wars,

and

citizens

is being waged on Black citizens as never be¬

lions of dollars

"pigs",

Italian

and rape

as

terms

as part of

serving

external

the

same

racism,

learn the truth about our

in Southern Africa,

Indo-China,
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and Latin America.

We must unlearn the

stories we were told

about America only wanting to preserve democracy
^orld,

and relearn the facts about U.S.

where the resources

corporate aggression

(including manpower)

"...Government lawlessness

is

are yet untapped.

indeed a major contemporary

American problem and...is not a product of
sion,

or collusion"
Internal

every U.S.

organization.

Third World
Black

(Becker and Murrary

racism abounds

fought

Revolutionary War.

illusion,

(Eds.),

1971).

in the military as

it does

in the colonial era where

Black

soldiers

their

War.

They were the
attention.

lives before the end of

first out

in front and the

In addition to

these

orders

and the worst of

even

"used as

cannon fodder

ized

attacks"

(Lindenmeyer,

treatment received

Gregory
values

(1971)

last to get
Black

extremely

the equipment.

They were

1970).

All of our wars have

in a way characteristic of

at home with few exceptions.

elucidates a

and behavior

the Civil

in hastily and recklessly organ¬

seen Third World personnel used
the

the

38,000

inequities.

soldiers or regiments were given excessive or
dangerous

5,000

Black heroism is common everywhere but
Few Americans are aware that

medical

in

in virtually every major battle of

the history books.
lost

delu¬

The heritage of degradation for

soldiers begins

soldiers

in the

Dick

sad commentary on American

in referring to

the Black soldier:

It is a sad day for the melting-pot image when black
Americans must realize that America will show more
respect and consideration for her enemies than she
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does for her own black children.
A white German who
ought in World War II as a Nazi storm trooper could
come to America today and move into a neighborhood
(SIC)
that would not accept a black American who
fought in the same war against the Nazi storm trooper.
And America’s enemies treat black Americans with more
equality than they receive at home.
If a white Amer¬
ican soldier and a black American soldier are fighting
side by side, and they are both killed, the enemy will
kick both dead bodies into a ditch without making a
color distinction.
They will be viewed merely as two
dead American enemies.
Yet if those two dead bodies
were shipped home to America, there are cemeteries
in this country where they could not be buried side
by side.
And if the white American soldier and the
black American soldier survive the war, they cannot
live together at home even though they can fight to¬
gether abroad.
(pp. 247-48)
The internal racism in the military is witnessed by the
following statistics from Fact Sheet on Institutional Racism.
Third World Generals in the Army number 4 out of 514.

The

Navy has 1 Third World Admiral out of 3 21 and there are no
Marine Colonels in the Marines.
421 Generals.

The Air Force has 1 out of

The Army has 1700 lawyers,

16 of them Black.

Court Martials and dishonorable discharges are dispropor¬
tionately high as are casualities in combat for Third World
soldiers

(figures based on 1971 data).

With these final facts about white control and racism
in the military,

I conclude this section on government with

the hope that the reader sees all these examples as a very
brief and incomplete overview.

By no means have I covered

adequately the amount or depth of racism in our nation's
institutions but have attempted to debunk the myth that
racism has been adequately dealt with in this country.
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Hopefully,

such ugliness when understood will not induce

9uilt, but will charge each of us in white America to con¬
tinue learning the truth and become an integral part of a
movement to create a truly just society where institutions
lead us toward pluralism rather than a white-controlled
elitism that robs the country and its people of their human¬
ity,

creativity,

and talent.

The Myth of Progress
America is the setting of a giant but sometimes invis¬
ible web.

The deadly strands,

interwoven and interdependent

serve the nation in many constructive ways,

but they are

simultaneously lethal for many people of color who unavoid¬
ably enter the web at birth.

The web is a matrix of insti¬

tutions that are too powerful and too rigid to extinguish
and too important to ignore.

Unsuspecting Third World chil¬

dren begin experiencing the effects of the web as they need
expensive health care or a more comfortable living situation.
The web begins to engulf children through advertising,
vision,

radio,

the newspapers,

textbooks,

schools,

tele¬

and the

film industry by developing in them a negative sense of
worth because of their color.
As children begin to grow,
ily with low income,

the immobility of their fam¬

poor education,

and a heritage of oppres¬

sion locks them into an environment where basic survival
forces psychological as well as physical changes to occur.
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If,

as in many instances,

the mother works,

quickly become adept at feeding,

children must

entertaining,

and comfort¬

ing themselves without much time to experience the joys of
childhood.

The child is not very old when a clearer pic¬

ture of the web reveals the futility of struggle and the
hopelessness of operating according to laws that white peo¬
ple legislate and enforce differently for themselves.

There

are numerous promises of change and opportunity but they are
never truly tasted by this victim of the institutional web.
Some people,

maybe relatives,

but it has a human cost.

seem to have escaped the web

Some have become hooked on drugs

to escape the web, while others are allowing themselves to
be used as cosmetic tokens,
tle,

adding a little,

but only a lit¬

color in the lives of white institutions.

Very few

seem to have escaped the vicious network of interrelated
institutions that consciously and unconsciously are victim¬
izing people of color in America.
The web is real.

The mythical belief in white America

that we have effectively dealt with the horrors of racism is
false.

The conviction that the racial problem simply does

not implicate middle class white Americans is total blind¬
ness to the obvious.

Most white Americans have not yet

accepted the responsibility and the opportunity to begin
changing ourselves,

others,

and the web that we all support

and maintain by apathy and inaction.
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One current argument goes "Look at how much progress is
being made.

Things are going along pretty well."

ress has been made,

Some prog¬

but in absolute terms we have the long¬

est part of the way to go ahead of us as indicated by the
statistics quoted in this chapter.
changed very little,

Not only have things

but much of what has changed is only a

transformation of the style of oppression.

This transforma¬

tion in style can be viewed in two categories.

The first is

where white noncompliance often has taken over from the eager
over-compliance that once typified many American institutions
and organizations.

We in white America must face the fact

that a destroyed human being experiences intense pain
whether the cause is a sense of futility,

anger, mistrust,

loneliness, lack of opportunity and self-doubt,

or if the

cause is overt degradation in a slave camp or reservation.
A civil rights

law changes very little in the life of Third

World families if the employer,

the slum lord,

or the judge

can ignore or misinterpret the law without reprimand.
Author

Jack Greenberg

(1969)

stressed numerous suc¬

cesses that the legal system has had in its capacity to
affect race relations and these cannot be denied.

What

demands understanding is the reality that legislation does
not induce automatic behavior change or compliance with the
statutes and that enforcement is a product of human values,
attitudes,
this

and interpretations.

lies in the Constitution,

The most basic proof of
Bill of Rights,

and numerous
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amendments which "guarantee"

equality,

life,

the pursuit of happiness for all Americans.
legislation,

liberty,

and

Since our early

we have passed and repassed civil rights leg¬

islation that to this day is not being adequately served or
enforced in many parts of the country.
tantly segregated schools,
powerful Jim Crow laws.

Today we have bla¬

unfair housing,

and unwritten but

We no longer publicize a racist

philosophy as did the Ku Klux Klan at its birth in 1867,
their purpose today is different only in style,
from a century ago,

as cited by Lerone Bennett

but

not in intent
(1970).

The plan:
reduce Negroes to political impotence.
How?
By the boldest and most ruthless political
operation in American history.
By stealth and
murder, by economic intimidation and political
assassinations, by whippings and maimings, cuttings
and shootings, by the knife, by the rope, by the
whip.
By the political use of terror, by the
braining of the baby in its mother's arms, the
slaying of the husband at his wife's feet, the
raping of the wife before her husband's eyes.
By FEAR.
(p. 197)
Today,

the Klan still stands for white superiority and

flourishes throughout this country.

With total disregard

for the intent of the law, many states and school systems
are using noncompliance and evasion for separating children
and schools by race.

Included in these efforts are "open

or thinly veiled reaffirmation of segregation rules,

pupil

assignment statutes with standards which could conceal se¬
gregation,
to exhaust,

administrative remedies which may be burdensome
projected private school arrangements to avoid

Fourteenth Amendment control of state action,

threats to
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close schools,
like measures.

abolition of compulsory attendance rules,
Connected,

too,

is the large body of

and

legis¬

lation designed to impede civil rights proponents from enimplementing desegregation,
interposition,
hoped,

nullification,

the affirmations of

and "police power," which,

it is

will insultate state rules from federal control"

(Greenberg,

1969).

These are facts that white Americans

should consider when assessing the amount of racial "progress"
in most of our institutions.
are numerous "means"

Lynching is outlawed but there

for white America to "skin the cat."

The second major area of style change in racism is a
shift from the blatant teaching of a false reality to a
sophisticated rationalization and subtle denial of reality
and to highly refined teaching of the seriousness of
Black problem"

or equally inaccurate,

we have made in race relations."^

"the

of the "great strides

Many of our educators,

social scientists and theologians speak of the crisis in
race relations but subtly place the blame or responsibility
for the dilemma on lazy,

unemployed,

or militant Third World

people who have failed to advance through the system "like
the rest of us had to do."

The result is a reinforcement of

assumed white success and Third World inferiority and fail¬
ures.

Seldom is there a realization

of

that white controlled institutions force oppressed

it)

people into submission,

depression,

(and a public statement

and anger.

As a result

whites do not allow themselves to see our responsibility for
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close

schools,

abolition of compulsory attendance rules,

like measures.

Connected,

too,

is the

large body of

tion designed to impede civil rights proponents
ing or

implementing desegregation,

position,
hoped,

nullification,

will

(Greenberg,

insulate
1969).

and

state rules

from encourag¬

which,

are numerous
The
shift

is

from federal control"

These are facts that white Americans

institutions.

"means"

Lynching

"progress"

is outlawed but there

for white America to

second major area of

from the

inter¬

it

should consider when assessing the amount of racial
in most of our

legisla¬

the affirmation of

"police power,"

and

"skin the cat."

style change in racism is a

blatant teaching of

a

false reality to a

sophisticated rationalization and

subtle denial of reality

and

the seriousness of

to highly refined

Black problem"
we

have made

social
race
for

or

equally inaccurate,

in race

scientists

relations

the dilemma on

the rest of us

lazy,

failed
had

ures.

Seldom

is

of

that white
into

whites do

Many of

"great

our

strides

educators,

speak of the crisis

unemployed,

in

or militant Third World

to advance through the

to do."

success

people

of the

"the

subtly place the blame or responsibility

assumed white

it)

relations."

and theologians

but

people who have

teaching of

The result is

and Third World

there a realization
controlled

submission,

not allow themselves to

"like

a reinforcement of

inferiority and
(and a public

institutions

depression,

system

fail¬

statement

force oppressed

and anger.

As

a result

see our responsibility for
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improving
housing

inferior

schools,

in our ghettos,

health care,

employment and

reservations and barrios.

We are also numbed into complacency by "progress
reports
Often

that

show

’success"

in our race relations'

these are assimilationist

World people have been
dle class"

situations where Third

forced to become as

"white and mid¬

as possible thus becoming more "acceptable"

white America but
language,

dress,

occurence

in

of white

efforts.

sadly denying
mores,

terms of

implication

their own precious heritage,

and norms.

hopes

to

The most destructive

for social change is the denial

in the racial crisis.

We have padded

our white world with material possessions and psychological
blinders

that

insulate us

institutionalized,

against our complicity

in the

continued and basically unchanged

agery of white America on her people of color.
white realization of

this

sav¬

Without

reality and a new activism there

will be only cosmetic gestures or the violent reactive
changes

that

have characterized much of our past.

Summary
This
personal

chapter has allowed me to express a great deal of
concern about

racism in America in

believe what many educators
will work out

if we

strongly believe we
racial oppression

is

are

1973.

still declaring,

I do not
"everything

just keep on as we have been doing."
cannot

continue our present course

to be defeated.

Insensitivity,

if

hate.

I
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and negligence moves us all closer to
country that

states

that truth.

My hope

oppression will

its respect for
is

self destruction.

truth must someday

that knowing

facilitate our eventual

eradication of white

touching our basic concerns

dignity.

When we as white people truly respond to
then and only then,

for human

life and

to eradicate the hateful web of

and build a humane

society.
specific,

sonal

The

racism,

first response

is

white

into a

for

systematic,

this

ualize

all

Chapter V presents

an educational

institutions

individuals

some

strategies

Our

system,

a media,

health

combined in an effort to dignify

life without negative regard

ethnic origin.

the energy of

With this beginning we can hopefully vis¬

an economy,

care and other

coordinate

Third,

committed effort to change the web of

racism.

effort.

to educate other

will be discussed in Chapter IV.

to organize and

institutional

and dis¬

Chapter III will discuss

The second response,

individuals,

we need

facing

become reacquainted with ourselves,

issues.

for

for us to uncover our per¬

cover a new meaning of whiteness.
these

racism

but interrelated responses

the white person willing to accept the challenge
America.

the white

can we legitimately unite with

Third World people

There are three

face

the truth of racial

racism by

problem,

A

challenge

is

to race,

sex,

creed,

or

to make this vision real.
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CHAPTER

III

A NEW MEANING FOR WHITENESS

A growing number of white Americans are at the thresh¬
old of

an escape.

ceiving

reality,

After
we are

several hundred years of misperinching our way toward the opening

of our perceptual trap.
the myths

and the

whiteness,

this

lies

Escape means breaking away from
that have distorted our views about

country and her values,

people of color throughout the world.
involves

and certainly about
A true escape

a thorough re-education about the meaning and

intensity of

the entrapment and a concerted effort to

close enough to
Americans

stay

facilitate the re-education of other white

so they may comprehend their

join the movement of

escapees

imprisonment and

in the abolition of

the prison

itself.
In Chapter II
tematic

and often

freedom of

choice,

with the myths

of

there was an intensive

democracy,

forever.

With effort,

fixed
through

and action.

identify and clarify the

and experiences

tempered

"boot-strap

white people appear to pass

augment the discussion of

anecdotes

justice for all,

this brainwashing are not

awareness

In an attempt to
will

and

the Protestant ethic and

The results of

levels of

sys¬

subtle brainwashing under the guise of

theory."

several

look at the

levels,

I

each level with personal

that correspond to that

level.

It
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is

important to recognize

behavioral criteria

Level

for any one

I

than sole

level.

No Racial Problems Perceived

In the purest sense,
us

these as examples rather

this

is how we are born.

Most of

readily recognize differences between people but must

learn to evaluate and judge those differences as positive or
negative

through our experiences.

experiences

take

For the most part these

their toll on our objectivity and percep¬

tual openness prior to the time we enter kindergarten.
Ellen Goodman
unmistakable

(1970)

documents that white children

signs of
The

the onset of racial bigotry"

sadness of

this

"show
at four

years of

age.

she adds

that Black children perceive themselves as marked

in a negative way before their

fact

Mary

is heightened when

fifth birthday.

For white children the differences
as

the way

most of us

things
fail

to

are

soon perceived

should be and at pre-elementary school age
see these differences

as problematical.

My contact with many white adult workshop participants
reveals

that

old while

it

still maintaining the

is not a racial
This

is

a

is not uncommon for us

illusion that there really

situation that could be termed a

textbook case of

association.

Many of

"problem."

the process of denial and dis-

these participants project a combina¬

tion of philosophical or religious
and

to mature and grow

thus maintain a picture of

belief onto all of

society as they wish it

society
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were

(i.e.,

without racial problems)

rather than the way it

is.
My personal experience at this level of ^awareness
lasted well into my elementary school years in South
Chicago.

Although not extensive,

I had contact with Black

children and was too honest at that age to pretend not to
see any differences.

The fact that these children lived

together in another part of the neighborhood and seemed to
stay together at school did not raise any more consternation
in me than did the fact that boys and girls went to dif¬
ferent rooms for toilet recess.

That was just the way

things were and there was no need to question any of it.

It

even seemed appropriate that there were jokes and sayings
degrading "that"
"jungle bunny"

group of people.

The terms "nigger"

and

were acceptable playground jargon and I can

recall no remorse or sadness about their use among my peers.
An attempt to use these terms at home had other results and
leads to the next level of white awareness.

Level II

Existence of the Black Problem

This level of consciousness can occur at all ages.

It

entails the recognition that a problem does exist between
white people and people of color.
as a result of the way the Black,
people are.

This problem is perceived
Brown,

Red,

or Yellow

It is important to note that the cause of any

and all problems is seen to rest innately within the Third
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World community.
their"
as

fault.

if blame
Many

rationale and

is

ever cited,

"sophisticated"

justification

Although white people at

we,

level

time of
l^ted

'Of course

the

and

"proven"

are implicated

is totally unre-

of today."*

This

inferiority.

level

tion

This

is

transfer

In addition,

white

"that

the ultimate white denial of any
racial tension or

implica¬

suffering.

from level one to the perception that a

problem existed between races materialized gradually.
parents were quite clear
"we don't use

the word

"those people don't
going by

the

luxury of choosing whether or not they even

in any aspect of
My

is

superiority

wish to concern themselves with the problems of
group."

in any con¬

long ago and

enjoyment of a false sense of

Third World

people enjoy the

two clearly recognize

some whites were involved at the

Black Problem'

height of white

are given

there is absolutely no realization that

slavery but that was

to

false reasons

is perceived as a very crit¬

individually or collectively,

ceivable way.

is clearly

for the blaming.

the existence of what sometimes
ical racial crisis,

it

in reminding me of

'nigger'

in this house"

like that term."

some homes near us

the

I

My

fact that
and that

lucidly remember

that had received rocks and

* This statement occurs repeatedly among white people who
fail to see any implication or connection between the period
of overt slavery and what Price Cobbs calls "the white
slavemaster mentality"

of

today.
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lumber through the windows and the accompanying unemotional
Well,

son,

Colored people have tried to move

into these houses and the people living here don't want them
here."

Along with other more subtle messages* I was learning

that there was some real and apparently legitimate hate on
the part of people like me toward Black people because they
were black.

Jokes I had heard,

comments on the way to school,

and images I picked up from Tarzan movies were all fitting
together to form a picture of an inferior,

unwanted,

weak,

and helpless group of people who had the gall to try and
move near us.

It was clearly their own fault for being so

pushy and not letting things settle back to the way they were
earlier—where everyone was happy!
Bicycles increased mobility and my white friends and I
"explored"

the area behind the park on 97th street.

Here I

saw from a distance homes of far less quality than my own

* Besides learning of the existence of racial conflict, my
elders statement emphasized:
(1) The legitimacy of general¬
izing about a total race from a minute sample; (2) The "wethey" concept implying opposite polarities; (3) The onus
of responsibility for the unfortunate (condescending) inci¬
dent rested with the people who attempted to move in, not
those who illegally and immorally attempted to stop them;
(4) White peoples' wishes not to have Black residents were
somehow more legitimate than the wishes of "those people
legally attempting to purchase a home; (5) Adults saw no
importance in my comprehending this situation in any depth
except for the fault resting with the Black "intruders ;
(6) My parents, even though they may well have said that such
behavior on the part of white people was deplorable, behaved
in a way that condoned it by their silence and casualness.
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and witnessed Black families who lived in them.

The children

seemed poorly dressed and I remember broken down cars and
junk in their yards.
the uncleanliness,

Here was "proof"

of the inferiority,

and the deprived ways of these people.

My suspicions of their violent and threatening nature was
reinforced when I was reprimanded for even going there.
Stay away from them."

l was shocked to learn that "they

might even take your bike."
There was absolutely no room in my thinking that al¬
lowed me to see my parents, my white friends and neighbors,
or myself as the antagonizer or perpetrator of any of these
conditions.

Sunday school and public school teachings

raised no questions about what was now an unconsciously in¬
grained feeling of superiority—not just in terms of the few
Black people with whom I had contact,
Black people.

In fact,

to support this feeling.

but in relation to all

all the pictures and stories seemed
In an effort to familiarize his

children with the realities of the urban world, my father
took us on a tour through Black ghetto areas that he wit¬
nessed daily on his commuter trip downtown.

Here, my fears

and fantasies were fed by parental comments and visual
images.

Comments like,

tire here"

"Sure wouldn't want to get a flat

or "Make sure the doors are locked" molded a

strong belief in my vulnerable mind that could not be
erased by logic or rational thought.
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Level II of my awareness,

as with all the remaining

levels has not been completely left behind or outgrown even
this day.

There exists an indelible mark on my mind and

emotions that recurs and reminds me of a psychological and
physical sense of superiority no matter how thoroughly I
intellectually deal with its presence.
earlier experiences,

As I recall these

I am angered and challenged by the fact

that the same indelible mark is being etched into the minds
of millions of our preschool children as I write this in
1973.

The problem would be far simpler if the etching was

only at the hands of the blatant bigot or hate monger.
people can be observed and stopped.
many parents,

teachers,

clergymen,

Such

The fact remains that
and adult models are con¬

tinuing this indoctrination willingly under the influence of
genuine humanitarian caring and concern for Christian teach¬
ings.

There is frequently no conscious, malicious agenda

when parents or teachers talk about "those people"

or point

to a difference without identifying our white implication in
creating that difference,
astating.

but the products are no less dev¬

They result in what Abraham F.

Citron

(1969)

the "malformation of the mind of the white child."

calls

He con¬

tinues to discuss the results of this process on white
children:
These people are seriously handicapped in their
ability to react to Negroes as persons, to inter¬
act with naturalness and spontaneity, and without
anxiety, annoyance, fear, and guilt.
They feel
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at best in a strange and unnatural situation,
experience considerable discomfort, and desire,
consciously or unconsciously, that the pattern'
would revert to the familiar, proper, and the
natural."
(p. 16)
As children become parents,

then attitudes are reinforced

through institutionalized miseducation.

They raise more

children who likewise continue the process.

Influential

adults around me were products of the same indoctrination
(with most of the emphasis on Levels I and II)

which facil¬

itated my conceptualization of race and whiteness.

My

intent is not simply to blame and thus encourage guilt but
to make clear the fact that level II white misunderstanding
must be confronted in our best homes,

our most sincere

churches and finest progressive schools just as intensely
as in the rural South.

None of us escapes the web of good

intentions maligned by the false sense of reality that per¬
meates white America.

Level III

The White Liberal

Millions of Americans hear and read about the glory of
the "helping professions."*
prayers,

We witness creeds,

and slogans supporting,

generally doing for others.

sacrificing,

anthems,

helping,

and

Much of our helping behavior is

* The professional whose major focus is doing for others;
service, assistance, etc. especially when the helpee is un¬
able to resolve the problem for themselves.
Examples in¬
clude therapists, medical people, social workers, clergy¬
men,

or lawyers.
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reinforced and rewarded from early childhood.

Subtly trans¬

mitted in this process is the concept of "we-they,"
healthy,

sound helpers and the weak,

or the

unable recipients.

Often this complex carries over for white Americans when
they respond to the "terrible conditions in which
people live."

'those'

This is the Level III white liberal.

The

white liberal is really just a little more sophisticated
than the level II person who recognizes a racial problem
only as a Black problem and does not want to help or become
involved.

For the Level III white liberal,

the help still

comes from a vision of the problem as resting solely within
the Third World population.

This white liberal "assistance"

resembles a fire department that pours gasoline and water on
the fire.

It is most often genuinely offered and a product

of sincere but blind motivation.

There is a paternalistic

tolerance of the inferiority that produced for the Black
person his or her dilemma.

White liberals also maintain

control of the situation and thus can exercise their choice
to stop helping at any time.
The white person at this Level sees only separate
Black,

Chicano,

Native American,

Puerto Rican,

or Asian

American problems.

Our perceptual blindness is reinforced

by our "good deeds"

as we make no attempt to comprehend the

single basic cause of all the racial problems.

Responding

to symptoms has brought us status and appreciation from
others who also do not perceive the white problem as the
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cause of Third World suffering.

We are experts at a sophis¬

ticated process called "blaming the victim" discussed by
William Ryan

(1971).

That process is often very subtle.
Victim-blaming
IS cloaked in kindness and concern, and bears all
the trappings and statistical furbelows of scientism;
It IS obscured by a perfumed haze of humanitarianism....Those who practice this art display a deep
concern for the victim that is quite genuine....
Its adherents include sympathetic social scientists
with social consciences in good working order, and
liberal politicians with a genuine commitment to
reform.
(p. 6)
The white liberal is surveyed by Dr.
the following quotation.

Louis E.

May I encourage you,

Lomax in

the reader,

to identify aspects of the following descriptions of white
liberals.

It will be helpful in facilitating an understand¬

ing of the "white liberal"

in each of us.

We must not fear

this increasing understanding but welcome it as a healthy
beginning.

Dr.

Lomax

(1966)

states that:

The white liberal is not a happy man.
I know; I
have encountered him in a hundred lecture halls and
plush restaurants across the nation.
He is the
Jew admitting that he is no longer a chosen man but
silently wondering why Negroes don't stick together
and help each other and live together like the Jews
do:
he is the Catholic appalled by the fact that
he has so long prayed that God would forgive the
perfidious Jews but unable to forsake a faith whose
every trapping suggests that there is something wrong
with all non-Catholics; he is the white Anglo-Saxon
protestant marching along the road from Selma while
his eyes dart furtively toward the rising Negro
crime rate; he is the clergyman torn between the
new gospel he must now preach and the conservatism
of the flock he must feed and which feeds him as
well; he is the businessman quite willing to accept
change so long as things remain the same; he is the
parent welcoming the new Negro neighbor and praying
God that his daughter will marry one of her own
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kind; he is the academician peppering his lectures
^ith liberalism and mumbling over why there are
not more qualified minority students in his classes;
he is the politician voting for civil rights and
boasting of his friends in "the Negro community";
he is the banker really concerned about the poor and
placing his final faith in the poverty program; he is
the union leader concerned over unemployment and
presiding over closed shops and inherited union
membership; he is the young executive incensed be¬
cause his firm hires only Anglo-Saxon protestants and
vying for the vice presidency;
he is the corporation
executive wishing all Negroes were like Ralph Bunche
and all Jews were like good old Jake Javits; he is
the common laborer sitting at a bar and mumbling
over his beer, "I don't hate nobody; but I don't
know what to do about it."
The white liberal is also something else; he
(sic) is a woman sleeping with a Negro man to prove
something to herself about herself; he (sic) is a
co-ed at the University of Oregon determined to
have Negro babies because she is convinced that
miscegenation is the only solution to the race
problem; he is the wealthy scion who dropped out
of Yale to become a general in the Negro Revolt
because he felt empty within and saw the Negro's
struggle as the only spiritual movement existent in
Western civilization; he (sic) is the Washington,
D.C. housewife who can't go home again to her mother
and father in Valdosta, Georgia.
He is a child of
the psychiatrist's couch; a man of conflicts, not
contradictions; an advocate of change, but an arch
of revolution.
The white liberal, then, is a man of power and
guilt, of fear and promise.
His guilt, and it is a
proper one, rises from his convictions that the
institutions over which he now wields so much power
were born out of exploitation and injustice:
the
liberal fears that the taint is fatal, that his insti¬
tutions are thus bound to crumble, reducing him, his
comfort and his new found power to rubble with them,
(pp. 52-4)
Robert Terry adds
liberal
Only.

(1970)

additional insight into the white

level of consciousness from his book.

For Whites

How much of this description fits your own life and

outlook?
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The liberal is the advocate of healthy societal
growth.
He appears to understand, more than the
conservative, the decisive importance of institutions
on man s development in the world.
Futhermore, he
had been, he thought, the white advocate of the
black cause.
The liberal was deeply moved to help
cure what he perceived as the sickness running almost
unchecked in poor black ghettos.
Political liberals
worked legislatively to create massive institutional
programs to rid America of its sickness and restore
health to the whole community.
The confrontation with black power has been
disastrous for the liberal.
The white liberal is
denounced as more dangerously racist than the con¬
servative.
What is behind this denuciation?
The implicit assumption of white liberals is
that white-dominated and white controlled institu¬
tions and culture are healthy while black counter¬
parts are sick.
The liberal, from his selfdesignated stance of health, is justified then in
setting up programs to cure the black from his
sickness.
Black power exposes this racist myth.
Black
power calls for white Americans to realize that
the deepest sickness lies with the white community,
not the black.
America's race problem is a white
problem, not a black problem.
Black power, with
its deep commitments to self-determination, respect,
and pluralism, is a bearer of a new humanity.
The
white liberal is not a source of new humanity, but
the perpetuator of white sickness.
(p. 53)
My personal experiences continued to augment an
"assumptive network"* that represented the societal and
environmental influences around me.

Many of the conclu¬

sions that I either consciously or unconsciously reached
were based on incomplete or distorted data.

For example,

I

assumed that Black children were less academically suited

* This term refers to the collective of assumptions held by
an individual.
All of them are based on perceived reality.
In the case of white experience in America this reality,
(and thus whites assumptive network regarding race) is based
on numerous myths, half-truths, and omission of truth.
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to do

school work than were white children.

assumption was based on a tiny

sample of a

who appeared bored and poorly dressed
first I

concluded

that produced

it was

inferior

simple

stock.

As

and by the Bill of Rights,

Black people were responsible
a real
fault.
I

liberal
"It was

in that I

for

believed

all Black children

in my classes.

for
Ryan

I

"all men are created

continued to assume

"their"

dilemma.

I was

it was not exactly their

from the

which

The gross generalization about
inaccurate perception of a

few

Nor did anyone

sophisticated process of blaming the victims

their defects
(1972)

At

the years passed and I

never confronted by anyone around me.

challenge my

few Black children

really due to their home environment,"

never quite comprehended.

was

faulty

innate racial differences

struggled with conflicts triggered by
equal"

The

"caused by their environment."

William

writes:

Blaming the Victim is, of course, quite different
from old-fashioned conservative ideologies.
The
latter simply dismissed victims as inferior, ge¬
netically defective, or morally unfit; the emphasis
is on the intrinsic, even hereditary, defect.
The
former shifts its emphasis to the environmental
causation.
The old-fashioned conservative could hold
firmly to the belief that the oppressed and the
victimized were born that way—"that way" being
defective or inadequate in character or ability.
The new ideology attributes defect and inadequacy
to the malignant nature of poverty, injustice,
slum life, and racial difficulties.
The stigma
that marks the victim and accounts for his victim¬
ization is an acquired stigma, a stigma of social,
rather than genetic, origin.
But the stigma, the
defect, the fatal difference—though derived in the
past from environmental forces—is still located
within the victim, inside his skin.
With such an
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elegant formulation,

the humanitarian can have it

time, concentrate
^
interest on the defects of the victim,
condemn the vague social and environmental stresses
that produced the defect (some time ago), and ignore
the continuing effect of victimizing social forces
(right now).
It is a brilliant ideology for justify¬
ing a perverse form of social action designed to change,
not society, as one might expect, but rather society's
victim.
(p. 7)
^
With this assumptive network supporting my superiority
and Third World inferiority,
"helper."

I was

"ripe"

to become a

I was well indoctrinated into the helping role

and was probably considered the "helpful neighborhood kid"
by the community.

Clearly aware that conditions in the

South and the cities were deplorable, my mind connected
"helper"

and "Black problem"

social work.

into a vocational goal of

I was the one to organize a birthday party for

one Black student in my freshman dormitory.
"kind"
school,

I was extra

to the Black manager of the baseball team in high
"even though"

there existed some serious racial ten¬

sion at my high school.

I was excited to meet and be

friends with a few Black students who really did not fit the
mold too well.

"They were good guys—almost white!"

I

remember patting myself on the back for being such a human¬
itarian in college.

Prejudice was a terrible thing and I

was glad that I was clean.
fact that I

I never quite dealt with the

laughed at degrading racial jokes and blindly

accepted the deluge of

"facts"

in my numerous sociology and

psychology texts that emphasized the immorality,

the high
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crime rate,

and squalor that framed Black experience.

If

ar^ of my texts or professors ever mentioned a single work
about the white causes of these problems or the works of
W.E.B.

DuBois or Richard Wright or any number of historical

contributions of Third World People,
At that time,

though,

I missed it entirely.

nothing appeared to be missing.

was learning the "facts"

I

assuming that they were all the

facts and that they would help me build on a commitment to
help "those people."
Coming home for vacations was an opportunity to enhance
my bloated ego as a pure human helper.

Clothes that I no

longer wanted or had outgrown could be given to Carey,
warm,

a

appreciative Black woman who came to clean one day a

week.

This is a contemporary manifestation of what Wendell

Berry

(1970)

calls the "self-defensive myth of benevolence."

To this day I do not know her last name but she sure worked
hard getting our house ready for Mrs. Wilson,

Mrs.

DeWitt

and the other white women to whom I always used the prefix
"Mrs."
In graduate school I worked on a degree in counseling,
a slight redirection from the previous social work focus.
As a graduate counselor I enjoyed rapport with over a hun¬
dred men,

six of whom were Black athletes.

The dispropor¬

tionate time spent "securing friendships" with the Black
students gave me the chance to experience some of my first
tastes of racial rejection as a white liberal.

I would walk
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in their room,
role"

then unaware of my whiteness or "authority

and discussion would cease.

Small talk and a feeling

like I was being tolerated ensued till I became nervous and
uneasy and then left.

I was strongly insulted.

willing to hear or see.

I was not

I rationalized their behavior away

to the extent that I was unaffected by it after leaving the
room.

"After all,

they have some weird behavior patterns

that we whites don't understand sometimes."
After marriage and graduation I began my first full¬
time professional employment at Colorado State University.
Having never been west prior to this,

I was faced for the

fi^st time with subtly learned feelings and attitudes about
Chicanos and Native Americans.
this time,

I

Although unsurfaced prior to

sensed a security and comfort about myself when

around "these"

people of color that was not unlike those

feelings in high school around Black people.

Most of my

assumptive network was formed by movies and advertisements
that rekindled a need to be sympathetic to "these"
who were always sleeping under huge sombreros,

people

disorganized,

and could not hit John Wayne no matter how often they fired.
My image was clearly a product of what Berry

(197 0)

calls

"The Walt Disney version of American history."

Level IV
This

Existence of the White Problem

level contains the most significant learning and

the most extensive frustration for white people in our
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growth from unawareness,

through faulty awareness,

to accu¬

rate awareness of where the causes lie and the nature of our
white problem.

The intense struggle for white people is

compounded many fold by our built-in resistance to seeing
ourselves implicated in a serious problem that we tradition¬
ally labeled the "Black problem."
alizations;

We have Level III ration¬

"Anyone who is as concerned as I am and puts

as much effort into helping

'them'

any

why would I try to help?"

prejudice.

Otherwise,

simply has to be void of

Level IV entails seeing for the first time in our lives
a true racial sickness of whites
years.)

(Blacks have seen this for

It means that white people agonizingly begin to

recognize the distorted view of ourselves and others
created by a socialization process that we have put immense
energy into believing,

supporting,

and perpetuating.

It is

a realization that we have been lied to since the first white
footprint was implanted on this land.

It is an introspective

journey into ourselves—revealing that we have been fooled
and our senses have been numbed to what we believed was the
truest truth I

Our vital concept of ourselves as "helpers"

and "good people"
distasteful phony 1

is suddenly

turned into a view of a very

We see our behavior for the first time

as a major cause of the continued suffering,

especially if

we have been passive and silent about racial issues.

We

see the immensity of the implication of white Americans
through these staggering recognitions.
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At first
ingly choose

it

is of no help to know that we did not will¬

such a racist

life

style.

There

is

little com¬

fort for a white person tasting this good and brutal aware¬
ness

to know that we were unable to escape the malignancy

around us

because

it was

so pervasive.

I

have experienced

numerous white people who need to wring out the anguish that
accompanies

this

realization by being alone and crying very

hard.

Although reactions

to

to be,

without exception,

moments of anger,

and

intense

fear,

this process
for

some

about

was

to

support
it

the American Flag or

for

"their problem"

in the wrong way.

a product of
ashamed,

this

there was

that represents

the pursuit of
sick racist

both in this country,

support

internationally,

These

through deaf ears,

justice

for all,

human beings

that

standing

supporting or condoning

treatment of millions of

I

but of myself,

in a nation of people

equality,

happiness while

"they"

some rather wrenching

trying to tell us
hypocrisy

if

they were certainly going

suffering,

country's

thought that

the victims of my country's brutality.

extensive

flag

After

I

stand during our

not of Third World demonstrators,

demonstrators were

a

some,

ago my own reactions to Black demonstrators'

salute

for blaming

for

For

it can build to an overnight explosion.

learning about Third World
as

seems

embarrassment,

coupled with personal confusion.

National Anthem was one of disgust.
wanted

there

happens over a period of months or years and

Many years
refusal

such insight varies

and
the

all over
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this globe.

Americans,

including myself,

found it easier to

dismiss these demonstrators as "unappreciative militants"
rather than face the ugliness that they saw in us.
It is important to note that,

like false labor,

there

are unauthentic occurrences that appear and are verbalized
as the real thing.

Many white people begin to see how other

whites are the problem or get an inkling of ownership of
white racism but simply will not or can not totally recog¬
nize,

without hesitation,

that

^ white and ^ ^ a very

serious part of the racial crisis in America today.

My

perceptions of whiteness and racism have been products of
misleading and distorted experiences and are open to review
and change and 1 have caused suffering by my actions and
inactions."
My professional experiences were rewarding at Colorado
State University.
T-group wave.

I was enjoying riding the crest of the

Inherent in this style of learning and grow¬

ing is an emphasis on openness and candidness—especially in
terms of one's own feelings—and a sensitivity to oneself
and the group.

Today I

look back on a specific group with

which I was working and see behavior that my blinders dis¬
torted for me in the most "effective" way.

The group of

about twelve participants was all white except for one Black
woman.

Numerous encounters occurred between white partici¬

pants and the Black woman who most whites thought was being
negative and destructive.

Although maintaining my
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supportive liberal stance,

I remember using my influence as

a trainer to help negate the Black woman.

I thought she was

not really operating along the norms of the group,

created

by a contingent of eleven white students and one Black stu¬
dent.

I

supported resistance from white students and allowed

them to "over-rule"

the one minority perspective.

I did not

realize then that she was being honest about how she viewed
other members and was very effectively using "our rules"

to

show us how insensitive and dishonest we were being with our¬
selves and with her.

She continually asked us to look at our

own behavior and pointed out innumerable inconsistencies in
our words and our behavior.

She was effectively making us

uncomfortable by suggesting we act differently instead of
just talking about acting differently.
about our problem.

None of us learned

Even our stereotypes were reinforced as

were our feelings of self righteousness.

I can remember

asking the Black woman after returning to campus if she might
get "some of her friends"
on a weekly basis.

together for a race relations group

It was a long time after that when I

began to understand her refusal to get back to me on the
subject.

She had been slapped in the face by a group of

white people who she offered to help with their problems
while they were continually causing her great psychological
pain.

I did not like to think about what legitimate reac¬

tions would be by a brutally treated woman.
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I would have been indignant about the following quote
by J.

Metz Rollins a few years ago but now see how very

accurate it is,

especially in light of this experience.

As Blacks view the racial situation in America, it
must be understood that black people understand whites
better than whites understand themselves.
Black
people become what Eldridge Cleaver calls "expert
Ofay watchers."
Learning to understand and deal with
the white mentality was necessary in the past to
black survival.
In terms of the current struggle,
whites must be willing to learn from and listen to
the wisdom and knowledge that blacks have about the
problem of white racism.
Because blacks have been
the victims of white oppression, the black community
understands the terrible price that whites have paid
in terms of their own humanity, identity, and selfimage.
(p. 8)
My "success"
university)

(as perceived by the white controlled

led them to send me to a two week National

Training Laboratory as part of a commitment to in-service
education.
Dottie,

After a summer camping trip to Alaska where

my wife, and I were horrified at how the Bureau of

Indian Affairs treated Alaskan Indians,

(notice the denial

that we were implicated in any way for failing to stop the
behavior of one of our government operations)

I drove off

to NTL.
The lab focused on both interpersonal growth and edu¬
cational problems.

To help us deal with numerous concepts

about education and community,

there was an on-going simula¬

tion exercise for three days.

To make it more real,

each

participant put in two dollars for a simulated college
building fund which totaled approximately one hundred
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dollars.

The money was collected by two trainers,(one Black,

the other white)
tion produced

who were to be the

some decisions.

"bank"

until

the

simula¬

Many participants were a

little disgruntled about the two dollars but the simulation
progressed.

After about one full day,

had helped collect the money,
the money!

The Black

announced that he did not have

"banker"

was gone and there was no

information about where he was!
tempers began to
apparent.

the white trainer who

In a

large community gather-

fly and racial overtones were clearly

A few white participants became more outspoken

and demanded to know where the Black trainer was with their
money.

The majority of whites,

including myself,

feelings of

frustration but were

at what

loss of

the

as

it was a

left

Black participants

to caucus.

planned and

We whites

spent endless

problem"

with which we were

comments

suggesting we

were

effectively

sive members.
was

appalled

amazed

"human rela¬

lousy trick for the Black

in the Lab got disgusted

forgot about the

simulation

hours discussing the new "Black
faced.

take a

There were one or two

look at our behavior but they

shouted down by the more verbal and aggres¬

Although I was upset at being manipulated,
at the

expressed about what
people

strong

to pull.

Soon the
and

I was

two dollars was doing to a

tions group" and thought
trainer

less verbal.

had

talking of

intensity of

the anger and resentment

the Black trainer had done.

leaving

I

the workshop.

I

heard

I

heard

"vigilante
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talk"

and I

ticipants.

heard a very

loud

silence from many white par¬

A few people

suggested we get the Black group

to help us get our money back.
of us

by the

I

personally tried my best to be

with one Black participant.
he would have
I

By the
or

this

dismissed him as a
third day I

was

"I

had done nothing

"militant."

sensed something had better happen

training program would be destroyed.
the Black trainer

he had been three days ago.

made

At a

strolled

The

in as

trainer

safe at the business
it and
smile.

days

asked us.

The

interestingly

stated that the money was

office.

Never did anyone

rather
I

story until,

The Black trainer

soon returned with every penny and a very

the questions
was

He had to

sure that it was around.

white group would not believe this
the white

casually

the discussion

that he did not know where the money was.

leave unexpectedly but was

large

screaming and yelling

it difficult to hear but the essence of

enough,

friendly

I was unable to understand why

little to do with me.

community meeting
as

forthcoming rejection

small Black group added fuel to the already

out-of-hand fire.

wrong."

The

in a

left to get
large

in the white community respond to
"Why didn't you ask where the money

than assuming that the Black man took it?"

remember

first refusing to believe the whole three

had ever happened.

We all broke up

to

talk about what we were

to

justify my

feeling.

into

small groups

Very briefly I

ignorance and misperceptions

by the

attempted

fact that
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It was
sense
I

just a

to me.

simulation,"
I was

had believed

but that excuse did not even make

forced to

some terrible things about that black trainer

without any rational reason,
tions .
(2)

I

but because of my racist assump¬

had concluded that:

The Black man had

shop;

look in the mirror and see that

and

(4)

(1)

stolen it;

The money was

(3)

He had

He had manipulated me.

tions were drawn from the

left the work¬

All of

him say the Black man took it?

the Black trainer
I

remain

Why did

frustrated
I

involved

few hours

the

ing

a

in the

think to myself

munity might be
after

Why had

Why had

I

Where had my assumptions

Why did

large white community
the whole Black com¬

in the thievery?

truth was revealed,

look at what this

I

assumed

left the program with my money?

silent and

meetings?

these assump¬

statement of the white trainer

that he personally did not have the money.
heard

stolen;

Within a very

I was painfully tak¬

experience said to me and about me.
come

from?

Why had

I

filled the

void with distorted perceptions about a Black man?
Answers,
accept but

honest answers,

impossible

for me were tearfully hard to

to deny.

I

had seen and believed

things

to happen that never occurred.

cation

for hate and mistrust

in a brief

outside of

here.

1

product of years of

experience,

realized
training,

had created verifi¬

that was not real.

liberalism was being blown to pieces.
distortion

I

If

what was

I

My white

saw this much
I

doing

to reality

that my white perceptions,

a

were critically distorting my
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picture of
part of

the race problem.

that problem

I,

with my assumptions,

not any self-righteous

was

segment of a

solution.
Realization of my transparent foolishness and my mis¬
directed
that I
was

liberalism revealed a phoniness about my behavior

despised.

not believed

so

intensely that I

helping with the race problem and that my future as a

"helper"
have

was

been

tally

so optimistic,

lessened.

that I was

by

Had I

I was

racist and I

ingest a blatant

the

lie.

aware

friends.

fering.

in America.

was

It was

felt alone.

I was more clearly

into the Black community

to

see that white people,

for the causes of Third World

suf¬

to help each other understand our problem.

relearn what racial

support

to

saw among my white

imperative that white people begin working

effect change as

lends

I

said about our white cultural

just beginning

with white people
need

They were happy about

and unconcerned about what their behavior

even I, were responsible

and

just done.

hurt and depressed about what I
I

see and to¬

the other whites were not

than ever about not fitting

and was

learning

The hellish pain was augmented

to Third World people or

assumptions

We

severely taken back by

realization that most of

their two dollars

sadness might well

had allowed myself to

even admitting what we had

did

the pain and

to our

reality

is

rapidly as possible
false notion of

in this country
in every area that

superiority and
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security.
that has

To do otherwise only aids and abets
festered for centuries.

The experience
than a
had

the cancer

final

is not over.

state.

It

is a process rather

My white awareness

that day in August

just begun and I was no where near aware of what to do

about

it.

The agony of

first

time and hating the

very positive,
burden of
felt

to prove myself

in that I

the

image rapidly began to have

rewarding repercussions.

having

strong

seeing myself accurately for

I

some

felt a giant

to Black people

had had the courage to

lifted.

I

look at myself

and elated that I might have a very new but more wellfitted direction for my
life-long racial

life.

experience

The

lack of

clarity about

started washing away.

I

had

experienced excruciating emotional pain about what I was
and
I
to

what our

society

is,but guilt did not

felt ashamed but was
feeling

any more.

seem appropriate.

not going to allow it to trap me

in¬

sorry for myself or to help me hide from reality
Wendell

Berry

inflicted the wound of

(1970)

says,

"If the white man has

racism upon black men,

been that he would receive the mirror

the cost has

image of that wound

unto himself."
I

knew then that

"unknown"
ical

as well

choice point

available

as

the white problem in America was
"unanswered"

in my course of

and I was
awareness.

facing a crit¬
The choices

to the white person upon really seeing

problem are,

first,

the white

to acknowledge that the problem in white
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America

is our problem but to act

in a way that does not

effect any change

in

such status quo.

inactive"

is

like waving a cheerful goodby to yellow

plateau

starred Jews,

This

"aware-but-

knowing that they are going to be gassed.

There

is

an urgent need for massive attitudinal and behav¬

ioral

change at the personal and

second choice

is

the

institutional

level.

The

internalization of a commitment to

actively work against racism and the conditions that allow
racism to

flourish in this country.

To do

so

focus on fellow whites with the objective of
institutional

and personal change.

in the challenging

Level V

This

implies a
systematic

choice places one

and unsettling Level V.

The New White Anti-Racist -

The Internally

Directed White Activist

The white person who
mensity and

complexity of

successfully comprehends

clearly

in other words,

inaction for

when white people truly

see

the heritage we have as oppressors and how that

behavior with slightly more
and

im¬

the white problem in America has

pretty much answered the question of action or
himself.

the

the result of

"sophistication”

exists

today,

that malignant disease on every American,

they can hardly choose to
even a need to help

ignore

it.

Occasionally there

is

tremendously motivated white people to

slow down a bit and think through their action plans,
motivations,

same

and their

limitations.

their
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The

fact that Level V implies white awareness plus

white activism is important.

Neither the awareness nor the

activism are end products or points of closure.
be experienced by the new white person as
process of becoming!
settle back,

feeling

The caution for us

They must

stages along the
is

like we have arrived.

simply not to
Level V exists

as a beginning for white people who are on the threshold of
liberating themselves and their white counterparts from the
prisons of white liberalism.
liberation,

and awareness,

constructive behavior.

Along with this process of

comes

the process of increasingly

This behavior begins

thrives on additional awareness of

the complexities of white

racism and white denial of our problem.
is

an overt

expanding

small and

The new white behav-

inclusion of action against white racism

into every aspect of ones daily

life.

It does not

imply that we must drop everything that we are doing and
a

crusade but does

and

imply the

activism eventually

life

integration of white awareness

into all relevant aspects of our

style.
A difficulty occurs when our

otherwise,

is

blatantly racist.

tradiction

is

unavoidable

The

join

life

style,

It must be noted that con¬

in America

for new white people.

new white at Level V learns rapidly

sible

knowingly or

that

it

is

impos¬

to be a white citizen and not enjoy privileges

country,

but

soon grasps

the concept of

contradiction and not being devasted by

in this

living with that
it.

While enjoying
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the benefits of whiteness,
power and
Thus

influence,

the term,

the

we can use our whiteness,

to be anti-racist at the same time.

"anti-racist racist"

a white person at Level V who clearly
as

his or her

focus

and realizes

in combatting white
sion

ignorance,

(Bidol,

sees

the

change

misuse of power and oppres¬

inherent in Level V are

to walk.

Wanting to effect

The baby's history has not

"how to"

just does not exist.

the anti-racist racist
no effective models
lifetime of

is

child trying

Sometimes new whites

to care

and

It's
if

initial

I

coming"

from which to learn to walk,
We have almost
but have a

attempt the new behavior,

When
like a

they usually tumble and fall at first.
at this point wonder

tempting
crawl

to

if

success

longer."
is

tempered by realistic goals

is worth all

Eventually,

"Who

is

This question¬

typical and must be

new white as part of the

mentioned earlier.

it

say to oneself,

for a while

low level of

understood by the

unlike the

to re-evaluate and reorganize.

to walk,

struggle.

However,

to follow for our new steps,

learning

"want¬

included walking

a pioneer today.

aggressive very new whites

going

like a baby's

in the white community is parallel to a baby

baby who has numerous models

ing

involved

initial action steps of a white person internaliz¬
commitment

and the

the

implies

the white problem

the contradiction

stumbling and crawling before walking.

ing"

1972)

from which we as whites continue to benefit.
The

ing

its

'process of be¬

limited

success,

and the help from those

few
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white Americans who are already "walking"

recreates enthusiam

and commitment for bigger steps.
One of numerous participants in a class I was teaching
about racism awareness and action spoke to me after the class
about her sense of futility and discouragement.

Her under¬

standing of the seriousness of the problem and her intense
commitment to behave congruently with her new beliefs were
exciting and rewarding to me.

She charged home,

by herself,

to confront her extremely rigid and bigotted father.

The

result was a devasting experience of humiliation and what she
total failure."

She had not thought carefully or

diagnosed the situation or her approach and was totally alone
when she needed assistance and support most dramatically.
Her approach was mostly emotional and her father fueled her
anger by his sexist treatment of this courageous and inteligent woman as his
with these things."

"little girl who shouldn't be concerned
She compounded the odds against success

by holding unrealistic goals for the encounter.

In a brief

visit she certainly was not going to reverse her father's
fifty years of thinking.

She did effectively plant some

"seeds" with him that would be worth pursuing in future vis¬
its and raised the issues of the white problem that he had
most likely never considered.
I would like to cite some of the personal experiences in
my struggle to be a more effective "New White Activist."
Immediately after my "realization"

a new picture of white
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America and the lies that I had so thoroughly ingested about
race and the causes of "the problem"
amount of energy in me.
scream,

Part of me wanted to yell and

part of me wanted to escape,

evangelize to others,

stimulated a great

and,

part of me wanted to

there was still a part of me that

wanted to let the Black participants know that NOW I under¬
stood.

Most of these parts focused on doing something.

It

took hours to decide what to do with this combination of
insight,

pain, massive unknowing,

and sparks of commitment.

Here is a list of the new facts and questions that were
swimming through my head;
-I was a product of white racist institutions that
clearly took their toll on my interpretation of
reality.
-This process of misunderstanding is still going on
today and although camouflaged with federal funds,
intricate programs,

and extensive rhetoric,

relatively

little has changed for Third World people.
-I was not feeling guilty for what had been done to me
but I did experience a clear sense of shame and
implication.
—With my new awareness and clear understanding of the
cultural,

institutional,

prevalent today,

and personal white racism

if I continued to do nothing to change

it I could not excuse myself or rationalize my inaction
away.
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-The "Black problem"

is "suffering" caused,

encouraged,

maintained by white people and white institutions that
are as unaware about their impact as I had been four
hours earlier.
-I did not know what really did happen in history.

My

views were products of John Wayne movies and history
tests that I had never questioned.
-Waiting until I knew what to do or had all the facts
seemed like the avoidance behavior I had used fre¬
quently before.
—I was scared about going home and being a very dif¬
ferent person.

My wife kissed a white liberal good¬

bye a few days earlier.

What would I be like when I

returned home?
—What about my job?

Having vague ideas about incorpo¬

rating this new awareness into my staff training posi¬
tion would cause some real resistance.

(I was par¬

tially accurate about the white backlash to my stum¬
bling efforts back on campus.)
-What about my Black friends?

Can I face them?

Did

they see through me all this time and just hope that I
would change or had I fooled both of us?
-Where could I go for support?

For the first time in

my life I understood the demeaning nature of a white
person asking,

sometimes demanding,

son to help us with our problems.

a Third World per¬
I cried to myself
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when I thought about the millions,
lions of oppressed people who,
gradation,
understand.

yes actually,

mil¬

after centuries of de¬

were still trying to help us

(white America)

The many people who I had termed "militant"

in fact cared enough to try and scream the obvious in
my ear after realizing I was hard of hearing and their
quiet requests were unheard.
—I recognized that I needed white people to learn and
work with if I was to be consistent with my new aware¬
ness.

When and if Third World people were involved I

would need to learn to listen in a whole new way
unfamiliar to me a week ago.
-1 was

I

just beginning.

sensed that I must test myself immediately.

I recall

a fear of the unknown that must have added a unique shrill
to my voice when I walked over to a couple sitting on the
lawn in front of a residence hall.
timing,

Unaware of my terrible

I blindly and bluntly began telling them about my

new insights with wild hopes that they would agree,
force me,

and it would be over.

rein¬

If there are four cardinal

rules to remember when confronting white people on racism,
they might be:
1.

Help them see the relevance of the issue to them.

2.

Flow with them rather than pouncing down against
the grain.
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3.

Encourage them to talk.

Do not "preach."

4.

Refine your sense of timing!

Although I felt foolish and was tolerated for a few
minutes by whites who had experienced the same simulation as
I had,

I felt good about trying,

even though it was a very

unsuccessful attempt at "walking."

There was an initial

tendency to blame them for being racist and pig-headed or to
simply set myself up proudly above them.

I realized,

though,

that I was really no different than they were and that I
must own some of the responsibility for being ineffective
and clumsy.

After all,

picture a romantic couple being

interrupted by a teary-eyed stranger who begins a sermon on
our white problem and responsibilities during their brief
time after a very intensive three day experience.

I managed

to avoid them as much as possible after that for the remain¬
der of the training program.
I did learn important lessons that evening about the
vital necessity of taking risks in order to learn and the
need for new whites to arm outselves with all the cognitive
and affective resources possible.

I learned how important

it was to see the process of being a new white rather than
believing I had arrived at final elitist point on a contin¬
uum.

The recognition that I had so much more to learn was

both exciting
frightening

(because it opened up many new doors)

and

(because it seemed an almost impossibly large

task to be accomplished).

I realized that there are
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numerous levels of risk and activity,

but at Level V there

does not exist the possibility of being aware and not acting
within limits of ones ability and reason.

What I had deter¬

mined as reasonable has been expanding and changing contin¬
ually.

Before my awakening,

"reasonable" did not include

confrontation of white people or white institutions.
it is imreasonable not to do just that.

Today

Through the next

few years I also learned that there exist many levels of
confrontation and that it is not the dirty work it once was
when I had referred to the "aggressiveness"

of angry Black

people.
My life,

I

soon realized after coming home,

totally reversed or turned upside down.

was not

I was the same per¬

son but a far more energetic and free individual.

I was

enjoying and appreciating getting back to work with a new
commitment to try and implement what I had learned in my
small way at the university.

I soon realized there were new

whites who needed me as much as I needed them while working
toward very similar goals.

There was also,

a great deal of useful literature,

films,

sources that we assumed did not exist.

to my surprise,

and other re¬

Some of this white

liberal material was subtly or even blatantly racist and the
only use for it was to show whites,
ness
I

by example,

is passed on through all these "helpful"

how the sick¬

sources.

As

found myself combining my learning as a human relations
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trainer with a new white awareness,

I began stumbling less

and walking more.
There were set backs and I regressed often but these
seemed to fit into the on-going process.

For instance,

in

a public memo to a group of residence hall women I used the
term "nonwhite" without any consideration of what that said
about "where I was coming from."
^

Black women,

After the angry reaction

I rapidly learned how vital it is to

evaluate our whole white vocabulary.

l certainly did not

like the idea of being called non-Black,
woman.

non-youth,

or non¬

In these ways I slowly learned more about myself

which also was valuable in helping other white people under¬
stand the white problem.
^In listening to most white resistance,
rationalizing,

denial,

and

I kept seeing flashes of the old me or the

liberal me that still continues to some degree to this day.
Seeing my fellow whites react with a repertoire of sophis¬
ticated comments that kept this emotional topic away from
potentially vulnerable nerve ends was like watching a com¬
munity of artists at work.
as I was.

They were good,

at least as good

It often seemed like just too massive a problem

to try and comprehend,

and ridiculous to try and change.

The door was always open for me to leave my commitment.
There were so few white people who seemed to care that redi¬
recting my energies into student rights or ecology or aca¬
demic freedom would have been simple.

There were serious
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moments of questioning but I could not tolerate returning to
even a shadow of what I saw as a very serious part of the
problem at that NTL Workshop.

The obsessiveness of my

commitment was a product of realizing the extensive pain
inflicted on Third World people,and the clear picture of
whites working with whites as the first step in combatting
the massive hurt.

As I found myself feeling sorry for the

loneliness and frustration, I was jarred back to reality
when I encountered the pain and agony of a Black,

Chicano,

or Native American student whose roommate moved out after
seeing them for the first time,
texts,

or whenever I

saw movies,

and extracurricular life that was so thoroughly white,

or whenever I thought about the rat bites and lead poisoning
in our cities and the psychological torture that William H.
X.

Grier and Price M.
The Jesus Bag

Cobbs

(1972).

(1969)

And too,

describe in Black Rage and
I think of the costs that

white Americans are paying for our ignorance and silence.
The mental illness of seeing reality inaccurately and acting
inappropriately is compounded by the waste of Third World
human resources.

Even our own energies are wasted defend¬

ing and rationalizing an unnecessary series of fears and
false assumptions.

We pay heavily for our illness.

Some successes at the little steps are always important
to reconfirm the rightness of a new way of life.

These suc¬

cesses also enlarge our white support base that we need to
develop.

We expand our expertise and enlarge our "technique
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bag

when we find a helpful approach to facilitating aware¬

ness and new white risk taking among friends,
and strangers.

colleagues,

The rewards are usually internal and the

difficulties heavy but as I write this I honestly can iden¬
tify little else that is more personally important to me
than being part of a white effort at understanding and effect¬
ing our white problem.
Through my struggles at Colorado State University and
then my continuation at the University of Massachusetts,

I

have found that it is important to establish balance between;
(1)

needing to work with white people in the white community

and not always checking every move with a "Black expert"
(2)

and,

the need to remain sensitive and receptive to Third

World review and feedback about what I am doing.

I still

wear white blinders at times and surely misperceive more
than I would like to think.

Therefore,

reactions and sug¬

gestions from Third World people fills a serious void.

But

I have learned not to take this valuable help for granted.
At a workshop on racism where a friend was working with
white people,

he was having difficulty helping them perceive

the white superiority and racism inherent in demanding that
Black people work with them on race relations.

He simply

asked them to explain the differences between the following
three statements:
"Hey Boy,

Pick that cotton.

"Hey Boy,

Clean my house."

II
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"Hey Boy,

Make me understand racism."

We must never forget that we have no inalienable right to
command Third World people to work on our sickness under our
direction.
I

still find myself amazed at how much we do not know

about ourselves and how hard we work to make sure we will
not find out.

I truly believe for example,

that it is impos¬

sible for a white American to interact with a Black person
and not have color be a conscious or unconscious issue.

I

have heard hundreds of whites insist that "there is nothing
racial about an argument;

he just happens to be Black."

This

is usually cited before anyone even implies that it does have
racial overtones,

so I question from where the sensitivity

about "Blackness"

comes.

In reality, we have become so color

conscious in this country that it is the first thing almost
all white people see in another person although we seem to
think,

for some sad reason,

obvious.

that it is wrong to see the

My dream includes the authentic appreciation of

differences that will make race,
sex,

creed,

national origin,

and

issues of respect in a pluralistic society.
I have also observed a tendency among white liberals to

be pro-Black no matter what the cause.

I have caught myself

nodding in agreement with a Black person BECAUSE that per¬
son is Black and if I am honest,

for no other reason.

Many

white people have been trapped by their needs to agree with,
be accepted by,

and not offend a Black person by nodding so
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hard they vote for something to which they are strongly
opposed.

This use of Third World people as criteria for

accuracy or success is a clue to our lack of knowing our¬
selves or what Robert Terry calls "ethical clarity."

We are

often than not unconscious of our discrimminating racist
behavior or of subtle remarks revealing a traditional white
sense of superiority.

These comments and the thinking sur¬

rounding them are so ingrained in our assumptive network
that we truly do not notice them.
There will never be a time when I break cleanly from
the years of whitewashing that entrapped me prior to my
escape.

To this day I still recognize needs to be accepted

and recognized as non-racist by Third World people.

I can

recall the time when I was walking to a meeting where I was
to be working with a number of Black professionals.
sure one of the two books I was carrying
racism)
room.

was on the outside,

I made

(that was about

clearly visible to all in the

The numerous racially loaded comments,

probably still use unknowingly,

some that I

have decreased, and I have

acquired more sensitive ears and eyes that pick them up
daily in the newspapers and among white friends.
need anyone to be watching before I act.
are friends,

I no longer

Third World friends

not objects, and skin color now has a beautiful

variance rather than a categorizing effect.

That does not

mean that I do not recognize racial differences or that I
pretend to think we in America have a true melting pot where
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differences are appreciated.

In these ways I have interna¬

lized the continuing process of self discovery about my
whiteness and the need to help other whites.
share Larry King's

(1971)

However,

I

conviction:

Let me not falsely represent myself as the pluperfect
example of the white man who knows all, sees all, and
understands everything about our black brothers and
sisters... that particular strain of vanity among whites
is too common to repeat here.
A year never goes by in
which I cannot look back to see in my conduct or con¬
cepts some vestiges of white racism.
Old poisons run
deep.
(p. x)

Costs and Benefits of New White Activism
The behavior of newly aware whites often conflicts with
the superficial smooth flow of society around them.

There

is a grating between many fellow white people and the white
person who has internalized a commitment to work on change
within the white community.

It produces the grating noise

and angry vibrations of a wood plane forced against the
grain on a piece of hardwood.

No matter how totally clear

and committed the new white may be,

there is an unavoidable

cost in the life of a person perceived as an agitator in an
environment where normalacy is calmness and satisfaction
with white racism.

Albert Memmi

(1972)

describes this prob¬

lem in discussing the "Colonizer Who Refuses;"
It is not easy to escape mentally from a concrete sit¬
uation, to refuse its ideology while continuing to live
with its actual relationships.
From now on he (the
colonizer who refuses) lives his life under the sign of
a contradiction which looms at every step, depriving
him of all coherence and all tranquility.
(P. 20)
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The white people who are confronted by the "Colonizer Who
Refuses"
sick,

get angry to the point of labeling the activist as

suffering from a "serious illness"

Naive uneasiness."

arising from a

According to Memmi the activist must

realize "that he is launching into an undeclared conflict
with his own people which will always remain alive,
he returns to the colonialist fold or is defeated."
whites must come to terms with being ostrasized.
friends will become surly;

unless
New

"His

his superiors will threaten him;

even his wife will join in..."

These are real costs of New

White activism and must be seen as an integral part of our
challenge.
Personally I have often felt that there was no place to
go,

no release,

committed.

no vacation once we are self-directed and

That commitment contains a constant questioning,

constant seeking out of what the real truth is.

I do not

want to get fooled so thoroughly again so I am constantly
deciphering,

reading between the lines,

eternal question—is it true?

and asking the

This unending questioning

seems necessary in order to maintain my mental health.
of my traditional,

stable "truths"

Many

about race and America no

longer seem to hold water and I feel very vulnerable.
I have said to a friend many times,
angry at everyone.

I'm burned out!

appointment take so much out of me."
end up being upset;

"I'm tired of being

The mistrust and dis¬
Every place I go,

upset at television,

I

the news broadcasts.
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at the newspaper,
friends.

at teachers,

and even at

There is never a day when a racist comment does

not anger me.
and so I

at jokes,

I realistically cannot respond to all of it

end up allowing too much of it to go unchallenged.

Then that angers me.

But sometimes I have wondered that if

a line were drawn and I needed to stand on one side or the
other in terms of the racial crisis,

where would I

stand?

I

have answered this personally but realize that many people,
some who are extremely important in my life, might be on the
other side of that line!

That is scarey!

All my close friends are dealing with racism.
major part of my life,

It is a

social and professional and I have

chosen friendships with people who are concerned about that
with which I am concerned.

Often I have begun a relationship

with someone I really liked only to find out that they were
strongly bigoted or neive about their racism and I rapidly
lost interest in that social relationship.

Sometimes there

has been guilt because I cut relationships off rather than
working through the issue with people.

I have limited and

need to break away at times but as yet have found that to be
very difficult.

I have frightened some people because they

know I will react to racist comments,
around me,

afraid to get "caught,"

Loneliness

is another cost.

man without a country,

so they are quiet

I think.
Sometimes I feel like a

realizing that I am not of the Third

World and am not content with my own White Community.
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Sometimes I find myself hating whiteness.
with people because I care about them,
them,

I

like to work

not because I detest

but it is not always like that!

Feelings of futility are pervasive during some days and
I have my share of personal frustration with not being 100
percent sure that what I am doing is the most effective use
of my time and energy.

There is also an occasional fear of

being duped or engulfed in the mainstream as I was prior to
my realizations at the NTL experience.
feeling sorry for myself,
dom and choice I enjoy.

But everytime I start

l get back in touch with the free¬
l could always run for cover but

over forty million Americans have no choice.

In some

respects I enjoy the luxury of being able to deal with
racism in a way that only white people share in this country.
However,

the ledger of costs and benefits for the new

white is by no means out of balance on the "costs"
I may have made it appear thus far.

side,

as

The benefit of truly

knowing the truth that has previously been inaccessible is
preciously important to me.
lie,

After totally believing in a

there seems such a great release and freedom in grasp¬

ing a new truth.

This truth then becomes a source of energy

rather than the energy draining experience when one main¬
tains conflicting attitudes and falsehoods.
creativity,

enhances sensitivity,

feeling of satisfaction.

It releases

and facilitates a general

"The feeling"

is like knowing you

are doing what must be done and the risks seem unimportant.
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When successes occur the comfort and revitalization is in¬
describably valuable and personally reinforcing.
There is an additional benefit in experiencing a vision
holds extensive meaning for me and behaving in a way
that augments the vision.

I am delighted when other white

people begin to understand and move through Levels IV and V
as a result of my efforts.

The joy of this experience seems

commensurate with the personal investment.

As white people

increase the base of understanding and activity within the
white community,

we are continually placing bricks in a

foundation for change in this country that cannot occur
while we harbor illigitimate powers and false superiority as
we have done for hundreds of years.

There is great satis¬

faction in being part of a cadre that is working toward such
change in America.
A more personal benefit that I began to enjoy at the NTL
experience was the freedom from having to disguise feelings
or to impress Third World people.
than ever before and could,
product of a racist society.
"come across"

I began to know me better

more fully,
Thus,

accept myself as a

I no longer needed to

as liberal and non-prejudiced.

we all are racist without much choice,

I was racist;

but now I could

behave in a way that allowed that fact to exist while I was
actively becoming an anti-racist as well.
white people around Third World people,
an artificiality,

I

As I observe many
sense a tenseness,

and an awkwardness about not wanting to be
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seen as "one of those racists."

This futile squirming be¬

havior IS no longer necessary when we stop needing Third
World "approval"
challenge.

and see the white community as our major

It becomes unnecessary as we internalize the

fact that we are "one of those racists"

and are beginning to

combat the causes of that very sickness at the same time.
With such ethical clarity we feel empowered to act on the
wrongs that now stand out boldly to us as wrongs,

not as

external demands or expectations.
One of the most precious benefits I experience comes
from the caring,

the trusting,

and mutual support from other

people who comprehend the white problem.

Although there are

alarmingly few whites who totally share the commitment and
understanding,

they are indescribably valuable in their

nudgin

■

love.

There is a level of trust and interdependence that

questioning,

and seemingly unlimited support and

I have never encountered from any other situation.

I truly

cherish it.
I have also learned that a white and a Third World per¬
son can be friends in the most authentic way.
a

There exists

spark of hope for me in that I can give as well as receive

in a relationship with Third World people where "race"
recognized and truly appreciated.

The concept of collabora¬

tion and the concept of genuine caring have become joined
for me in a few interracial relationships that simply cannot
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occur when one person,

knowingly or unknowingly,

feels supe¬

rior to the other.
In identifying the benefits of anti-racist behavior it
is apparent that most rewards are personal and their source
is internal.

It is grossly inappropriate to attempt to con¬

vince white people to become anti-racist activists because of
any reward system they might receive.

However,

there is a

chance that our lives and our children's lives will be less
distorted by racial fear and hatred and that Third World
suffering will be minimized if we accept the challenge of
being new white activists.
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CHAPTER

IV

CONFRONTING WHITE INDIVIDUALS

Comprehension of the racial realities which must change
in America leads us directly to the need to be effective in
confronting and helping other white individuals toward a new
awareness and readiness to act constructively.

People must

change if systems and institutions are eventually to change.
The resistance to change is lessened when others understand
the problem,

its seriousness,

and see a personal responsi¬

bility and opportunity in manifesting necessary constructive
change.
My intentions are to describe numerous confrontation
efforts and to draw guidelines from the successes and fail¬
ures that have developed after these efforts.

I will iden¬

tify the five progressive phases that occur in white-onwhite confrontation between individuals and then describe
four issues,

or questions that are present at every stage.

"New white confrontation"

is an effort by newly active

whites to teach or change by disagreeing with what another
white person has interpreted,

spoken or done.

Confrontation

is a positive behavior in this context and is not synonymous
with militantism,

revolution or insensitive,

irrational,

or angry fighting.

loud,

unreasonable,
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Phase I:

Contact and Diagnosis

The initial phase in the confrontation of another white
individual is Contact and Diagnosis.

In a one-to-one con-

^^o^t^tion the contact can be initiated by either the white
activist or the recipient as in a request for training or
consultation.

A typical example of a request for assistance

may come in a conversation that often has little to do with
racism.

White anti-racists become well-known in an organi¬

zation or community quite rapidly,

and another individual

may begin an informal conversation with a "How are things
going with your work?" comment.
he or she can usually "read"

As the anti-racist responds,

the extent of interest on the

part of the person to whom they are talking by comments
like,

"I'm really interested in the racial issue but don't

understand it as well as I'd like,"
son I

or "Hey,

should talk to about this issue."

you're the per¬

Through experience

we can sharpen our ability to pick up genuine interest or
requests for help about the issue of racism while sorting
out the small talk and liberal rhetoric.
The initial contact between two individuals is crucial
in creating a positive atmosphere for the ensuing relation¬
ship.

Critically important in this contact is clear,

con¬

cise communication that elucidates expectations and objec¬
tives of both individuals so that,
tionship,
ally,

like any effective rela

it can meet the needs of both parties.

Addition¬

it is important to support and reinforce the positive.
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constructive comments and behavior of the individual being
confronted.

My experience reveals that the effective con-

fronter models behaviors that facilitate a helpful atmos¬
phere in a confrontation relationship.

These include c^-

—and openness plus a sensitivity and respect for the
other person.

I am continually amazed at how much other

white people know about racism when they are in an environ¬
ment that does not force them to defensively protect them¬
selves.

The confrenter can do much to create this climate

by sharing his or her own genuine concerns,
tations,

fears,

and hesi¬

thus allowing both parties to disclose frailties or

problems as well as strengths.
One of the most alienating behaviors that I recall was
the

I know it

You don't"

approach where I would initiate

a confrontation by "accusing"
verbally.

someone and "punishing"

Their only recourse was to fight back,

them

thus rein¬

forcing the destructive climate of the confrontation.

After

effectively alienating a teacher with such a belligerent
confrontation,

I realized how I had modeled behavior and

created a climate where only the antithesis of constructive
white awareness could occur.

I then shared my regrets at

having behaved so offensively and mentioned that the teach¬
er's response was exactly how I might have responded in that
situation.

I discussed my concerns and urgency at wanting

to work with whites in helping them to comprehend and
respond to the white challenge in the racial crisis.

My

Ill

impatience,

I

said,

was genuine but I realized how destruc¬

tive it was and would appreciate help in identifying my
behaviors that were helpful to the teacher with whom I was
talking.
While the smoke cleared,
had taken a 180 degree turn.
mate,

I

I realized that the atmosphere
With the more conducive cli¬

started again to explain clearly why I wanted to

discuss racism with this individual and what I hoped to
achieve in our relationship.

The teacher surprised me by

asking for serious help in understanding the white problem
that he had never before considered.

The relationship

flourished as we built on the positive aspects of each
other's comments while candidly disagreeing when appropriate.
There was no longer a need on my part to "catch"
racist or for him to deny personal learnings.

him being

The relation¬

ship continues to this day with a solid foundation that
would have never occurred if I had not realized the destruc¬
tive nature of my initial confrontation style.
This phase can augment or diminish the effectiveness of
a confrontation experience.

I have found it valuable to set

the norms immediately concerning candidness,
disagreement,
After all,

legitimacy of

and freedom to be wrong for both parties.

white awareness training is an effort at showing

us our massive attitudinal and behavioral misunderstandings
regarding ourselves,

our country and Third World people.

There is often extensive fear,

pain and anger compounded by
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gross vulnerability on the part of struggling white people.
This is more than enough of a hurdle for any relationship.
The human quality of the white anti-racist need not be
negated by his often perceived "expert"

status.

Having

facts and examples to reinforce generalizations and citing
experiences can be done without coming across as a "pompous
ego-tripper."

Effective white activists are open about the

vast amount they still need to learn and they go to great
lengths to create the understanding that both individuals in
a confrontation relationship are simultaneously learners and
resources to each other.
I can recall numerous one—to—one confrontations where I
was both successful as well as where I blundered.
errors,

by the way,

To make

is part of the process and by no means

do I intend to imply that a confrontation or teaching rela¬
tionship is

lost when a blunder occurs.

Sometimes admitting

the errors and owning the feelings of fear or embarrassment
can make the confronter a far more human and palatable indi¬
vidual with whom to relate.
leaving when I

I often notice my tenseness

stop pretending or when I do risk sharing my

own personal feelings.
One experience where my quick contact and diagnosis
were ineffective was with a college senior who was partici¬
pating in a human relations workshop.

I made some unfounded

assumptions about his silence and perceived arrogance.

To

me he was a classic white liberal who was feeling too good
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for our struggling efforts.

My first contact with him face

to face was the scene of my venting some anger and challeng¬
ing him with racial questions that I knew would reveal his
ignorance.

(It is embarrassing to reveal that such "human

relations skills"
shop.)

were modeled at a human relations work¬

He looked up at me in silence and then looked away

while he mumbled that his father had just passed away and
that he was sorry but could not get involved just then.

I

am still learning about myself from that painful experience
and about the sensitive parallels between effective human
relations and effective anti-racist activism.

To forget

that white people have great problems too and that they must
not be treated as insensitively and oppressively as we have
treated many people of color in this world is an important
realization for white activists.
vidual is "coming from"

"Reading" where an indi¬

and flowing with that stream is a

vital aspect of Phase I.

There needs to be a balance

between aggressive confronting and flowing with an indivi¬
dual that does not allow them to miss their potential learn¬
ing but also does not scare them away or reinforce their
defenses.

Often a white person can begin understanding

racial oppression by talking out some concerns about his or
her ethnic,

religious,

or cultural identity with which

there has been some pain.

It is critical to facilitate

understanding differences between ethnic oppression and
racial oppression as well as the parallels.
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Phase II;

Implementation

The white anti-racist has actually begun implementing
confrontation at the onset of
cess of

contact

confrontation literally runs

tionship until

it

(Phase I).
the

the process of

his

her own with other white people.

After contact,
parties

lem.

This

and may
ple,

when there

is a clear purpose

as often as necessary,

is a difficult concept

take

extensive effort.

were necessary to help a

efforts were

insufficient

it

is

on "our white prob¬

for white people to grasp

Continued efforts,
fraternity man

if they were

limited to pursuing

to be helpful

in alleviating the race problem but

it as

the next pledge class.

His motivation was

caused and maintained by white

institutions.

He

for exam¬

see that his

for

see

for both

important to

Black members

to

the rela¬

self awareness and white activism on

about the ensuing confrontation,

direct the focus,

length of

is either terminated or the confrontee

begins
or

The pro¬

he

failed

individuals

and

saw the problem only as that of Third

World people not having access to white organizations and
opportunities
group."

and

his response was to

"let them join our

It took extensive patience and discussion to help

him see the university and the fraternity
controlled operation that was
perspective on education,
He

system as a white

simply maintaining

social

its white

life and membership needs.

resisted the massive change that really needed to occur;

all members of

the university community

should have a true
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choice of different opportunities for education and a social
life.

He gradually understood the perspective of many Third

World students in a white community as he was asked to fan¬
tasize being one of only a few Black students on campus with
practically no choice of curriculum,
friends that understood him,

social events,

his needs,

or even

or his interests.

He began seeing the racist insensitivity in his earlier com¬
ment about Black students not wanting to improve the racial
climate because "they always stick together."

He realized

that if he had been in a hostile foreign country with only a
few other white Americans,
with,

sit near,

he would be the first to eat

and talk to the few people he knew he could

trust and by whom he would be understood.
the assimilation in our schools,

He began to see

fraternities,

and other

institutions that operate on white middle class standards
and values and deny or negate different ones.

He began also

to see how Third World people need Third World groups as he
needed white Americans in his fantasy.
seeing how "getting"

Eventually he was

a Black pledge in a white fraternity

was not resolving the myths among the white group about
themselves or about Third VJorld peoples,

nor did finding a

Black pledge appreciably change the control or power resting
in white,

often liberal,

but uninformed hands.

Gradually,

this product of white middle class socialization began talk¬
ing about the work that had to be done with the white offi¬
cers and committee chairmen in his fraternity.

I was happy
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to visit his fraternity and talk of things with him that
could be initiated in a potentially influential white group.
The effectiveness of confrontation experience will be
closely related to the depth of understanding and acceptance
of the issue of the white problem on the part of the confrontee.

Although factual information may be very helpful

in teaching this concept,

it is often ignored or avoided

because of the impact of being included in the problem.
Making a point to include one's self when talking about the
white problem and sharing one's own difficulties minimizes
defensiveness and tenseness.

The often tiresome effort to

help another white see the need to focus on the white prob“
lem will aid the relationship and both whites may unite in a
common bond created by their whiteness,
standing of racism,

their growing under¬

and the resultant commitment to act.

Closely integrated with the above component of imple¬
mentation is explaining how we are products of a racist
socialization—very often unintended and non-malicious.
Asking the confrontee to think of earlier years where most
children are bombarded with racist humor,
stories,

phrases,

and

often facilitates the realization that we learn

negative connotations for black,

yellow,

and red while asso¬

ciating purity and rightness with white.

Encouraging people

to think of personal anecdotes is helpful.

Describing how

the same process of "white-is-right training"

exists in cur¬

rent stiuations will help portray this continued
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socialization process.

Also citing current examples in

text books or the mass media will enhance and clarify gener¬
alizations .
By this time whites are often defensive,actively
squirming or telling how "my childhood was different."
Here,

stressing the fact that we have had almost no choice

in our brainwashing is helpful and lessens our defeating
feelings of guilt.

It is impossible in America not to become

tainted by subtle racist experiences.

To be hurt by this

new reality and such pain should not be taken lightly.

What

should be understood and negated is the dynamic of guilt.
White Americans can legitimately experience shame for what
has occurred in this country but to become trapped by a
sense of guilt is unproductive.
ever,

Guilt is appropriate,

how¬

if we do come to realize a new, more accurate picture

of the reality of racism and still fail to act on the white
problem.

My personal struggles with these dynamics cited in

Chapter III will remain fresh in my consciousness for years
to come.

When white Americans comprehend the process of

"white is right"

socialization,

they are often freed up from

shackles of guilt and redirected into an effort that will
halt this same process for their children and grandchildren.
Numerous experiences with this process have helped me
to conclude that the transformation often strains my
patience and commitment.

A professor with whom I worked,

reacted violently to the possibility that he,

a generous
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liberal in every area,
racial oppression.

might be implicated in the causes of

He gladly worked with "underprivileged"

children and was a model of the "good neighbor"

image.

He

relaxed when I emphasized that we were products of some good
training as well as an indoctrination about the goodness of
this country and its institutions.

I thought he was begin¬

ning to understand our white implication in the racial cri¬
sis when his wife joined the conversation and he regressed
to a rigid defensiveness that I interpreted as face-saving.
Over the following months,

we talked a little more and I

identified some reading that I thought would help clarify
this complex and threatening issue for him.

Little contact

occurred for the next full year until we were in a meeting
together.

I was amazed at his constructive confrontation of

another person in that room and relayed my respect for his
comments.
contact,

After the meeting,

over a year from our initial

this man thanked me profusely for opening his eyes

and for pushing him gently when I did.

Until that time,

I

had interpreted the confrontation as relatively unproductive
and had lost patience with a man who needed more time to
sort out and reevaluate learnings that had had thirty plus
years to concretize.

Since then I have realized that a

great deal of what white activists must do and see as pro¬
ductive is "seed planting"
seeds to mature in time.
before a good harvest.

with patience to allow those
Often we must plant and replant
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Another helpful issue to discuss with individuals is
the concept of distancing behaviors.

These are behaviors

^h^te people use to keep a physical and psychological
distance between themselves and their potential implication
in the white problem.* My realization of the existence of
this category of behaviors occurred when a friend and I
attended a scheduled presentation that was to deal with
racism in America.

The large room filled with white stu¬

dents and faculty but no one arrived to present the program.
Nervous chatter increased as the room full of people had
waited close to a half hour without the arrival of the guest
presenter.

A number of people began leaving but many

remained for reasons that are unclear.

My friend and I

stayed and observed the white group go through a number of
behaviors that I eventually labeled as "Distancing Behav¬
iors."

After observing individuals and small groups within

the room,

presumably sophisticated in their need to look at

and act on our white problem,
distancing behaviors.

I

identified about ten basic

The reaction from most was silence

but a few disagreed with my observations and most everyone
left the room.

Never before had I seen so clearly how we

white Americans protect ourselves by intellectualizing or
game—playing of

*

some kind.

See Appendix B.

The experience prompted by the
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support of a friend,

generated my development of the article

cited in Appendix B.
Confronters can facilitate a learning experience by
sharing some of the behaviors that they themselves use to
maintain such distance.

This legitimization of having dif¬

ficulties with the white problem aids others in getting in
touch with their own distancing techniques.

Encouraging

whites to identify behaviors they have seen in others some¬
times bridges the gap between other white racists and our¬
selves.

Helping other whites look at the ways we "protect"

ourselves from implication in racism is a facilitative step
in diagnosing and treating our white problem.

Phase III;

Resistance and Defensiveness

There is a universal reaction to the white on white
confrontation.

None of us like to be wrong or to be seen as

part of a serious problem so our defenses and resistance are
often engaged.

In every confrontation or training experi¬

ence that has progressed to the point of looking at our white
problem and responsibilities,

there has been a predictable

period of "flight or fight."

The resistance to truthful

self-appraisal in the area of racism frightens most people
to the point that they resort to some defensive techniques.
Silence or withdrawal are the most difficult for confronters
to respond to effectively because the behavior is often un¬
noticed.

Withdrawal often begins with a comment like "I've
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got to get back to work"
it

or "That's not the way I

followed by a disappearance.

Quite common are the white

people who become self-righteously angry,
mently,

look at

sometimes vehe¬

over any implication in any of society's ills.

reactions are manifested by complaints that

suddenly

about the approach being used by the confrenter,
facilities,

or long working hours.

Such
emerge

the physical

All of these might be

legitimate dissatisfactions held by the individual being con¬
fronted and need to be responded to within reason.

However,

anti-racist activists must be sensitive to what is being said
between the lines.

We white Americans are highly skilled in

saying one thing and meaning another—especially around emo¬
tionally loaded issues like racism.

For example,

a white

school principal told me how difficult it was for him to
participate in a workshop because we were in an enclosed
room without windows.

It was easier for him to negate the

charge of white racism by reacting to the environment than
to squarely face the implications of the charge.
cussed his behavior a day and a half
room,

he was actively participating.

later when,

We dis¬
in the same

He shared that his

style was to divert the focus when confronted and that the
window issue was an example.

(However,

the staff for the

next workshop obtained rooms with windows as per the princi
pal's suggestion.)
It is important that the anger,
emerges,

or whatever reaction

be allowed to occur during a confrontation.

It is
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often part of the painful process of growing that should not
be negated.

if these processes are denounced,

the relation¬

ship will often develop into a win-lose battle with minimal
constructive learning.

The patience of the white activist

IS tested to its extreme at this point.

I have experienced

defensive reactions from individuals like childish pouting
or aggressiveness that have frustrated me tremendously.
Probably the most difficult response for me to deal with is
from the white person who agrees with everything said while
not accepting or even listening to the content.

A woman

with whom I have had numerous professional meetings contin¬
ually agrees with me but dilutes my comments with remarks
like,

"That could be the case but one can't ever generalize

about behavior."

She has not acted in any way to deal with

the white racism issue but has all of the "liberal jargon"
down to a science.

Many efforts at confrontation have left

me frustrated by my inability to respond effectively to
intangible or superficial reactions.

It is a very disarm¬

ing and effective defense mechanism when used by the
skilled white racist.
Often there is someone who responds,
me anything about racism?

"How can you teach

You're white too!"

These reac¬

tions are actually positive signs in that the confrontation
has

successfully achieved the planting of seed for consider¬

ation.
that,

It is important that this reaction be answered so
if it is a genuine question,

the asker will learn that
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a white confronter is not talking about what it is like to
be Black but rather to help both parties learn about what it
means to be white in America.
phasize the "learner status"

It is also helpful to reem¬
of all whites,

has all the answers about this crisis.

that none of us

These are critical

times in confrontation because of the need for confronters to
swallow their pride and understand the emotional reactions
for what they so often are—cries of frustrations and con¬
fusion resulting from a very painful self-appraisal!
It is very important that the individual who is strug¬
gling with these new issues that contradict years of believ¬
ing,

feeling,

and behaving,

or away from the confronter.

be allowed sufficient time alone
I have "chased after"

thinking that if they get away,

I will have failed.

people
I soon

realized that they need to be alone or in a different envi¬
ronment,

at least for a short period.

My attempt at pursu¬

ing a confrontation with a teacher in a workshop helped clar¬
ify this issue.

I had forgotten how important it was for me

to be alone and digest some of the frightening new learnings
when I was confronted and pursued a confrontation with a
middle-aged special education teacher.

She had experienced

very painful realizations about how she had raised her own
children and shaped their views about race.

Although I was

insensitive to her pain by pushing the issue at dinner,
was

I

soon made aware of the fact that she simply could not

handle any more discussion at that time.

She stood up from
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the

table,

her

alone.

sobbing

and

shaking,

The next day

for me to do the same.

and demanded that

I

she apologized which made

leave
it easier

We talked about how really painful

It is to find out about our selves when the realization is so
unpleasant.

This pain

is

compounded

by the fear of

ing a new truth about race that could possibly
convincing
comings

as

the earlier

as well.

her

and we have
however,

for

sound

just as

but have comparable short¬

She needed time the previous evening

experience the pain and
thanked

"truth"

accept¬

sort out

its meaning

helping me relearn a very

been friends

that when one

ever

since.

for her.

important

There

I

issue

is no guarantee

leaves the confrontation it will be

resumed or that the confrontation will have benefited
the

separation.

need

for

"alone

Phase

Again,
time"

IV:

it

our

is helpful to discuss openly the

The Choice Point—Acceptance or Denial

intricate

the nurturence of

an

a new way to perceive the racial

implication as white Americans

institutional

some degree of trauma.

are

first time

of

believing

rate

for

the answer to be

equation daily.

white Americans,
being

the

liberal

that

It

2+2=4

is

as

5 and having used the

awkwardness,

if we

inaccu¬
for many

especially those who pride themselves
The

we

after decades

The realization is agonizing

humanitarians.

in

system of oppression,

naturally experience
learning

from

with the person being confronted.

Upon confrontation of
scene and

to

anger,

in
pain.
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and self-indictment that confrontees face when the new real¬
ity is presented places them at the threshold of a major
choice point.

The choices are basically either to accept

the new awareness as accurate and begin the arduous task of
seeing the truth about race in America or deny the crisis
level of the problem and one's implication in that problem.
Sometimes the critical decision comes months or years
later after more seed-planting and opportunity for aware¬
ness.

I was quite saddened by the way a young woman left a

class I was teaching a few years ago.

Her bitter evaluation

disassociated her from any white responsibility.

I was

unable to reach her by phone but met her accidently fifteen
months later.

She eagerly approached me with warmth and

caring that seemed incongruent with our earlier contact.
She rapidly explained to me how important the class was to
her although she was blind to it at the time.

Her fiance

had continued the teaching process and had helped her look
at the class experience in a totally positive way.

We both

felt very good after our new common denominator of aware¬
ness and the fact that she was beginning to do some aware¬
ness work with her all white class of elementary children.
Many people blatantly deny their implication and respon¬
sibility.

Some will never change and we must realize this

as a fact of

life.

A critical choice for the anti-racist is

when to give up and accept a loss or when to continue the
confrontation if possible.

Occasionally it is useful t
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pick up on an issue that the person is very interested in
that relates to racism.

A barber that I knew fairly well

was quite unreceptive to looking at the issue of racism until
I discovered his interest in Native Americans.

It was

easier for him to hear about and believe the atrocities and
problems for which white Americans are responsible in our
oppression and degradation of Native Americans than to com¬
prehend other Third World oppression.

From this we began to

look at ways we as white middle class Americans might act to
become less a part of the problem regarding the oppression
and degradation of Native Americans.

He was going to make

sure his granddaughter heard another approach to American
history rather than through the lens of Walt Disney or the
majority of children's books.
a good

This small success story was

lesson on not giving up too easily.

The whites who do decide to learn more about racism and
begin to answer the question of "what can I do?"

are often

bundles of new energy and overflow with enthusiasm.

Their

initial actions include such things as confronting a spouse,
changing bulletin boards in a school,
for in-service training.

or supporting a film

Much of their new action steps are

vital first steps and not major change efforts.
important for two reasons.

First,

This is

we need to experience

small successes and failures as part of our own awareness
and action training.

Also, seeing others resist or deny the

white problem as we ourselves had recently done is a
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critical learning opportunity for those ready to act on an
internalized commitment.

Second, many new white anti¬

racists are still naive about the sickness of racism and the
massive but subtle resistances.

Candidly,

it would be inef¬

fective to "send" very serious but inexperienced activists
out to conquer racism without more extensive training and
increased awareness.

Learning about personal limitations

and working to overcome them is an integral part of new
white activism.

We have all experienced committed indivi¬

duals who have not yet

accrued

the skills necessary to

carry out the task that they believe must be done.

White

activists can learn from such observations and avoid the
hurt,

futility and ineffectiveness of not being able to fin¬

ish a job started solely on strong feelings.

Phase V;

The New Confronter

White individuals who genuinely choose to confront
their own racist socialization and begin a new life style
that includes actively working against the forces of racism
have made one of the most critical decisions in their lives.
Because of its

social importance and personal impact,

this

choice launches white people literally into a new beginning.
They begin learning a new picture of history and a new way
of perceiving the present.
art of seeing,

White people must relearn the

this time without the blinders that have pro¬

duced the distortion for us since early childhood.

Also new
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for most of us are the skills we need to acquire that will
assist us in our outreach and anti-racist activism.

it is

important to reemphasize how vitally important the action
phase IS in white confrontation work.
into change oriented action,

Without mobilization

we could feasibly have the best

informed nation in the world with little actual change in
the systems and sub-systems that nurture and maintain the
cancer of racial ignorance and oppression.

In short,

ness

of the founda¬

is not enough.

It is the

cornerstone

aware¬

tion for further efforts at affecting change in other white
individuals and eventually institutions but must be accom¬
panied by new behavior.

This component of confrontation is

the most difficult to reach but the most rewarding to expe¬
rience.

This is where we in white America need to make our

impact.
The confronter has done more training of the individual
being confronted than is usually recognized.
ior,

comment,

Every behav¬

and reaction that was perceived by the con-

frontee has been filed in his "bag of tricks"
meaningful or effective with him or her.

if it was

This modeling be¬

gan with the style and method of contact and continues as the
relationship continues.

The confronter becomes a significant

person in the life of those confronted because,
that person's
tive way.

if effective,

life has been altered in a significant posi¬

The general effect of this modelled knowledge is

to help the new activist become better at "reading"

a
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situation,making effective contacts,

and facilitating growth

in others through the development of his or her own style.
It is extremely useful for the new activist to borrow
methods that have proven effective previously but also
incorporate them into a repertoire of his or her very own.
Role playing with the confronter gives the new white activ¬
ist an opportunity to practice dealing with all five con¬
frontation phases.

Each can take a turn at dealing with

resistance and contact so that effective behavior can be
incorporated in their repertoire of anti-racist behaviors.
The initial outreach efforts often meet with traumatic
failure which is saddening but not fatal.
"goofs"

and the "blunders"

ment from successes.

Learning from the

is as valuable as the reinforce¬

It is very rewarding to see someone

with whom you have cared and worked start out on their own,
enduring the pain of stumbling, and glowing in the reward of
success.

Reminding the new activist of the need for reality-

based goals is helpful,
been my best teacher.

although experience appears to have
I have agonized over failures that

were really effective "starts"

but not the "miracles"

I unwisely fantasized as my objective.

that

Most anti-racist

white people can undoubtedly recall many confrontations that
failed to meet the unrealistic goals they had identified at
their onset of the confrontation.

This problem is perpetual

in that I have continual aspirations of highly successful
and effective confrontations.

I have not minimized those
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hopes but have learned to see success more realistically.
No longer do I expect a student or teacher to hurry home to
initiate anti-racism work after one discussion or even a
whole workshop.

it is obvious to me today that the diffi¬

cult change and growth necessary to stimulate a white person
to constructive action leaves the goal of new white behavior
often untouched

at least immediately.

However,

there are

just enough successes to maintain my personal optimism and
hope throughout the less productive days.

The real solution

for me has been the understanding of the difficult odds
against generating new white behavior and the setting of
realistic goals for each confrontation.

Realism in terms of

a.nti-racist objectives entails the vital seed-planting of
ideas and understanding regarding the white problem.

Few

whites will nurture those seeds without help and support
(follow-up)
ning.

but their implantation is the necessary begin¬

It is helpful to realize and accept the seed-planting

as an initial goal for confrontation because little else can
happen without it.
The ultimate goal in every white on white anti-racist
confrontation is to leave the individual self-directed as an
anti-racist.

By self-directed I refer to the newly aware

and active white people who

incorporate

their activism into

their own life style without a trainer or teacher needed to
prod or motivate.
more confronting,

There will never be a time when nudging,
support,

and new skills are not needed.
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but self directed anti-racists begin building their own means
of support and seek out their own continued growth because of
an exciting and challenging internal motivation.

Confrontation Issues
When white people internalize their understanding of
racism and mobilize around a new commitment to act,

they

need to think through numerous problems and questions.

The

following issues are important before the confrontation and
must continually accompany white anti-racists in their
efforts.

They can be considered the foundation for effec¬

tive white activism:
1.

Motivation

2.

Goals and Target Groups

3.

Support

4.

Costs and Benefits

The questions raised by these issues are awkward and take
extensive effort to resolve when activists begin their new
anti-racist life style.
ness is increased,

As experience broadens and aware¬

the importance of these issues remains

the same but the time and energy needed to deal effectively
with them lessens appreciably.
Motivation.

One's personal motivation must never be

minimized or diluted.

It is frightening to see how easy it

becomes for sincere whites to muddy or distort,
ingly,

their purpose and motivation.

For me,

even unknow'

slipping into
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the white liberal level of attitude and behavior was a con¬
stant fear.

Even today I question and sometimes need help

in cominq to clear resolutions about why I decide to involve
myself in one kind of anti-racist behavior or another.

The

realization that my own needs must be understood and met was
helpful in clarifying and placing in perspective the many
concerns of a young anti-racist.
As a white American I have to live with some contradic¬
tions

in my life.

By that I refer to the impossibility of

truly negating all racist thoughts,

associations or behav¬

iors and still survive in America.

Choosing those contra¬

dictions that allow me to function as an anti-racist racist
or choosing not to participate in some behaviors must be a
conscious choice.

For example,

I choose to be a part of a

racist university community knowing full well that my money
and my efforts are supporting that institution in many ways.
The decision also includes the opportunity for me to acquire
more education and power and to attempt actively to effect
the university through my work and studies.

To refuse asso¬

ciation with a school or business might prove an effective
tactic in numerous instances,

but to refuse blanketly all

associations of a racist nature would be an elicit cop-out
because to do so would leave us on some distant island with
no connection with U.S.

institutions.

At the same time I

can be conscious of my personal,

as well as my consumer

behavior and financial dealing.

For example,

to minimize.
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usually at very little sacrifice, my support of blatantly
racist operations or products takes only minimal information.
The important challenge to me remains the intelligent,
explicit choosing of those contradictions that my conscience
3.II0W

as I continue to function as a white anti-racist.

When looking at the question of motivation,

it is also

helpful to be aware of some negative motivations for soanti—racist behavior.

Many will say that the reason

for one's anti-racist behavior is unimportant as long as
there

anti-racist behavior.

I personally agree with the

monumental need for more anti-racist activities but feel
strongly that one's motivation is a strong determiner of
quality and effectiveness.
unmet ego needs,

A white activist with critically

for example,

when confronting whites.

can do more harm than good

If such a person operates solely

to gain recognition and reward,

he or she will most likely

be unable to be flexible or to take the personal risks
equated with effective anti-racism work.

I am reminded of

an older undergraduate student who joined an action group
with which I was working for the purpose of making social
contacts,
racism.

not because of a commitment to respond to white
His motivation was apparent when there was work to

do because he was never "available."

His interest in com¬

batting racism stopped abruptly when his social needs were
met elsewhere.

The disruptive nature of his involvement was
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a valuable

lesson about the

tion for white people
There are

importance of

involved

in change efforts.

several unfortunate motivations that

been the cause for white people
racist group.
individual

adequate motiva¬

These

include:

is motivated by a

understanding of racism;

(2)

joining an often chic anti¬
(1)

Guilt Abolition,

where an

sense of guilt rather than an
Getting Even,

where the

vidual uses

the activism to hurt or disappoint

a parent or

spouse;

(3)

have

indi¬

someone

Avoidance of Responsibilities,

like
where

the activist may be denying or avoiding other expectations
^^^ponsibilities while using the
issue as

a

justification

ticipation,

where an

involvement.
of

the

issue

In
grounded

for avoidance;

individual has

Here the

summary,

Forced Par-

little or no choice of

when the majority of ones motivation is

in a personal desire to act constructively against

growth,

some of ones own needs

and meaningfulness,
"healthiest"

This

for

inclu¬

white anti-racist always

feelings and greatest

tions with the confrontation,

and

(4)

that appears to be forcing their involvement.

experience the

ity.

and

the racism

standard reaction becomes a repulsion

white racism while meeting
sion,

importance of

satisfac¬

as well as the most productiv¬

appropriately occurs after years of wonderment

continual questioning.
Goals.

As white activists we must base our efforts,

they with an individual,
clear

classroom,

set of goals or objectives.

or

large group,

These decisions

on a
about

be
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I

ones goals

should

World people,

include review and support from Third

especially those who are directly affected by

the activism.

This

is not always possible but

valuable because our white blinders make
miss or wrongly

than ones own

small environment.

uable to help another
local

setting.

scope

is

larger

individual

rapidly diluted.

is
All

see further than just the

There also needs

systematic program or the impact of

efforts

should

fit

its

to be a

of

this may

legitimate

as well.
example,

Of

sound
if

course

expanding
influence.
little

to

is

a clear

Dream¬

hold on the real world

system change overnight, but

be working on that

support and

level.

is a dream to expect to have,

an educational

real

institutional

like unrealistic dreaming.

there
it

confronta¬

into a proposed program for con¬

structive change eventually at the

too

is val¬

We need to coordinate individual

tion

very

it

framework to which all of our anti-racist behavior

into a

is

larger perspective

In other words,

important to understand.

efforts

ing

ideas.

Racism is an international problem and

must fit and augment.

Much

it easy for us to

interpret many behaviors and

Goals must also be products of a

is extremely

for
it

is

system piece by piece while

allies at all

levels of power and

Without the combination Dream/Reality we have
to

look forward to at this

tory and development.
the myth that

says

I

stage of American his¬

strongly propose that we destroy

"one can be either a realist or a dreamer
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but not both"

because we desperately need to experience both

in the struggle toward a pluralistic and non-oppressive
society and world.

Dreaming does not imply,

however,

that

we behave as if things were different than they actually
are.

Too many whites operate only on the dream level with

philosophies that would be beautiful if the world was actu¬
ally where they "dream it to be."

An example is the white

liberal who states that all we need is "good education."

If

the reality was such that only education fostered racism and
its change would relieve the crisis,

we would enjoy such

prophecy but the reality is that much more in addition to
education must change drastically.

This change can certainly

come from the dreams of caring people who also know reality.
Support.

The necessity of support systems for both

individuals and for groups is a tremendously important issue.
When I confront an individual or a group,
consider where I can obtain moral,

I have learned to

intellectual,

and tac¬

tical support—all of which make the trials and frustrations
of confrontation more bearable as well as a potential learn¬
ing experience.

The process for developing and maintaining

support is a two-way experience as I must be able to offer
support to others as well.

This give-and-take process is

one of the most important for white activists at all levels
of anti-racist activity.

In a one-to-one situation much of

the support I receive comes from knowing I am not alone and
from knowing that there are other anti-racists to whom I can
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go for assistance and assurances at any time.
most meaningful

experiences

tic

comes

is

the duress and

struggle that

clear and thus a generous amount of

support for each other

port
it

is

the

for me have come from support

groups where the realization of
we experience

Some of

is offered.

authen¬

Sometimes the sup¬

from a verbal disagreement or aggressive prodding;

by no means affective only at the non-critical

level.

Most white anti—racists realize how important we are to each
other and cherish the relationships that help us through the
lonliness

and

the

to become more
magic
is

formula

frustration while making us think and work

effective by the experience.

There

that guarantees the existence of

a product of

is no

support—it

intense caring and clear understanding of

the psychological and material hurdles

that racism in this

country presents.
Occasionally,

the

support

is not

effective or

not occur when needed.

For example,

workshop was

after an entire day of unproductive

frustrated

the

staff

it does

planning

and we were beginning to get on

nerves.

After many attempts at discussing

realized our

collective and

and reinforcement

each other's
the problems,

individual needs

from each other.

for a recent

All of us

for

we

support

had been busy

seeking

support

to the point that no one was offering

it.

When we

realized this we constructively responded to each

other.

Remembering

the need to give as well as receive

is
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crucial to our continued growth and productivity as anti
racist white citizens.
—ts

Benefits.

The last major question is con¬

cerned with a personal analysis of the costs and benefits of
each action step.

Each of us will enhance our effectiveness

as we develop skills in diagnosing a potential confrontation.
During this diagnosis,

the costs must be weighed in terms of

continuing a relationship,
cess,

time,

energy,

potential for suc¬

and ones own mental state to determine if the payoff

justifies the expenditure.

This must be accomplished while

we remain cognizant of the typical ratio of low reward and
productivity to the energy out-put.

My choices are strongly

influenced by a recognition that each small step is a tiny
brick in the foundation for a less racist society.

For this

reason I find myself working very hard investing an inordi—
^^te amount of concern for relatively small change efforts.
On the other hand,

the costs seem less critical because I

enjoy the internal satisfaction of seldom allowing a racist
comment to pass without a response.
incident that I
restaurant.

For example,

such an

shall long remember occurred in a crowded

Two very large white construction workers came

in and yelled across the dining area to some friends.

The

gist of their comments was very derogatory toward all ethnic
and racial minorities in this country.
"nigger"

repeatedly.

numerous children,

One used the word

A number of people overheard, including

but no one reacted.

My friend and I
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talked about

feasible responses

rationalizations
broken bones
is

for

saying

that we must at

least

people who did not

I did

ger ."

or

say nothing

in

We concluded that

that I

like his

such situations and

language or attitude.

I

chose to

shoulder and candidly say that

was offended at his use of the word

I mentioned that

response.

it

inform him that there were two white

put my hand on his

comment was

his

including possible

not want to talk behind his back but did want to

clearly,

of

nothing

from angered hard hats.

always too easy to

walk over,

and also discussed many

I

say

"nig¬

hoped he understood how that kind

not helpful or constructive and waited

for

I

laugh

hit but meekly

was delighted to find out he did not
looked up and apologized.

I was

intensely

frightened before this confrontation but very glad that I
had

chosen not to turn ray back.
After numerous

and anxiety
tion

in

attempts

I

now experience far

such a confrontation and have

in personal costs while the payoffs

less

fear

sensed a reduc¬

seem to

increase.

There are times when a confrontation will be more effective
and

benefits

higher

if delayed till a more appropriate time

or place that will make defensiveness
individual being
result.

his

approached and the rewards greater as

Although no massive change resulted,

time when a
about

less necessary for the

friend

and

I

a

think the

I waited to confront a bus driver

racist remark over the public address

system while

touring New York City was more valuable than had we
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mentioned something
waiting allowed us

in front of all the passengers.

time to think about the most viable

approach and gave the driver some "elbow room"
By that I mean he did not have

be wrong.

The

to whom he must save

face.

in which to

forty other people

We began our confrontation by

informing him of our appreciation of his vast knowledge of
the city but

had a concern that we wanted to share with him

about a few of

his racial

jokes.

I am happy to report that

such situations get easier and easier as one develops more
skill and a repertoire of approaches.

In the middle

in this

country,

still going

amazed,

if

not

most white people are

race

if we

to be

shocked by a confrontation from another white

person about racism.
lished

1970's

A great deal of work must be accomp¬

are to change the norms of behavior regarding

in these times.
There are also times when I

or unsettled

to

invest

am just too tired or angry

in any kind of confrontation effec¬

tively.

Recently at Logan Airport

son made

a

tions.

comment to me that was

She

because her
"They do

friends

had

scene.

so

I

left her.

ya know"

help her understand"

hurry,

an older per¬

laced with racist assump¬

assumed that a young Black woman was crying

that,

this woman."

in Boston,

I

was

comment.

but

She topped
My head

it off with a

said

the rest of me said,

exhausted physically and

"stay and
"get away from

in a great

superficially disagreed with her and

Although I

had

left the

not helped her comprehend the
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slightest bit about racism,

I had met my own needs which at

that time were most critical.

A thin line exists between

meeting ones needs and plain copping-out.

If a pattern

develops where taking risks and investing anti-racist energy
are not included there is justification for seeking help
from one's

support group as well as serious introspection.

All of these questions interrelate so that the struggle
with any one affects the stance we maintain with all of
them.

These vitally important questions seem to catch up to

me if I have failed to resolve them prior to acting.

These

questions and concerns begin as we become active antiracists and must be dealt with before as well as during the
phases of confrontation.

The response to any and all of

them is an on-going process.
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CHAPTER

V

expanding our impact

White racism is a disease.
(white America)

if conquered,

the patient,

will be helped and there will be momentous

relief of Third World suffering.

in this chapter I will

summarize the essence of that disease and describe appropri¬
ate behavioral responses to promote our recovery and move¬
ment toward potential resolution.
There are three interrelated components of the white
problem in America.

The first is a blindness to the disease

to the results of the disease—a "not seeing" of what is
surrounding and engulfing us.

This blindness protects us

from seeing hellish suffering in the Third World community
as well as a white power system that is responsible for
maintaining that suffering.

The second aspect of the white

problem is our distorted perception of what we do see.

We

are products of and perpetrators of a mythical reality that
so distorts the truth that most white people deny their full
implication in racial oppression.

We have refined our myth¬

ical conception to the point that we can even publicly blame
the victims of oppressive white institutions for their psy¬
chological and physical suffering.
at this

"projection"

We have become experts

of our responsibility onto others.

The

third component of individual white racism is the grossly
inappropriate behavior that follows from our blindness and
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distorted perception of reality.

Here we have the bigots

^ liberals who support white control and manipulation of
Third World people.

Behavior that supports the status quo

(either by vote or silence)

is equally inappropriate as

behavior that includes intense and genuine efforts at resolv¬
ing the wrong problem

(i.e.,

the Black,

Brown,

Red,

or Yel¬

low problem).
Our personal blindness,

distortion of reality,

and

inappropriate action contribute to and are supported by
institutional blindness,

distortion,

and inappropriate

behavior.
Although only a sparse overview.

Chapter II describes

the prevalence of white control and inequity that flourishes
in 1973.

A nation is really a product of its influential

institutions and our institutions
education,
racism.

media,

(economy,

government and religion)

health,

housing,

perpetrate white

The distortion of reality exemplified by the "myth

of progress"

was discussed to clearify how the style of

white racism today is different but the results are still
psychologically and physically damaging.
Although difficult,

true change and progress ^ feas¬

ible for white people and white society.

In Chapter III,

I

shared numerous personal experiences that illustrate five
levels of white consciousness about racism.

Level I

a total unawareness that a racial problem exists.

involves

From this

naive or psychologically immobilizing level comes the
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awareness of a problem that is inherent to, and the total
responsibility of, the oppressed group.

Level II

includes no

concept that white people or institutions are casually impli¬
cated.

Level III

is characterized by the traditional white

liberal who often dedicates extensive energy and time into
resolving the wrong problem.

The Level III white person

helps with the "Black problem,"

for instance,

see any shades of the white problem.

but fails to

The most painful and

most necessary aspects of Level IV include the realization
that we have been socialized into believing a set of lies
about white America as well as America of color and that the
cause of the racial crisis rests in white America.
us by our whiteness,

is critically implicated in and is a

perpetrator of white institutional oppression.
consciousness.

Each of

Level V,

A higher

adds the very necessary action com¬

ponent to this awareness of the "white problem."

A Level V

white person realizes that awareness alone is grossly inade¬
quate and that white people must organize and act publically
to change the awareness and action level of white individuals
and institutions.
Confronting other white individuals is the beginning of
an anti-racist life style.

In Chapter IV,

confrontation is

presented as a positive constructive behavior that consists
of five phases.

In Phase I,(Contact and Diagnosis)

the anti¬

racist white begins his or her confrontation by setting a
climate and "reading"

the situation.

Phase II,
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(Implementation)

is the actual presentation of the existence

of our white problem.
ness)

Phase III,

(Resistance and Defensive¬

accurs when the natural response of most white Ameri¬

cans is manifested by some form of resistance to a personal
implication in our white problem.
Point

Acceptance or Denial)

Phase IV,

(The Choice

involves dealing with either a

continuation of the confrontation or a common white with¬
drawal from the experience.
Confronter)

Lastly with Phase V,

(The New

the struggles and joys of gaining another white

activist to our ranks is described.
The sensitive white person who has continued reading
this document has undoubtedly experienced some personal con¬
fusion,

ambiguity,

and some unadulterated hurt.

Although

the unpleasant experiences have not been the objectives of
the author,
cess of

they are an unavoidable consequence in the pro¬

looking accurately at ourselves and our institutions.

As we realize the racial oppression that still flourishes at
the hands of white controlled institutions,
the emotional impact.

we cannot escape

This impact heightens in intensity as

we begin to see clearly what institutionalized white privi¬
lege means for us and for Third World people.
bination of hurt,
side,

fear,

anger,

When the com¬

and confusion begin to sub¬

many people raise the critical question.

What can I

do now?"
Asking this question can be both suspect and a positive
step for white Americans.

The negative aspects of this
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q estion can be seen by understanding the awareness level of
white Americans who still need others to inform them of what
has to be done.

The white American who does not yet see the

saturation of institutional and personal racism and thus the
massive work to be done on practically every front,
suffers from blindness,
projection.

a distorted reality,

still

or unhealthy

It can also be a destructive question if it is

asked of a Third World person.

Many concerned whites assume

that only Third World people can see clearly what needs to
be done.

This is condescending and avoids our own responsiSimply stated,

we in white America have no right to

demand assistance or to wait until the Third World community
tells us what we should do about our problem.
this misdirection of responsibility,

We must avoid

even when our motives

are genuine and our sincerity unparalled.
However,

it is appropriate to seek Third World review of

action programs while remunerating those Third World people
who are willing to assist us.

This is critical because we

must pay for skills and knowledge that we do not personally
possess and cease the historical behavior of expecting the
oppressed to be happy to help us because we are white.

I am

reminded of a white secretary in a group who demanded that the
payment of Third World people leading the group was racist on
their part.

It took many hours to help her see that we whites

were unable,

because of our "white socialization," to compre¬

hend or to do some of the things effectively and sensitively
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that were being done for us by the Third World trainers.

She

was the first to admit that it was appropriate to pay a den¬
tist to help us with a tooth ache because no one else was
skilled to do so,

but she was blinded to a parallel situation

when it came to obtaining help with our "racism ache."

A

clear comprehension of the issues of white racism leaves the
white activist motivated to ask and answer the question of
what he or she can do with the white community.

There is no

need to wait for permission from the Third World community.
On the positive side,

however,

publicly raise the question of
exciting moment.

for a white American to

"what to do"

is a potentially

Never to ask "What can I do?"

is represen¬

tative of a white person who has not yet internalized either
the seriousness of racism in this country or our own impli¬
cation in any potential action to combat it.
something,
acting.

even if it is not effective,

To want to do

is the first step in

Redirection and training can augment the desire with

skills and expertise but the seed of desire to act must come
from within each of us.
A thesis on racism by a white person that is directed at
fellow white people needs to go at least one step further.

I

have discussed the syndrome of white racism with its devas¬
tating consequences to all races and have stressed that know¬
ing these things is critical but not sufficient.

New white
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behavior must accompany the knowledge

or we continue to sup-

port that which we know is unjust and

inhuman.

What Can I Do Now?
The focus of the following action strategies is on a
school setting,

but is not meant to limit anti-racist action

to this institution at all.
ager,"

"colleague,"

Each of us can substitute "man¬

"friend,"

"partner,"

the action strategies suggest "student,"
cipal.

or "stranger" where
"teacher"

or "prin¬

The fact that we all are members of social groups,

religious groups,

or professional collections of people,

make a target group available for most of our actions.

We

can use these strategies, or strategies that are stimulated
by them, as beginning ways of dealing with racism in every
segment of white society.
The following activities are only a small number of pos¬
sibilities but hopefully will serve as examples or as stim¬
uli for the identification of additional actions that are
appropriate to the reader's situation.
ities
(b)

is divided into three categories:

Working with Another Person,

Efforts.

and

(c)

Each of the 25 activ¬
(a)

Self-Awareness,

Institutional

As you read the following seventy-five action

strategies,

I

suggest that you check

(✓)

in the margin

those

strategies that are interesting and appealing as choices in
which to become involved.

This is a helpful way to begin

evaluating the list in general.

Later in this chapter I
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have suggested a set of evaluation questions to help you
Identify those activities that are personally most appro
priate.

Suggested Action Strategies
1*

Getting History Straight
la.

Identify and read three works that describe U.S.
history from a Third World perspective.

Evaluate

the differences in these readings compared to the
history lessons that you received in school and
think about the impact of innaccurate text¬
books on your life.
(Vol.

1)

Read:

To Serve the Devil

Natives and Slaves by Paul Jacobs and Saul

Landau with Eve Pell.
lb.

Discuss with a history teacher the racism by omis¬
sion and commission in traditional history texts
compared with the more accurate Third World per¬
spectives with which you are now familiar.

lc.

Organize a small group of interested students,
faculty,

and administration to critically examine

the history texts and library books for racist
content.

Relay your findings to the administration

responsible for purchasing these materials.
2.

Becoming Color Conscious
2a.

Discuss with your parents and

siblings

how you

were raised in terms of color-consciousness.

Try
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and remember some of the

jokes,

phrases,

and the

stories that you used without being cognizant of
their racist

impact.

Read:

Race Awareness

in

Young Children by Mary Ellen Goodman.
2b.

Share your own recollections about the use of
color

in

teacher

value-laden

instances with an English

and discuss how he or she might

literature and

look at

language for contemporary racist

6xc0rpts TGgarding color.
2c.

Write a

letter to the

concerns

about racism

encourage responses
readings

newspaper citing your

in the English language and

from others.

that will help others

iousness of
3.

local

Publicize a few

comprehend the

ser¬

the issue.

Identify Distancing Behaviors
3a.

Spend

an afternoon alone

somewhere where you can

introspect on your own distancing behaviors.
up with your own names
protecting yourself

for each game you use

from the painful

in the white problem.

Read:

3b.

Edler

Confront

a

issue of

racism.

"Distancing Behav¬
by

(see Appendix B).

neighbor on his or her avoidance of the

awkwardness
revealing

in

implication

iors Among White Groups Dealing with Racism"
James M.

Come

Explain your knowledge of

the

and difficulty in facing racism by

some of your own distancing behaviors.
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3c.

Discuss with the
you
as

see the
an

school principal ways

in which

school avoiding or distancing

institution,

from an

problems of racism.

implication

Involve others

larger perspective can be seen and

itself,

in the

so that a
identified.

Volunteer to chair a committee that will develop
a report to the administration and
4.

board.

Understanding the Benefits of VJhiteness
4a.

Identify the benefits of being white in America.
Make a

list that

chological,"
Liberating
4b.

"educational,"

and

and

see

responses

in the

World

list of

Read:

"white bene¬

either of

you have forgotten some

identified.

Brainstorm anti-racist

lists that the two of you could

identification and

hiring of

a Third

to help raise the question of

illegitimate benefits of

America"?
books

"economic."

in the next three weeks.

speaker

are the

if

to these

accomplish
Help

"psy¬

the White Ghetto by Joseph Barndt.

that the other

4c.

includes topic headings of

Ask another teacher to make a
fits"

5.

school

Have the

being white

"what
in

library put on reserve the

that speak to this

issue.

Anti-Racist Consumer Behavior
5a.

Investigate your own purchasing behavior as
supports or boycotts
nel

that

stores,

either compound

products,

it

or person¬

the problems of

racism or
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bat them.
tices,

Look at hiring and employment prac¬

advertising,

and investment behavior.

Which companies in your town are involved in inter¬
national oppression in South America,
America?

Read:

edited by K.
5b.

T.

Readings in U.S.

Asia,

or

Imperialism

Fann and Donald C.

Hodges.

Seek other individuals who can be helped to under¬
stand the potential impact of consumer behavior and
who comprehended racism in America.

Approach one

racist company and test your confrontation skills
by helping the manager understand your concerns
and expectations.
5c.

Enlarge your numbers of concerned whites by
approaching the economics and business teachers.
Help them to deal with racism in their classes and
encourage them to join in an effort to publicize
which stores,
firms,

apartment complexes,

real estate

and businesses should be supported by local

consumers and the reasons why others should be
boycotted.
6.

Evaluating Risks
6a.

Rate yourself on a continuum from 1 to 10 where
"1"

represents "satisfied"

"dissatisfied"

and "10"

represents

about your personal willingness to

take risks for things in which you believe.

Iden¬

tify personal behavior changes that you want to
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consider immediately in regards to the risks you
are willing to take concerning combatting racism.
*

The White Problem in America by the pub¬

lishers of Ebony Magazine.
6b.

Make a deal with another teacher to rate each
other on the same continuum and discuss the per¬
sonal meaning of taking risks to act on something
in which you believe.

Ask this other individual

how he or she makes similar decisions and what
questions are important for him or her to resolve.
6c.

At a teacher's meeting,

raise the issue of insti¬

tutional behavior being either part of the problem
or part of the solution and ask the group to eval¬
uate what risks they see as important for their
school to take in behaving against white racism.
You may need to get help from numerous other
teachers prior to the meeting so that your ques¬
tion receives initial support.
7.

Response to Power
7a.

Develop a brief presentation for an imaginary
speech that you might give to the school board on
racism.

Include effective contact,

of the problem,
action planning,

presentation

dealing with their resistance,
and follow-up ideas.

Make it

realistic as if you were actually to give the
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presentation.

Read:

Education and

cn, by

National Education Association.
7b.

Ask a friend who is on the school board for help
in including or deleting parts of your presenta¬
tion that would make it more effective without
contradicting your beliefs and commitments.

7c.

Present your concerns about racism in the schools
to the school board with suggestions for acting
constructively to effect change.

Identify allies

that can help and support your ideas both on and
off the board.

Remember your first reaction to

a similar presentation by someone else—be aggresitive
8.

(aggressive and sensitive).

Promoting Cultural Diversity
8a.

,

Subscribe to Ebony

,

Jet

or some other magazine

that portrays Black people in all walks of life.
Encourage your children and others to look at
pictures and read articles.

Talk about your con¬

cern that most white owned media do not include
Third World people accurately,

thus your desire

to have other media on your coffee table.
White Is,
8b.

Read:

edited by Preston Wilcox.

Approach the librarian with the need for litera¬
ture and records of all kinds and from all cul¬
tures to be available to children.

Help the

librarian to develop "Awareness Tables"

in the
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library where students can learn about Third
World contributions and publications.
8c.

Suggest the formation of a student-faculty group
to help make sure all bulletin boards,

signs,

and

other materials in the school do not reflect only
white culture.
posters,

Identify and obtain literature,

and other materials and disseminate them

appropriately.
9.

Developing a Mini Course on Racism
9a.

After reading about the myths of racial progress
in this country,

identify specific myths that you

once believed to be objective and factual regard¬
ing race.

Attempt to document why they are no

longer true in your mind.

Read:

No More Lies by

Dick Gregory.
9b.

Ask the school psychologist to help create a
mini-course for those who want to look at the
issues of racism.

Charge him or her with helping

present the dynamics of myth-making and how myths
survive in a society.

Include the sociology

teacher as you investigate the sociological basis
and other teachers to discuss economics,
literature,

athletics,

drama,

government,

art,
history,

and current events.
9c.

Expand the idea of a mini-course on racism to the
curriculum committee.

Use the opportunity to
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present a proposal for a full term course examin¬
ing racism in America.

Include numerous people

who worked on the mini-course.
10.

Expand Awareness Through Reading
10a.

Expand your awareness of the painful aspects of
growing up Third World in this country by reading
books by Richard Wright,
Cleaver.

Claude Brown,

or Eldridge

Compare their experiences to your own

and identify the extent that color played in
determining both situations.
Black by Robert V.
10b.

Also read:

Being

Guthrie.

Volunteer to be advisor to a new Book Club that
meets weekly after school.

Include reading and

discussion of many Third World authors in an
effort to help the group comprehend the realities
of race in America.

Help them eventually focus

on action projects.
10c.

Assist other teachers in developing an extensive
resource center of materials,
sheets,

films,

readings,

fact

and recordings that can be used

by other schools,

churches,

or organizations with

the help of knowledgeable facilitators from your
group.
11.

Language and Racism
11a.

Experience one hour where you cannot speak English
and pretend not to comprehend English spoken to
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you.

Think of the problems that result for

numerous

Native

Americans,

Chicano and Puerto

Rican children when their total school experi¬
ence is in a language foreign to them.

Read:

Mexican-Americans in the United States,

edited

by John H.
llb.

Burns.

Discuss the issues of racism as they relate to
English as a second language and bilingual edu¬
cation with the foreign language teachers.

Ask

for their help in anti-racist programs and draw
on their knowledge of Third World cultures all
over the globe.
llc.

Initiate bilingual education in your school.
Include in all language curricula a unit on
"Appreciating Differences"
pluralism.

as a step toward

Use the concept of "white is right"

as the antithesis from which to work.
12.

The Truth About Employment
12a.

Learn the statistics in your state about employ¬
ment and hiring of Third World people.
centage of the menial,
by Third World people?

What per¬

low paying jobs are held
Compare this to the per¬

centage of the state population that is Third
World.

Read:

Fact Sheets on Institutional

Racism by Foundation for Change.
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12b.

Confront a teacher who is happy that there are
so few Third World teachers in your school.
Explain how everyone is deprived by this prac¬
tice and do not accept the rationalization,
"they aren't qualified."

12c.

Present your findings on state employment prac¬
tices along with the need not to shortchange
children or faculty by a mostly white faculty to
the school search committee that recruits new
faculty and administration.

Evaluate how "race"

was a criteria in teacher selection in the past.
13.

The Effects of Testing
13a.

Investigate the racism implicit in standardized
tests,

especially those based on white middle

class culture which emphasizes language.

Think

of our heritage of having laws that made it
illegal to teach Black people to read or write.
Read:
13b.

Death at an Early Age,

by Jonathan Kozol.

Confront the Guidance Department people on
your school's use of tests and on tracking or
classifying of students by their test scores.
Also discuss with counselors the issues of
disproportionate discipline of Third World stu¬
dents that occurs commonly in many of our
schools.

Include a math teacher to help students

understand the process of "lying with statistics."
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13c.

Mobilize a group,

including the counseling staff

to evaluate the use of tests in the entire school
system.

Develop strategies for challening the

sometimes unintentional racist repercussions of
tracking and "special"
students.

classes for Third World

Also evaluate the efforts made by the

counseling personnel to help Third World stu^®^ts gain assistance in college admissions or
employment that they choose freely.
14.

Diagnosis
14a.

Answer the question,

"Where do I draw the limits

on acting against racism?"

Discuss with family

and friends the issues that you believe need be
addressed in your locality and how adequately
your answer to the above question responds to the
needs you have identified.
a White Racist by Larry L.
14b.

Read:

Confessions of

King.

Approach the person in charge of coordinating
the in-service training program for your school
system about the needs you see for the school
to be responding to in regards to racism.

14c.

Work closely with others to develop an on-going
training program for the school employees directed
at helping them see racism as a white problem and
a white opportunity.

Have the school board give
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academic credit or release time for those exert¬
ing extraordinary effort in combatting racist
behavior.
15.

The Dynamics of Powp^t15a.

Clarify in your own mind the differences between
racism,

prejudice,"

and "discrimination."

Identify examples in your school that others will
understand.
own examples.

Include a personal disclosure of your
Read:

Perspectives on Race
15b.

Disagree,

(Revised Edition).

and explain why,

student implies that,
too!"

Pat Bidol's Developing new

when a teacher or

"There are Black racists

Help this person understand the power com¬

ponent inherent in a definition of racism.

Sup¬

port a comment that implies many Third World
people are prejudiced and explain why they must
be.
15c.

Run a seminar on personal power for teachers
and students.

Help participants to relearn about

their autonomy and freedom of choice where it
does exist.

Relate the opportunity white

Americans have to choose life directions com¬
pared to the restricted choice of Third World
people.

Direct the course toward helping white

people choose consciously how they will act in
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terms of racism.
dirty word,
16.

Do not treat "power"

as a

but as an exciting concept.

Racism and the Media
16a.

Watch television and movies critically.
tice picking out programs,

Prac¬

news broadcasts,

and

movies that treat Third World people in subtly
demeaning ways.

Watch,

for example,

for inci¬

dents that would suggest racist conclusions to
small children.

Read:

The Kerner Commission

Report on Civil Disorders.
16b.

Have students identify as many racist advertise¬
ments,

films,

television series,

articles as they can.
each of them.
zine,

author,

and newspaper

Make lists and discuss

Categorize them as to which maga¬
editor,

or television channel is

responsible for the most and the worst.

Communi¬

cate your findings to the source and ask to have
them come to your class with others to be on a
panel discussing "the impact of the media on
racism."
16c.

Publicize and coordinate an effort to bring
non-racist programming and publishing into your
area.

Use the media for publicity and communi¬

cate the sources that should be altered or avoided
because of their advertising,
gramming.

editorials,

or pro¬

Use the entire effort as a study in
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a government class to investigate the realities
of

"people power,"

"freedom of the press,"

and

social dynamics of influence."
17.

Housing and Racism
17a.

Investigate the blatant and subtle ways that
some residential areas are "kept white."

Look

or evidence of unwritten laws by homeowners'
groups on real estate or zoning regulations
that

protect"

some areas.

Learn more about the

means for reducing the mobility of Third World
people through a combination of the strands of
the "web."

Read:

Lois Stalvey's The Education

of a WASP.
17b.

Involve an attorney in an economics or govern¬
ment class to elucidate the housing laws and
the ways they are ignored or diluted by misin¬
terpretation,
dealings.
of

poor enforcement,

or financial

Help another individual see the myth

"open housing"

in America and in your home

town.
17c.

Look at the racial balance in your school.

Does

it relfect open housing opportunities in your
district?

If it does not,

"controls"

that maintain racial separation and

organize fellow teachers,

investigate the

parents,

and business

people to look at the costs in the white
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community of living in an all white environment.
Also debunk the myth about housing values drop¬
ping as a result of Third World home purchases
in a white neighborhood.
atmosphere to educate,

Use this seminar

gain allies,

and strate-

gize for constructive improvement of housing
opportunities for all people.
18.

Appreciating Differences
18a.

Learn to appreciate aspects of a culture other
than that of white,
soul food,

middle class America.

Puerto Rican music,

Try

or Chicano poetry.

Attempt to break from the training of "white is
right"

by being open to and appreciating the

beauty and utility of different cultural experi¬
ences.

Read:

Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee,

by Dee Brown.
18b.

Confront a teacher who negates a child because
of his or her use of "Black English"

or because

of a hair style or the wearing of a dashiki.
Create an atmosphere in your confrontation for
the confrontee to understand without needing to
be defensive.
18c.

Plan extensive cultural appreciation programs
with the audio-visual director and Third World
participants.

Hire speakers and discussion group

leaders from many racial backgrounds to
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complement audio-visual materials obtained
the program.

Have your

for

school purchase the

materials.
^btleties of Assimilatinn
19a.

Work to grasp clearly the racist nature of
assimilation efforts by the white community as
they negate behavior and attitudes different
than those

like our own.

Identify instances

where Third World people are

forced to become

as white as possible to survive,
their own culture.
History,

Its

edited by

and Robert Disch.

Discuss with your principal the ways Third
World

students are forced to conform to white,

middle—class
in your
white

and

standards that may deny their own

school or

educators.

changing the

19c.

White Racism;

Pathology and Practice,

Barry Schwartz
19b.

Read;

thus negating

ask for

in any school controlled by
Share a

forces

sense of urgency for

that induce this racism

support from the administration.

Join a work group or committee for the formation
of

a pluralistic

environment in your

school.

Identify various ways of encouraging the expres¬
sion of different cultural backgrounds and
evaluate all policies and rules

that

subtly

overtly deny any group heritage or culture.

or
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Write up the successes and failures of the effort
and publicize your learnings and suggestions.
20.

The International Scene
20a.

Aggressively pursue information that will clarify
the nature of racist involvement of this country
in other parts of the globe.

Develop an under¬

standing of how our aid programs and interna¬
tional politics support white control and oppression of nations of color.

Read:

The Choice by

Samrauel Yette.
20b.

Work with a team of teachers interested in
geography,

economics,

a "World Study Group."

and government to create
Ask foreign students

to help in objectifying the groups reading of
what is happening with this country's involvement
in places like South Africa,
china.

Brazil,

and Indo¬

Gather accurate data to support your

findings.
20c.

Communicate with and support numerous anti¬
imperialist/anti-racist groups that are work¬
ing to stop U.S.

aggression in foreign lands

rich with oil and other resources.

Begin an

objective resource bank of information for
others to review.
21.

Communication of Attitudes
21a.

Talk to people with whom you have had recent
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contact and ask them to identify words or behavior
of yours that might infer to children any negative
concepts about Third World people or cultures or
any superiority associated with whiteness or the
white race.

Develop a list of your words and

phrases that might infer that "white is right"
even when used unintentionally.

Read:

Blaming

the Victim by William Ryan.
21b.

Confront a teacher or student who,
uses words,

phrases,

heard by others,
are right

unknowingly,

or anecdotes that,

when

support the concept that "whites

or that Third World races connote a

negative meaning.

Follow up with this person

to find out the successes and difficulties he or she
has

incurred in changing his or her language so it

will not support racist thinking.
with
21c.

him

Follow up

or her periodically.

Obtain the help and support of the administration
to identify words and phrases that need to be avoided.
Draft a letter through the school paper asking
for cooperation from the entire school community
to use care and sensitivity in their choice of
words.

Include in the letter to the school com¬

munity an invitation to meet after school and
discuss the issues raised by the request.
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Checking for Support of Racist Operations
22a.

Evaluate your associations,
sources

of

investments,

and

income to see if you are unknowingly

supporting people or agencies that practice
racial discrimination or other racist practices.
Write the managers and directors for a state¬
ment about their involvement in combatting white
racism.

Read:

Racism and the Class Struggle

by James Boggs.
22b.

Confront the individual responsible for purchas¬
ing supplies, material,
for your school,

and educational matter

with the concern that your

school not support racist suppliers and pub¬
lishers.

Also help the school purchasing officer

find and support businesses owned and managed
by Third World people.
22c.

Withdraw your school's support from groups,
izations,

organ¬

or associations that are directly or

indirectly supporting racist activities without
active effort to change.

Explain why you are

doing so to the people in charge and identify
training programs that they might pursue in order
to learn more about institutional racism.
23.

Expanding Our Understanding of Oppression
23a.

Look at your own life for evidence of other
forms of oppressive or dehumanizing behavior.
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Work at understanding that the demeaning treat¬
ment of women,

religious groups,

or age groups is

closely associated with racist behavior and the
effective anti-racist must be aware of the paral¬
lels as well as the activities to combat all
oppressive behavior.

Read:

Albert Memmi's The

Colonized and the Colonizer.
23b.

Discuss the parallels and differences of racism
to other kinds of oppression with a teacher who
makes a demeaning remark about women or Jews or
elderly people.

Make sure to include the issue

of power when talking about institutionalized
prejudice of all kinds.

Discuss the process of

"Victimization."
23c.

Attempt to incorporate an understanding of all
kinds of oppression into your racism seminar.
Include other oppressed groups to speak and
discuss the similarities and differences and
the need for unification in a community movement
rather than splintering between the various
oppressed peoples.

24.

Accountability
24a.

Design a means for truly holding yourself account¬
able for your racist and anti-racist behaviors.
Continually read,

discuss,

own awareness and activism.

and think about your
Make a personal
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contract with yourself never to feel totally
finished with your own growth as an anti-racist.
Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo Freire.
24b.

Contract with another individual to monitor and
react to each others anti-racist efforts.

Iden¬

tify mutual criteria that you both see as impor¬
tant in evaluating new anti-racist behavior for
white people.
24c.

Hold each other accountable.

Arrange to develop with the administration,

a

code of behavior for your school community that
will be monitored by a committee of students,
faculty,

and administration.

The code will

identify racist and oppressive behavior of all
kinds as subject to review and the committee
will work closely with the awareness and action
training groups at your school.
25.

Seeking and Offering Support
25a.

Decide on personal needs you have for support
in your efforts as an anti-racist.

Identify

ways that you can both receive and offer support
with others who need and can offer this precious
commodity.

Treat this issue seriously!

Rules for Radicals by Saul D.
25b.

Read:

Alinsky.

Request a friend with an understanding of racism
to collaborate with you on ways of helping each
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other grow and find support as concerned anti¬
racist white people.
25c.

Communicate with other schools,

agencies,

and

individuals who are struggling with similar
Coordinate a sharing of ideas,
resources,

and people to expand a national net¬

work of anti-racism workers.

Identify sources

of support for your organizations that are com¬
batting racism.

Deciding on Anti-Racist Activity
Most of us can feel overwhelmed to some degree by how
much there is to be done.
much energy,

risk,

These activists seem to demand so

courage,

and thought to bring to fruition

that one can wonder how realistic anti-racist activity
really is.

In spite of the hypothetical success of all

seventy-five actions,

we may wonder whether effecting such a

minute amount of the problem is worth the effort.
The choice for us in white America becomes clearer if
we want our children and grandchildren to suffer less
l30cause we have taken risks and met
ity in white America today.

challenge

and opportun

There are no guarantees or

magic solutions but we do have the choice to begin the monu¬
mental challenge of changing institutions so they are part
of the systematic effort of maintaining a humane and plural¬
istic world society in future decades.
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With the above thoughts in mind,

I will identify some

of the questions that may prove helpful to you in identify¬
ing and choosing anti-racist growth and action strategies.
Each individual must suit the questions and their answers to
his or her specific situation.

Use of the following work¬

sheet is intended to facilitate the process.

Questions for Facilitating Choices of Anti-Racist Activity
1.

Interest;
chapter,

Using the list of activities in this
check

(y)

five of the items that are most

interesting to you.

Do not judge them as to feasi¬

bility or importance but identify those that truly
appeal to you.

Some of these items may have been

noted during your initial reading of the lists.
2.

Need:

Generally speaking, what problems demand

attention most critically in your organization or
community?
"b"

or "c"

Check

(v')

five activities in sections

that relate to your considerations of

the most serious needs.
3.

Feasibility:

Decide what strengths and resources you

have or that are readily available to you.
these in mind,
sections "b"

check

or "c"

W)

With

the five suggestions in

that would require the strengths

and resources that you have available.

.

4

Satisfaction;

Identify the five action efforts that

would give you the greatest satisfaction to complete

WORKSHEET FOR SELECTING ANTI-RACIST ACTION STRATEGIES

17 2
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in the next ten weeks.

Signify the three top

choices with two checks
Combined Efforts;

).

Identify eight action strategies

that you know, with which you could get other people
to help you in the immediate future.

Check

(/)

these choices.
6.

Risk;

Pick five action efforts in which you are

relatively unafraid to involve yourself but that
challenge you minimally as an anti-racist white
person.

Check

(✓)

them and place two checks

(/✓ )

beside the three you like most.
7.

Follow Through:

Check

(V)

five activities that

would lead to additional efforts in which you would
be interested.

The interest should be sufficient

to maintain your investment until the series of
projects is completed.
8.

Effectiveness :

Check

(>/)

five action strategies

that would realistically combat racism in your area
most effectively if accomplished.
The check marks should now be beside some of the choices
on the worksheet of activities that are most appropriate for
you to pursue.
by any items,

If there is a large accumulation of checks
you have identified some activities that are

most useful and meaningful to you.

The following questions

may help delete some other choices in the process of select¬
ing anti-racist activity.
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!•

Irrelevance:

Place a dash or minus sign

(-)

next

to the five activities that you see as totally
irrelevant to your situation.
2.

Uninteresting;

Identify five activities in which

you are absolutely uninterested or unskilled in
pursuing.
3.

Use a dash

Too Risky;

(-)

to signify them.

Pick the five actions or efforts that

would cost you too much in terms of personal risk.
These are beyond your scope of activism at this
time.
4.

Mark them with a dash

Completed:

Place a dash

(-)

(-).
beside the five activ¬

ities that are already under way and that do not
need your involvement at this time.
none,
5.

If there are

omit this question.

Impossible:

Place a dash

(-)

next to five and only

five action efforts that you know for sure would be
impossible to initiate at this time.
6.

Resistance;

Identify and mark

(—)

five action

strategies that would make people so defensive that
your efforts would be stopped completely.
7.

Inappropriate:

Identify anti-racist activities

that you personally find meaningless or unrewarding
and not appropriate in your community.
dash

(-)

lists.

Place a

next to all of these activities in the
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Now,

as you review where the checks and the dashes are,

you may be more able to pick three activities in each sec¬
tion

(a,

b,

and c)

that you are willing to puruse at this

stage in your anti-racist growth.
least nine activities,

After having chosen at

three in section a,

b,

and c,

I would

like to encourage you to think through the following ques¬
tions in order to clarify exactly what you want to achieve
and how you might go about it.

Jumping into action strate¬

gies without answering these questions could result in
racist,

incompetent,

and ineffective behaviors.

We must find

a balance between constructive risk-taking and calculated
planning if we are to be at our best in working toward change
in the racism that surrounds us.

Considerations when Planning Anti-Racist Activity
This section is designed to aid the growing white
activist in identifying and resolving the numerous issues
and considerations inherent in planning anti-racist activ¬
ities.

Anti-racist activity implies change,

attitudes,

values,

beliefs,

a change in

and most importantly,

behavior.

We must see our challenge for constructive change regarding
racism in a realistic

light.

Resistance to such change will

come from practically every level and from every conceivable
source so we must not delude ourselves about the immensity
of our challenge.

One healthful response to the challenge

of white activism lies in serious thought and planning at the
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onset of most anti-racist activities.

As the reader intern¬

alizes a commitment to act against the sickness of racism,
it is most valuable to develop simultaneously skills in
diagnosing situations,

planning and designing strategies,

and in evaluating the success of ones activities.

The fol¬

lowing questions represent issues and concerns that need be
considered in effective planning of action strategies.

It

would be most helpful to answer the following questions for
each action behavior that you have choosen.

Augment these

questions with others that are specifically pertinent to your
situation.
1.

Specifically,

what is the problem you want to

resolve?

2.

Identify other details that will help clarify the
problem.

3.

What will happen if you successfully resolve this
problem?
a.

personally:

b.

locally:

c. institutionally:
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4.

How will you know that you have been successful?

5.

Who

6.

Where will the various activities occur?

7.

Exactly when will you begin?

8.

Identify a tentative time schedule with the action

(names)

will work with you?

In what way?

steps that need be complete by each time period.

9.

What additional resources do you need
materials,

facilities,

(people,

etc.)?

10.

How will they be obtained?

11.

Specifically identify the kind and amount of support
you will need.

12.

Enumerate how you will get that support.

13.

What are the risks that you are taking?
possible costs
position,

What are

(time, mental health, money,

security)?

status,
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14.

What do you

see as personal benefits as a result of

this activity?

15.

What about

16.

Are you
of

17.

institutional and

satisfied to proceed with a clear picture

possible costs and benefits?

Why?

Consider the possibility of only partial
with your activity.
you

are

75%

successful?

How about

What

follow-up procedures

19.

Return to question number
that you may have

and

left out

"tips"

25%

if

successful?

should be considered?

8

and add or delete

items

initially.

How will you communicate your
learnings,

success

What will you have achieved

18.

20.

societal benefits?

successes,

failures,

to other concerned white

anti-racists?

It

is

appropriate that this effort at responding to

white racism terminate
to

suffer

in a charge to act.

Few of us want

from psychological distortion or contribute to the

pain of other

human beings but "wishing"

is not enough.

New
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among white

individuals,

white

systems,

and white

institutions needs to be the course of direction for us
human waste and

suffering are to be

behavior by white Americans

altered.

if

Such courageous

has offered me a chance to expe¬

rience genuine caring and to see that white can be beautiful.
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I

sit on a man's back,

choking him,

making

him carry me,

and yet assure

myself

and others that I

sorry for him and wish to
his

am very
lighten

load by all possible means—

except by getting off

his back.

Tolstoy
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appendix a
Suggested Questions

for Use in

Identifying Positive Individual

Behaviors

Regarding Racism
James M.

Edler

Community Development and Human Relations
University of Massachusetts
-

1.

Have

I

aggressively

1972

-

sought out more

information

in an

effort to enhance my own awareness and understanding of
Racism?
2.

Have

I

titudes

spent

some time recently in

looking at my own at¬

and behavior as they contribute to or combat

racism around me?
3.

Have

I

re-evaluated my use of terms or phrases

be perceived
4.

Have

I

that may

as degrading or hurtful by others?

openly disagreed with a racist comment,

joke,

or

action among those around me?
5.

Have

I made a personal contract with myself to take a

positive

stand opposing racism,

even at

some possible

risk?

.

6

Have

I

become

advertising,
to those

increasingly aware of
news broadcasts,

in charge?

etc.?

racist T.V.
Have

programs,

I complained
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7.

Have
own

I

realized that white Americans are trapped

schools,

homes,

media,

government,

etc,

by our

even when we

choose openly not to be racists?
8.

Have

I

suggested and taken steps

to

implement discussions

or workshops aimed at understanding racism with friends,
colleagues,

social clubs,

or church groups,

schools,

or

business groups?
9.

Have

I

been investigating political candidates at all

levels

in terms of

their

stance and activity against

racist government practices?
10.

Have
of

11.

I

investigated curricula of

their

treatment of the

local

schools

issue of racism?
staff,

(Also text¬

books,

assemblies,

Have

contributed time and/or funds to an agency,

I

faculty,

in terms

and administration)
fund,

or program that actively confronts the problems of racism?
12.

Have my buying habits
panies,

13.

Is my

Have

school or place of

of

I

shops,

com¬

and personnel?

cational efforts
14.

supported non-racist

become

activity

employment a target for my edu¬

in responding

to racism?

seriously dissatisfied with my own level

in combatting racism?

appendix

b
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APPENDIX B
DISTANCING BEHAVIORS AMONG WHITE GROUPS
DEALING WITH RACISM
James M.

Edler

Community Development and Human Relations
University of Massachusetts
-

Racism in America
for

speech writers,

The use of
so chic,

is rapidly becoming

liberals,

the word

so

1972 -

"racism"

educators,

a popular topic

and politicians.

in many of our conversations

socially appropriate,

is

that I question how long

it will

be before Madison Avenue televises two women really

getting

into the

issue over a cup of

Equality Coffee."
is

not

tive

This

important and

step

in

its

is not to

"Fancy-Brewed-For-

say that raising the issue

its visibility could not be a construc¬

eventual elimination.

In fact,

I would

maintain that the conscious motivation for many of us to
deal with racism is
at

the risk of

date,
and

support

sincere and non-malicious.

appearing
the

even minimally

fact

at all

that

I would also,

satisfied with efforts to

some efforts have been creative

successful.

The problem that concerns me is that of the relatively
unconscious

hidden agenda that dulls and

tion and understanding

limits the percep¬

for white Americans as we

selves with this urgent and

critical dilemma.

We

involve our¬
jump on the
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racism bandwagon with our capacities limited by a host of
fears and facades.

The hidden agenda to which I refer is

based in our universal need for safety,
tive self image.

security and a posi¬

We expend a great amount of cognitive and

emotional energy in our efforts to maintain a distance be¬
tween the sickness of racism in this country and our own
personal lives.

The futility of this "distancing behavior"

can best be understood when one comprehends the psychologi3.nd physical avoidance

in relation to the fact that

racism cannot be confronted at a distance.

To really under¬

stand and deal with racism in this country entails experi¬
encing various levels of personal questioning, discomfort
and bewilderment about our responsibility and opportunity as
white Americans.
fronted,

It means getting close I

Racism,

when con¬

effects us through every receptor we have and sits

hard in the lap of every family,
which we belong.

community,

and system to

We often "buy in" on racism workshops for

a whole gamut of reasons and almost universally spend an
inordinate amount of time generating and maintaining behav¬
iors that not only keep us from changing the racism around us
but unconsciously maintain the status quo by reinforcing the
myth of non-implication.
Needless to say,
tancing behaviors"

some of us never move from these "dis¬

(behaviors that maintain a distance be¬

tween the "terrible disease of racism"
involvement in it)

and our very personal

and unconsciously remain more a part of
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the problem than of the solution.

Others of us become so

skilled and sophisticated in our "cop-outs"
the only mode of behaviors we experience.
especially,

that it becomes
For these people

we must become skilled in emphasizing that guilt

and blame are not our objectives.
distancing behavior"

The energies invested in

can be used for more effectively when

there is a freeing up for constructive action and realiza¬
tion that defensive stagnation is unnecessary and unproduc¬
tive.
My intentions are to identify some universal behaviors
that occur in white groups struggling with racism and to
point out that they,

in reality,

keep us from being effec¬

tive in dealing with anything except our hidden agenda of
self-preservation.
them,

There are numerous variations of all of

so pinpointing them specifically is far less important

than recognizing that they occur almost universally in the
early stages of a white group attempting to work on the issue
of racism.

It is also interesting to note that the following

games can be played by individuals,
ties with equal "success."

groups,

or total communi¬

Becoming aware of our sophisti¬

cated armor of distancing behaviors can hopefully allow us
to move past such struggles and begin an open,

honest,

and

constructive effort in our white communities.

This effort

will succeed only when we in white America squarely face and
internalize our critical implication in the systemic oppres¬
sion of people of color.
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"Definition" Game;

A coiranon strategy in most

white groups is to request a clear,
the word

racism."

concise definition of

This can lead to hours and even weeks of

debate while everyone defines the term with various jargon
and favorite social science phrases.

It is almost impossi¬

ble to disagree with the need for a definition of terms but
why do these "definers"

spend so little time with a diction¬

ary when discussing religion,
ism?

politics, morals,

or capital¬

The usual result is that the term is not publically
other than what folks understood the word to con¬

note hours earlier.

This game is not to be confused with

the actual need to clarify why the group is meeting or the
<^ifforences between racism,
2)

discrimination and prejudice.

The "Where are the Blacks?"

Game;

Our ignorance of

racism is exemplified many times as we demand that we need
members of minority groups present for us to understand our¬
selves.

This game often springs from the Definition Game

and reveals a prevailing myth in the white community:
namely that to deal with racism cannot be accomplished among
an all-white group.

After 350 years of being told there is

a racial problem in this country,

we begin our awakening but

seem to still need confirmation.

How many of us have genu¬

inely dealt with the question of crime or politics,
example,

for

without the presence of a criminal or politician?

The real hypocrisy entails the white person's expectation of
minority members to come running when the time to go to work
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IS determined by the oppressor.
stand

It

is vital that we under¬

such attitudes as distressingly racist and

defeating
ogy of

from their onset.

self-

A friend once painted the anal¬

a white man holding a Black man down with his

on the Black man's

foot

neck while asking the man on the floor,

"What can I do?"
The

"Racism Isn't the Only Problem"

tancing behavior
that there

is

when we have
are

just as

is often initiated by

sexism,

poverty,

serious.

insist

he was

any other

racism and many of us
racist.

confront

summertime

The problem that

"problem"

job

is

can be identified,

ignore the others

suggests.

However,

is

("Head-on"

briefly to definitions

manner.)

is not

we can under¬

the other problems
in this case

aggressively and directly,

"race-relations"

assistance

this

length or dress and will

racism.

in many of

racism head-on.
as

inflation that

Racism is definitely interrelated with

effect change

interpreted
tional

overview of his

the above problems and to

and

crime or

interpret all kinds of dehumanizing

what dealing with racism
stand

war,

for his hair

the product of

last dealt with if

all of

someone suggesting

Prior to anyone's response,

ridiculed

he was

activity as

This dis¬

little or no cause to concentrate on racism

individual might add a brief
where

Game;

not

if we

is to be

in a tradi¬

You may need to return

in a

constructive way if members need

in understanding

the differentiation between dis¬

crimination,

prejudice,

and

racism.

Use care not to get
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deluged by the next game.
"distinguished Lecturer" Game:

This game can be

easily identified by the intense intellectualization and
academic treatment of everyone's comments.

The person with

some background in recent publications can easily dominate
this endeavor.

We all play this game at various times when

we "deal" with a problem by talking about it.

Experts

abound on the topic of racism but there seems to be little
action in our community of white theorists.

The cause is

often a product of their distorted focus on the wrong prob¬
lem

that is a denial of the white problem and an emphasis
the victims for their situation.

game,

as with many others,

This lecture

puts a "gardol shield"

between

us and other members in the group with which we are involved
because they often wish not to reveal less intellectual
prowess.

One of the sickest manifestations of this game is

when whites become experts on what it's like to be Black.
Many of us have heard white groups spend hours talking about
Blacks and

"their"

and difficult,

problem.

Although far more threatening

it is imperative that we look at "our" prob¬

lem and our potential as change agents within white America 1
5)

The "Instant Solution"

Game:

So often out of igno¬

rance but also a result of distancing efforts is the indi¬
vidual who maintains that there is a clear,
to resolving the sickness of racism.

simple solution

Interesting enough is

the fact that the solution proposed is often out of the hands
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of its owner.
Total Love,"

Some common examples are the "Violence",
and "Change the Schools" advocates.

these "resolutions"

All of

have their value but to choose only one

and not become involved in the larger picture can be quite
self-limiting.

Confronting a player of the Instant Solution

Game is difficult in that his proposal alone often makes
good sense,
country.

such as changing our educational system in this

We must look at the massive value and behavioral

changes that must occur in all our institutions if racism is
to be challenged.
Such an effort is closely related to the technique of
talking about racism from a frame of reference of "how things
should be"

rather than how they are.

These gamesters insist

that others should simply "treat everyone as an equal like
I do."

It would be nice if such equality were a reality,

but the blatant injustices around us in this day and year
make such suggestions an oversimplified and ineffective
response.
6)

The "Find the Racist" Game;

One of the most destruc¬

tive and hurtful games occurs when a few members of the group
jump all over another member for his "racist comments" or
"stupid ideas."

Others see the resulting norm and add fuel

to the aggression if the original "culprit"
the room.

has remained in

Two of the resulting tragedies of this behavior

are the climate it generates within the group for not risk¬
ing or sharing any uncertainty;

and secondly,

the ones who
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get involved in the attack actually fantasize that they are
being helpful and liberal.
resolved,

If this is not identified and

the group will most likely never regroup for the

seme purpose again.

"Guilt"

is a product of such behavior

and should be minimized when possible.

I would maintain

that we must accept the fact that we all are racists because
of our socialization and not waste time that could be spent
on changing ourselves and our society constructively.
—^fter I Become a Millionaire"

Game:

One of the

most American educational doctrines states that one must be
fully competent prior to embarking on anything—sort of the
specialist

or "expert" mystique!

We have used this in

numerous ways to justify doing nothing or to only minimally
invest in the area of combatting racism.
the game is played are as follows:

Some of the ways

"You bet I hate racism!

I'm really going to get involved after I get my degree."
Other excuses for delaying action and commitment might be
to insist that "I'm here in school to study and that's what
I'm going to do."

Have you ever heard anyone say his job

or social position couldn't be jeopardized at this time—the
family is his main concern you know.

Such comments are com¬

mon in spite of their insulting and clear nature.

People

need to realize that fighting racism isn't easy or pleasant,
but it isn't a guaranteed tragedy either.

There are hun¬

dreds of white Americans who would become more active and
effective if they knew of another who would support them.
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Rather than waiting for someone else to support us,

we have

the option of initiating efforts and thus opening channels
for support and positive work for ourselves and those around
us:

Make every effort to not get trapped in this game

because excuses are easy to find and easier yet to use.
Closely associated with this behavior is "The Little Ole Me"
which finds us stating that someone as insignificant
and powerless as me can't change such a monumental problem:
"It's too big a problem.

I don't know what to do!"

The

issue of personal awareness can also be used as a technigue
to postpone action.

We must help these game players compre¬

hend the fact that doing can facilitate learning and we need
not totally complete awareness

(an impossibility)

prior to

taking action steps.
8)

The "Black Expert"

Game:

Another distancing behavior

that is dysfunctional occurs when whites identify the one or
two minority members in the room and begin an onslaught of
questions that place this person in the exciting expert role.
Whites

listen as if this person were speaking for all the

oppressed minorities and keep questions coming that will
divert any focus inward.

Often,

the person will realize

what is happening and try and redirect the responsibility
where it belongs.
helpful"

and

There is a wide difference between "being

"taking responsibility for another."

Valuable

growth often centers around personal ownership which negates
being "told the answers"

as whites struggle with our racism.
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"Geography"

Game;

Our naivety is examplified

when we distance our responsibility in the interracial scene
by recognizing only the South or major cities as places that
have "race problems."

There is a myth that one must be in

direct contact with a minority group to have strong racial
feelings or be part of racist institutions.

Often,

places

where there is an absence of minorities is the fertile breed¬
ing ground for misconceptions, myths and prejudices.

Seldom

do we ask ourselves what we might be doing to alleviate the
problems that keep minorities from living and working in
all-white areas.

Also,

we fail to see racism manifested

among ourselves through humor,

the media or other white

catalysts regardless of the local population.
10)

The "You've Come a Long Way,

Baby" Game;

The last

distancing behavior to be identified ends up being a ration¬
ale for personally slowing down or even completely avoiding
the responsibilities for confronting racism.

This game

player emphasizes the "great strides that have been made in
recent years."

He may even complain that the Chicanos in

his town are getting summer jobs before the whites!
hundreds of years of degradation,

After

it must be amusing to hear

the white man complain because he isn't getting as much pref¬
erential treatment as he once "enjoyed."

Another segment of

this behavior involves withdrawing into the adage of "it
takes time—you can't change the world overnight."

Use care

to avoid playing this game because of its inherent alienating
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effect on others who actually understand racism today.
(We've all seen the driver spin his wheels into a everdeepening hole that eventually necessitates a tow truck.)
There are many many more behaviors that can be seen in
white groups,

but their itemization is less important than

what they accomplish.

Listen closely the next time you dis¬

cuss racism for your own distancing behaviors.
time we minimize our defensiveness,

At the same

we can support each

other's efforts in changing the distorted and inhuman way
we treat each other by constructive programs of awareness
and action rather than allowing ourselves to get trapped in
the "win-lose"

atmosphere of "game-playing."

APPENDIX

C
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APPENDIX C
Inventory of Distancing Reactions to
White Implication in Racism
James M.

Edler

Community Development and Human Relations
University of Massachusetts
- 1972 -

1.

Racism doesn't affect my area of interest.

(e.g. math)

2.

The people where I work are very liberal—there's no
racism there.

3.

We don't have any Blacks in our area;

we don't have any

problem.
4.

We have Blacks working in our office now,

and I get

along with both of them very well.
5.

I'm just too busy right now.

6.

Racism isn't the only problem,

7.

I don't understand all this talk about racism.

8.

Things are better than they used to be.

9.

I'm not racist.

10.

The people I work with wouldn't want me involved.

you know.

Why should I do anything?
My

boss hates trouble-makers.
11.

Sexism is my concern—I can't do everything.

12.

Oh,

yes,

it's a terrible problem.

thing about it.
lege Fund.

But I'm doing some¬

I contribute money to the Black Col¬
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13.

I've read a lot,

but I need something else before I'm

ready to do anything.
14.

Some of my best friends are Black,

and we have no prob¬

lems at all.
15.

What do you mean,

it's my responsibility?

aren't perfect either,
16.

Blacks

you know.

I treat people as individuals no matter what color they
are.

17.

I do my thing and respect the right of anybody doing
what they choose.

Just don't be telling me how to act

"cause it's a free country."
18.

Let them alone!

I don't care what they do,

and they'd

better stay out of my way.
19.

I'm tired of helping them get on their feet.

It's

about time they did some of their own work.
20.

You know,

there are a lot of poor whites too.

21.

It's just human nature.

There is always going to be an

oppressed group.
22.

I was discriminated against too.

Everybody is dis¬

criminated against.
23.

It's just not my style to push other people.

24.

I don't want to say anything to anybody.

I don't want

to hurt their feelings.
25.

I won't do anything if I'm pushed

I don't respond to

pressure.

.

26

People that I'm closest to won't ever change.
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27.

It's too big a problem.

I can't do anything about it.

28.

I don't want all my friends to think I'm a fanatic.

29.

Some people aren't good at those kinds of things,

and

I'm afraid that I'm one.
30.

I've got a lot more to learn before I work with anyone
else.

31.

I don't like to get involved in political issues.

32.

I'm doing all I can.

33.

I'm the only one who ever raises the issue in our
group.

34.

I'm tired of being alone,

If they would only get jobs or go to school I could see
helping out,

35.

but I'm against welfare for all of

What do you mean,

"What am I doing?"

'em,

I'm working a

steady job and obeying the law.
36.

I'm scared!

I don't know what to do!

Tell me what to

do!
37.

Hey,

I tried helping those guys once—never again!

They

don't want any help from a white man.
38.

Now that we're letting them into our society they don't
want it,

so the heck with them.

39.

I never did anything to hurt them.

40.

I'm dealing with racism my own way.

It's not my problem.
It's not anyone

else's business.
41.

I

helped train a Black guy at the plant,

I'm not racist.

42.

There is one problem for me—if I raise the issue with
my friends it won't really change anything.
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43.

You can't expect me to do the things you're doing,

I'm

not trained!
44.

You don't know what it's like to be oppressed—I've
lived it so don't tell me about oppression.

45.

You're right about racism being a serious problem but
what can I do here?

46.

Don't preach to me—I hate sermonizers.

47.

We all have to choose which issues are important to us
and racism just isn't what I've chosen.

48.

I'll never have anything to do with the suburbs—the
inner city is where I want to work.

49.

When I get power,

after I graduate.

I'll give a lot to

minorities.
50.

Total,

absolute,

uninterrupted SILENCE.

These comments are just a few that I have said or
heard mentioned in the past.

They represent white distanc¬

ing behavior that we must understand and to which we must
effactive responses.

Use these as practice confronta

tion situations and as a means for testing your ability to
diagnose the often subtle racism inherent in them.

It might

be helpful to add your own list or to identify those that
represented some of your thinking about racism.
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